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f.~Bs·rn{~CT 

A previous study suggested that children use their own 

i n+ol·· me':,l pr·oh:l. em ,,:;01 vi ng methods; based on count i ng procedLwes or

mental i:wit.hmf?tic but lost or changed information in mental 

calculation. Cilildr·en's count.inc] !::;kills and aspects o·f memory in 

relation to thE:'ilr. ability to complete addition and subtr-acticJn 

problems were ex~mined 

!::;c:hool. 

~cross a wide age range 

The results showed that subjects with good mathematical 

ability had well developed schema about number and applied this 

in abstract processing of information when solving problems. 

Subjects with poor mathematical ability had little understanding 

of number~ "only procedural knowledge~ and used concrete counting 

proedures in problem solving to find an answer. 

Childt·en:'~; in+Dlr·ma!:ion plr"ocesr,.:;ing skills ar-e discu£.;sed in 

terms 0+ memDry ~ schema t.heory and the role of self concept in 

controlling mental processes. 

A remedial teactling programme based on developing abstract 

information processing skills was trial led over a six week period 

with some success. The need for implementation of research 

findings into c:lassl·-oClm pt-olJrammes is advocated. 
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I NTlmDUCr I UI\I 

The previous research project conducted by the author with a 

class of Standard two pupils found that school taught 

methods were not 

children preferred 

in solving arithmetic problems. ThE~ 

to count c:\ctual to u~;e mentE\! 

,":11'-' i t:.hmet i c: on count.inq met.hods. 

observations were Uccasi onc'lll y t,otal s c:ountf.?cl II'Jf.?r- e 

forgotten nf.?cessit.at.inq a rf.?c:ount. of it.f.?ms~ sometimf.?s two or 

thref.? timf.?s beforf.? the total was recallf.?d and recordf.?d~ and 

r,:jec:'mc'ci 1":1 i,:"\\.: 1.:11(" Ilumher' of involved :i. n pr-ocf'..>s~;i ng 

illful'flI,"\tiull incl'f!i':l~";F!d t:.hE~ luad on wor'kinc] mf.?mor'y bE?caHli.? t.oo grf2,":1t 

<,:\nd l'lPncp ddt,,:':\ II'j;::\e~, I, oC:';t. Thpse observatiuns in tur-n I'-aise 

qU(~S t i onC:5 ,:'~bout infurmat.ion processinq and a possiiblF' limitf.;>c:I 

wor'l, i n ~~ rnE~mur' y C <':ip ":lC it Y • 

The aims uf this study werf.? tu invest.igat.e the rf.?lationship 

between information processinq and the ability to solve adc:lit.ion 

then to clE~s;i gn ~ imp I E~men t and 

evaluate a remedial t.eachinq proqramme basec:l on deficif.;>nc:ies 

identified in childrf.?n"s processing skills. 

F'r:-'r-~:3unal uh~::;E~I"v':'Ition of <::;t.,":1tt?qiE!~5 E·~mploYE'd by ,,::\ number- C)·f 

chilc:lren from all class levels in primary schools has suggestec:l 

some children across a widf.? agf.? range continue to use count.ing un 

finqers as an aid to computat.ion. Acc:urding to Ginsburg ( 197'7) 

school arithmetic is assimilated into t.he informal met.hods~ based 

on counting procedures~ which chilc:lren previously developed as a 

mean <::; of <::;u 1 v:i. n q everyday practical problems. Informal met.hods; 

vn'?I-'e + Clund to pel'-si st in spite of instruction j. n school s 

(Ginsburg,1982). This may lead to a bizarre arithmetic 

procedures are mechanically folluwed without understanding of the 

principles invulved. 

Hughes; (1983) has attributed this difficulty with s;chool 

arithmet.ic to children"s inability to translate between concrete 

c:\nd + ClI~m<':\.l r-f?p,,"eC:';f.?ntat i Dn s. important factor in 

learninq the written code and in solving arithmetic problems long 

after the code has been acquired. One study conducted by Stallard 

and describ~d by Huqhes (1986) concluded that understandinq of 



the formal code was related to children's mathematical ability 

r"athpr"" t.hE\1"l t.h(:?i 1'" agp or amount of inst.ruct.ion received 

~:;choul . 

~5uggested t.hc~t chi 1 dr""en:' s 

difficulty in analysing 

part to thp transition 

and solving problems can be traced in 

stratpgies tu memorispd numbpr 

using informal problem solving 

facts and algorit.hms. The findings 

from all these studies suggest t.hat children's difficulties with 

thp formal code may bp the result 

t.he numbers given wi t.hout r"eg,C\l'd 

of mechanically operating on 

fur thp prublem structure ur 

understanding of the operation involved. 

The resparch conducted suggpsts that i nfor-mc~l counting 

pr""oc f::"~dur"" f;!S f ur""m thp basis uf early addition <:").nd subtIC",C\ct i on 

strategies. lhese dpvelop out of school and pprsist in spite of 

school inst.ruct.ion (Ginsburg 1("77"7). Simil"3r" findings have been 

rpport.ed acruss cult.ures (Saxe~1985; Ginsburg~H. 1982) and social 

class su~g~sting that. the d(:?vf.':> 1 opment: of counting skills is a 

natural developmental process like languagp acquisition. 

A number of stUdies have described the number compet.ence of 

pr""e j::;chonl and f:';chool pntrants in such areas as counting and 

solving simple word problems (Siegler and Robinson~1982: Groen 

The and Huqhes ~ 1 9Er:); Younq-Loveridqe~1987). 

spontaneoU<:'3 inventic)f"l of the countinq on met.hod follcH-'Jinq 

instruction qn the counting all method was described in a study 

by Groen and Resnick (1977) and Hughes (1981) noted children's 

simp I f.? v ("?r"" b ,;:\1 pr""ob 1 em,,:; but suqqest.s t.hat thE?i r 

difficult.y wit.h school ar-j ttlmeti c i ~:; due to their inabilit.y to 

codes. It seems that translate between concr-etE? ,':Ind f or"" 10,':1 I 

children develop a practical arithmet.ic based on counting 

procedures which they use in everyday sit.uations but they may 

havp some difficulty in adapting to written school methods. The 

implementation of 

( 19135) i nt.u N€,:>w 

thE'> Eleqinnino 

IE';::il and 

School Mathematics Programme 

involves a relatively late 

introduction to the formal code of arithmetic and an emphasis on 

pre number skills such as classification and logic while counting 

is reqarded as an unimportant rate activity. 



Counting has been described as a rule governed system which 

enables the generation of any number in that system (Pollio and 

~:; t. r" i::\ t:. E! (J i c ,:; \..\ ,,; (? cI in E:\dd it ion c:\nd f.5ubt.r·r.:\ct.i on E:\nd the'::;!:" hi':\ve 

:i.ncludc!d cuuntinq dlld noncount.inq method';~. TilE'? type of units:> tha.t 

chi I dr-en count. described as a developmental 

progressinq from manipulation of concrete objects~ to pointing~ 

finally operating at level using 

number facts (Steffe~ vun Gldsersfeld, Richards and Cobb, 1983). 

TI1F~ t.F:'iP of numhF'I''' fi::\ct.~o Wi':\S thE' final '::;t.f.?P i.n a c:ountin!;.1 

mudel described by Carpenter and Moser (1982) which identified a 

strategies from counting all 

tll(,~ 1 E:\I'" Cl PI'" i::lddE'nc:J, t.o use of number facts. Chilc:Jren were also 

observed usinq known facts t.o solve unknown facts. Number 

u !::;pd in t hi,:; ~'J,::\ y V,IE'I" P U f;U i::\ I I y t.11C "dnubl f?<::;" 01'" "t:i. EO'S" 

t.O ten. 

Non--'counti n(;:J mpt.hoc:is u<:;pd in addition and described by 

Houlihan and Ginsburg (1981) included the usp of memorised fi':1.cts 

recallpc:J directly from mpmory, memorised facts that are related 

to thp numbers stated in the particular problem and used in 

indirect and novel ways, and place value with larger numbers. The 

use of known facts may thus be part of a progression that begin~; 

with counting concrete objects and develops to more abstract usp 

of number as numeration skills begin to appear. 

f.3tudi es; that. hi::\VF! :i. flve<::;ti qatEld pt-'ob 1 ("?m di ff i cuI t, \/ " r i n 

,::\ c:J d i t i on ~'" i t h sum,:" t.o tc?n havf~ f CH .. tnd t:h,'::lt: thf'? "doubl f.~ ~::; 'f 01'" 

1-.:11';-:111 E':~ pE'C t pd (Gropn and Parkman~ 19'72 ; 

Siegler and Robinson~1982). No explanation for this finding was 

q i \if?n but from dpscriptions of children's addition s t r- at e~.1 :i. es; 

this typf.'-:' 0+ fact is frequently used in sol vi nq othel'" r"el atf'>.d 

'f;=.!cts. nIP tif?s; or "doubles" for"m the ttrJO times multipl ication 

table and one child was observed to use 2x4=8 in solving 

subtraction problem 7-3=4 (de VeY'e !' 191:39). TherE? h<':\\/e bf?en few 

investiqations of multiplication strategies. Newman, Friedman and 

bockley (1987) examined chilc:irpn's early attempts to count 

multiples and reported that five and six year old children 

more likely to count in mult.iples on clustered displays of 

in 



IIUfIlE'''--Oc:;j t Y ,-'Ilel CUI_Jnt-, i lIt) 

C UI.I r) til) (Ii I I fill! 1 t i pI F'r,:; • 

in twus was the most frequent type uf 

I n t_ h p ":;1. u d y b Y cI E' ~J F' " f'~ (1 9 [19 ) r:. h i 1 d r' en i nth e i r- f 0 u ,,-- thy e a I' 

at schuol wr.?!' E' of ound the strategies described 

r.:,buve hut the'? mr.:dn findilH] of thi~:; ~:;t.udy \.'J""_S a pref(=:?r-ence for 

(f)(-:?ntal ,:u-'ithmptic cw c:ount,inq object."-.; ovel'" thf.~ 'folr'mdl cod(~ in 

problem solving. Subjects who used mental arithmetic relied on 

known facts and used the commutative propert.y of addition and the 

inverse to obtain subtraction facts. However there was one major 

problem in this approach. In f or- mr.~ t i on \.'Jc":1, '5 

children worked their way through all the steps of a calculation. 

It appearE'd that working memory was overloaded. 

(1978~1982) has proposed c'\ thr,?:'ol"'y o-f ch i 1 dl'''en'~:; 

mathematical devplopment concerned with changes in tE'I'-m 

memory span~ According to Case, children are initially only able 

to deal with one aspect of a problem at a time. As long as the 

task can be broken down into parts that can be attended to one at 

a time, for example counting and simple addition/subtraction 

thr.-?n the early stage of 

development will bE' ~:;ucces:,sf ul . As processing becomes more 

efficient and more bits of information can be attended to at a 

timE~ pr-oblems 

successfully. The 

of c omp I e:-: i t Y ma,y be s;DI ved 

consi dE~r-r.·?d 

to arise from an increase in attentional capacity but rather 

frum an increase in automaticity of the operatiuns being 

performed. This theory still retained the stages of development 

that are d feature of Piaqet's work on general cogn it i vf.~ 

development (1953). 

Brainerd (1979) proposed a different approach~ that the 

order of acquisition of numbf."!r-· 

operations. cardinal properties. 

concepts was ordinal properties~ 

Initially the place of numbers 

counting sequence this knowledge is 

then applied in arithmetic which finally leads to an appreciation 

of the cardinality of numbers at a later age, about 10 years old. 

This model conflicts with Piaget's stages of development which 

stress the importance of number conservation and class inclusion 

he-/ nr'C' fllJmIJc,,' vJUI'I,: Cio:\ll 

suhjected tu recent 

bpcump fIlF!;::,ni rlqful 

cTitici'::;fTl and 

Piaget's work has 

review (Hughes 1986; 



Young-Loveridge, 1987) because it does not take account of t.ho<:3e 

pr-e <;-:;chool rH_lmb~?r- ~;ki 1.1.~; that. I),",ve tH?E'r! i. c:ltc'nti f i E'ci in mor-E' r--ecent 

r-esear-ch and it. considers gener-al cognitive development whereas 

numtJ0?t-- c:oncE'p t c:iE'velopfm:>nt i. nvo1 ve~::; many ",;pec: i. f i. c i ciE:'i~.S. 

i"IOI'-·F' r--(·2cent 1 y 'stud i_ (-?~::; have suqg(-?steci that early number 

knowl pd~JE' not c::;ystemati c in it i al 1. 'l thought 

(B;3.r-oody, 19B7l" Chi1.clr-prl s0?i:?k eFficiency in the procedures they 

use and so will look for- shor-t cuts. For- example when adding 2+4, 

they will count on from the larger addend, 4, but this doesnot 

mean that the commutati.ve proper-ty of addition is being applied 

until the standard counting sequence is familiar childr-en 

will alwavs nepci to begin their cou.nt '"'t CH)e thE'n 

moving up and down the number line they are able to per-form 

operations without any under-standing of the oper-ations 

Early knowledge is procedural rather than conceptual. 

involved. 

Among this recent research ar-e infor-mation processing models 

of number concept development where new knowledge is built onto 

existing ideas (Schaeffer- 1974) and Case's wor-k on working memory 

capE:\ci ty. Thi c.:; limit nn i n -f elY"" ma t i on that can be 

processed not on account of limited storage space but due to an 

increased automacity of operations at one level opening up ~-;pace 

to use more complex executive strategies. Tests of this capacity, 

1'1--SP-:':\Cf?, mu'st include storage and snme transformation of 

across an increasing number of items. Case (1978,1982) 

that a certai.n minimum level of operational automaticity at OnE? 

stage is a pre r-equisite for- transition to the next step. Thi "'; 

t h i:?or- y includes stages of development th;::\"!: to 

Piaget·s stages. Criticism of Case's theory is centred on the 

,,,-hi 1 i ty to mF~<"<::;Ulr-F' uili t~.:; of r-el i abi 1. i toY :i. -:::; 

questioned as other experts would break down the tasks he uses 

into diffF'rent steps (Flavell,1978). 

Case's theor-y, however-, could account. for- chi 1. (ken with 

small M-space being unable to pr-ogess in number concepts until 

they att.ained the minimal level of oper-at.ional automaticit.y and 

it could explain the loss of data observed during processing (de 

Ver-e~ 19t19) • 



~;tud i P~:i involving learning disabled and slow learners show 

that they score poorly on memory tests and take a long time to 

make small gains in learning (Steffe~1983:Denvir and Brown, 1986~ 

8aroody~1983~1987;Ceci 1984). A study by 8aroody (1983) involving 

a boy with learning difficulties in mathematics showed that thi ,:;:, 

subject had problems with basic facts. He preferred addition to 

subtraction, knew few subtraction facts and only knew a few of 

the doubles. Strategies used in computation included changing the 

order of addends. 

On the other hand subjects with exceptional memory or mental 

calculation skills learn quickly and utilise their e:·:tensi ve 

knowledge base in combination with patterns and relationships 

b t .. lher- .-. for' e:< amI::! 1 e thE~ squal'-es of numbet-~5 "H-E"! r-ecall ed "e \!'JE?en n \"dT ... - ~::>, 

and used in calculating other products (Hunter,1977;Cha~e and F 

ricsson.1981;Hope,1987). 

Cllil dr"F'n c:\ppE'ar" to discover and utilisE' patterns in number 

opel~atiC)n':5 such (':':I~:i thE' U<:5e of "doubles", changing the order of 

C':\ddf?nds i=:\nd the inverse rplationship between addition and 

subtraction. This reduces the number of facts that have to be 

memcH" i c::iecl but important in uncovpr" i n!;J the 

relationship between facts and the underlying basic principles 

involved in a rule governed number system. 

This use of known facts and pattprns suggests that thE?se 

able students arp able to calion thpir knowledgp and e:·: pel~ i ence 

stored in long term memory. Thus over time they have continued to 

clE'v!:?lDP c;\ knowledge basp through extensive practice and an 

interest in numbers. 

nny mod(':~l of information processing needs to consider both 

working and long term memory and their interaction. Chunking of 

data (Miller,1956) has been proposed as a mechanism where the 

capacity of working or short term memory could be increased. A 

capacity of seven chunks was suggested in this research but the 

size of each chunk could be a single item or a whole package of 

related information. In this way expert knowledge gained such as 

in chess (Chi,1978) can be utilised by seeing groups of pieces as 

a unit. 



Chi (1978) discusses three factors that influence memory 

dE-?vt:>.l opment; ~5t.r·<::d:.e?gi e~3 ~ 

"chunks". By olr·c.1,::Ini!:;tn<] 

i.n teY"ms of 

knowledge into chunks le'5s capacity 

;::\c;:; f?r.:\ch chunk constitutes a unit. in working memory 

Using memory for 

rather 

than individual i nf onnat. i on. chess 

posi.ti.onc; thE-? skilled children retrieved more chunks than the 

novice adults. Brown and Deloache (1978) suggest the development 

of more efficient and effective strategies in organising thinking 

as a factor in memory development. 

Menwry models described in the literature are becoming 

complex as they propose an articulatory loop, a visual 

moY- e 

i:\nd 

spatial component and a central control within working memory 

These components are seen as the inner eye and inner 

inner ear or articulatory loop has been found to have a 

ear" . ThE'! 

limited 

capacity of about 1.8 seconds (Baddley and Hitch 1976;Hulme and 

Tordoff,1989). Younger children speak more slowly than adults and 

older children and this may explain differences in recall 

agE-? groups when recall is limited to what each subject can say in 

c:~bout :? !::;f2cOnd~.5. 

Hebb . ( 1961) testE.'d the not i on that memor'y ,,:;pE~n may 

involve lend term memory using a digit span with repeated 

test, where the same nine digit number was repeated every 

also 

digits 

thir'd 

item in a test of The results showed that subjects 

performed Significantly higher thi s r-epeated 

than on the .other items in the test indicating that long 

memory may b0 involved in digit span tests. 

item 

term 

Prior knowledge is stored in long term memory. The way this 

knowledge is organised may be explained by schemas or f r amelt'lor k s 

New experiences are in 

tenns of ~·'Jhat. i <;;; al r"eacJy known and e:,~pt~f··ts such cIS the young 

in Chi's study (1978) wi 11 have t.o.Jell devel opE~d 

schemas relating to knowledge in a specific area that provide a 

rich framework for assimilating incoming information. 

f":j I'''evi ew of literature has shown children'S information 

r.:WOCE,,::;si nq to be an area thi::\t h""s bf2en :i n\ie!::;t i gated in 

understanding how number concepts develop. There is a need 'for 

this ·fif:Olld takinq account of how all aspects of 

memory are involved. 



A reliance on mental arithmetic in problem solving revealed 

some problems with working memory capacity and this requires a 

fuller investigation. There are children who have made little 

progress in spite of mathematical instruction throughout their 

years at primary school and who appear to be working at the early 

developmental level according to Case's theory. The traditional 

school methods have not met these children's needs and there is a 

need for instructional programmes based on 

how number concepts develop in terms of 

limited working memory capacity. 

an understanding 

schema theory and 

of 

a 



CHAPTEI=< 2 

AN INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL 

Models of information processing are becoming more complex. 

Unc0 uh<:sel'v<"ticHI notpej ir:; the capc'\city of ttH~ auditor"y loop being 

what a subjPct can say aloud in just under two seconds. There are 

two points of particular intprest here, the time appears to be a 

constant across a range of ages yet individual capacities vary as 

they depend on spepch rate. Thus older subjects will have a 

greater capacity due to their faster speech rate. A number of 

processing models have included a category of memory that has 

limited capacity~ 

to (.)tkin~:;on and 

according to Case 

8addlpy and Hitch 

in terms of limited storage capacity according 

Shiffrin (1968), limited processing capacity 

(1982) and now a limited time span according to 

(1974). 

If incoming information can be retained for a constant t i mE~ 

ppriod this suggests some physical rather than mental function of 

information processing is involved. Incoming information is 

transmitted by neurons in the form of electrochemical impulses 

(Restak,1984). Sensory neurons carry information about the 

environment to the receptive areas in the brain. Like all types 

of waves electrical impulses will dampen or fade over time. This 

is actually an important characteristic as information channels 

have to be cleared 50 that further inform~tion can be processed 

or a block would form. The alternative is recall of all that has 

ever been received and this would pose enormous storage problems. 

The reception time of incoming data must be long enough to select 

data of interest for processing without blocking the whole 

system. A limited time capacity memory system would be consistent 

with this rpquirement. 

Incoming information is processed and stored in long 

memol'-Y· Schema 

information 50 that it 

proposes a structure for storing 

can be retrieved in flexible ways. Any 

model of memory storage ~encoding and retrieval must account for 

levels of processing in terms of declarative and procedural 



knowledge, episodic and semantic memory and the ability to form 

visual images (Cohen,Eyesenck,Le Voi,1986). 

The organisation of all types of prior knowledge in a 

complex but flexible system is difficult to define but ideally 

should be as simple as possible. In nature the basic elements of 

the universe are time~ space and matter but cognition also 

involves reasoning and procedural knowledge. All knowledge can be 

organised to include these features if a set of key questions are 

used as a way of accessing 

date:\. "Vlhen" e:\nd "~'Jher-e' 

the store for entering or n?tlro i f'fvi nq 

these ar"e cover- ti me cmd ~:;pace i3.nd 

important in episodic memory, "what· and "who' describe matter~ 

"why' covers reasoning and <how' 

question is important because it 

procedural knowledge. The 'why' 

forms links between and within 

schema and leads to semantic memory for a given concept. 

Al~ six question groups will contain several 

which will have their own schema so the whole 

structure very quickly becomes extrememly complex. 

item~-; each of 

i r1t€"~r" sect. i ng 

I nth i s ItJ a y a 

schema is held together as a unit. of knowledge but a specific 

line of inquiry may be pursued in depth by accessing a string of 

related schema. This is consistent with the idea of connectinq 

links betwee~ schema resulting in spreading activat.ion where the 

flow of ideas reflect a rich network of associations in long term 

memor"y. 

For example the schema for "toothbrush' may include 

in the "what category as the material it is made of 

plastic 

but a 

schema f cwo pla<::;tic also exists. Why toothbrushes often have 

plastic handles connects the two schema: plastic is inexpensive~ 

lightweight and easily cleaned and toothbrushes are frequently 

replaced, have to be held in the hand and rinsed after use. When 

and where a toothbrush was used could include episodic memory 

about cleaning teeth this morning and the method of using a 

toothbrush may be described as procedural knowledge. 

If existing knowledge is organised in this manner then it 

may be accessed by asking questions. Brown and DeLoache(1978) 

suggest self interrogation skills are important in cognitive 

development. The use of prior knowledge in problem solving will 

reqUire self questionning through internal rather than external 



speech. The activation of electrochemical impulses now originates 

i n t".hf:~ bY-c:\i n rather than as a result of incoming sensory data 

thi:'\t c<:\ll s for- This involves thinking and 

experiments have been conducted where activity in the brain has 

for concious thinking (Restak, 1(784) • In an 

e~-: p E·! 1'" :i. m£:>1"1 t. IrJI'j el'"' e ,,:;ub j ec t s Weir' e c:\ S k ed to flex their index finger' 

at will a change in brain activit.y was found to occur 1.5 seconds 

before the subject flexed his finger". A stimulus response 

ordinarily takes about 0.1 seconds while here brain act.ivation 

precedes t.he movement by 1.5 seconds demonstrating that 

processing has already taken place. 

One ~:5c:hema of pEn-ticulaY- l' c:' -., is the "self 

schema" (Markus, 1980). The orqanisaticm of self knolrJI edge wi 11 

include personal attitudes~ interests~ and emotions all of which 

may influence the way a problem is tackled. Without interest or 

motivation it may not be at tempted i?\t all. It appears possible 

that the self schema could control all activity making decisions 

on which sensory data to attend to, production of visual 

or accessing schema. 

A model of information processing is proposed that 

images 

suggests 

short term or working memory is actually thinking either 

internal communication involving silent speech or visual i maqes. 

Its; limited c':'Ipac :i. t y is time based due to the nature of 

tl'-ansmi ssi on of electrochemical impulses. When sensory 

in·formation i~:; involved as in immediate recall of data or in 

ment i:\ I r)l'"oblf:~m solvinq thf.~rF~ an interaction between 

knowledqe and incoming data. Thinking is a process that occupies 

time not space. More effective information processing will enable 

efficient use of the limited capacity available through chunking 

of information from schema in the lonq term memory store. This 

prior knowledge is always available through self interrogation in 

problem solvinq. 

In t:E-TmS of informat:ion processing in number' opeY-atiClns 

subject:s who are able to calion prior knowldege and apply the 

understanding they have built up within well developed schema 

should be able to use self questionning and int:ernal or abstr- act 



Until i nt:.f~l~n<~I Sp(-:?pch and spIf questionning is 

developed information 

concn'?tp i tP(Jls. 

pr--oc:pssi ng procedural involving 

thesp hypotheses the questions to be answered 

this study include: 

i.What similaritips/differences exist in subjects' information 

processing for diffprent ability and age groups? 

in 

2.What types of information processing are used by the different 

subject gr-OUp!5? 

3.How do differences in information processing relate to problem 

solving ability? 

4.How do types of information processing explain ability 

differpnces in language/mathp(Jlatics? 

~::;. HD~" carl tc'o:\c:her-s; hel p ch i 1 dr--en deveJ. op o:\bstract ttl ink i ng 

skills'::' 



CHtWTER ~::. 

TEST DEVELOF'1'"1ENT 

short tests were developed on the basis of the 

findings of a previous study (de Vere~1989) and related reseach 

in the areas of memory and number concept development. Tests were 

dc:!si gned to i nVf?st i gate the r-el at i cmsh i p beb"een count i ng sk i 115 ~ 

long term memory, short term memory~ working memory and the 

ability to solve addition and subtraction problems. 

According to Ginsburg (1977) children use informal met.hods 

based on counting procedures in problem solving and continue to 

do '50 in school inst.ruct.ion. Counting is not a rote 

activity but involves the use of a rule governed system which 

enables a child to generate numbers at any point in the system. 

If the u~derlying structure l' c-.. " not fully understood then problems 

arise when subjects are asked to generate numbers at di ffer-ent 

points in the sequence. Several common stopping points (breaks in 

the standard counting sequence) have been observed and these 

reflect subjects· current knowledge. 

Two tests were designed to investigate the ability to 

genE?r'i:\te number!"; in the standard counting sequence involving 

counting forwards and backwards. 

Test A.Name the next counting number after a given number. 

Test B.Name the previous counting number before a given 

number. 

Individual items were based on common stopping points that 

reflect different levels of understanding of the structure of our 

standard counting sequence: 

Level 

Level 

Levc",l 

Level 

Level 

1-

" ..:... 

-~ 
o._l tI 

4" 
J:.':'" 
d. 

One digit numerals 

Two digit numerals but not the end of a decade. 

Numerals at the end of a decade. 

Three digit numerals with no tens or ones digit. 

Three digit numerals~ no tens and 9 as ones digit. 

There is no pattern to the sequence of one digit numerals in 

Level 1 items and the standard sequence at this level i nvol v(-:?s 



rote learning. Failure at this 1 eve 1 WOLd d i nd:i cate th.:\t this 

early learning has not yet been mastered. Level 2 items involve 

adjustment of one to the ones digit only and an understanding of 

the repetition of the 1- 9 cycle within each decade. The 

transition across a decade is a common stopping point with the 

incorrect decade following or an alternative offered. For example 

countinq :~B, 29, 20 10,20 11 ... This example demonstrates an 

appr-eciEd:.iDn of maintaining the tens digit and increasing the 

ones digit by 1 but fails tD appreciate the place value structure 

of our' rll..lfnb er' ,,5 y"; t. em wll el'- e ~ E'~r- 0 rna y b 10-" ."\ P 1. "'\c e hoi cI E-~r- • 

Three digit numerals introduce a further difficulty as there 

are now hundreds, tens and ones to consider. Level 4 items were 

identify those subjects who have difficulty with 

whole hundreds. A common error here is to increase the hundreds 

instead of the Dnes digit so subjects making th_is error would 

count 98,99,100,200,300 ... A particularly difficult transition is 

from numbers like 109 to 110 where there is a zero in the tens 

place. A common error here is to go to the next hundred, for 

e~·: amp 1 e ~ the 

pattern established in the decades. 

Subjects who fail 

complete the next level 

at a particular level would be unable to 

as their counting would break from the 

standard sequence before that point was reached. 

The common errors made in attempting to continue the 

standard countinq sequence suggest difficulties with the place 

value structure of the number system. Children with good counting 

skills are able to use their 

structure to qenerate any number 

knowl edge o·f 

in the system. 

the un(jer 1 yi ng 

TherF.? is also 

some evidence to sugqest that an understanding of the place value 

structure is used in problem solving procedures developed by 

children to cope with everyday situations. 

Informal problem solving methods used by children include a 

procedure where a tens first approach is used rather the ones 
first mpthod t.':\ught in schools for calculations with two and 

three digit numbers. This involves operating on the tens and then 

the ones value. Resnick (1982 p146) describes an example of 

type of processing where two digit numbers were partitioned 
this 

into 



tens and ones and the two sets of values separately operated on 

beginning with the tens first. 

Addition or subtraction of ten from numbers around common 

stoppi~g points in the standard counting sequence should provide 

further evidence of difficulties with the place value structure 

underlying the number system. 

Test C.Add ten to a given number. 

Test D.Subtract ten from a given number. 

Level 1. One digit numerals. 

Level 2. Two digit numerals. 

Level .. ~ 
.~.I • ThrE~e digi.t numer-al s 

Level 4. Thr-f2e digit numerals 

vJi th no z €?-.:-y" CJ~:;. 

with zero tens and ones. 

L.evel !::;. ThrF.~e digit numer-c~l s around a hundr-ed vi=\lue. 

Items at all levels can be completed by counting on ten from 

the number given but errors made will reflect those made in the 

counting eequence Tests A and 8. Subjects who use the place value 

structure of a number and add on a ten to the i ncorr·ect digit 

will show a different type of error on Level 3~ 4 and 5 items. 

Subjects who count on ten from the number given will show 

errors that reflect their own counting system, for example 300 

+10 would result in 1300 for subjects who increase the hundreds 

digit once three digit numerals are reached, but 400 if they 

count t:o 309 i:'Hld go to the next hundred. If subjects are using 

the place value of each digit then addition of a ten by adjusting 

the hundreds instead of the tens digit will also result in 400 

but addition of a ten to 294 w~ll give 394, a Level 5 item. The 

these two types of item will have to be jointly 

considered in order to determine the kind of processing that is 

involved. 

Studies of subjects with expert memory and the ability to 

per·form comple>: mental calculations have shown that 

subjects frequently use patterns and relationships 

numbers to aid their recall and computation. Their 

these 

between 

pro i or 

knowledge and expertise is available from long term memory and 

may be applied in many different situations. 



Info~mal methods used by child~en ~ely on mental a~ithnetic 

and a test of patte~n ~ecognition and continuation was included 

to dete~mine the ~ole of long te~m memo~y in p~oblem solving. 

Te~:;t E. Name the ne:-: t two numbe~s after a given sequence 

of f OUY- numbe~~;. 

The~e a~e many types of number pattern that could be 

included and ca~eful conside~ation was given to the types of 

patte~ning that would ~eflect p~ocessing used in othe~ tests: 

Level 

L.evel 

L.evf.':!l 

L.evel 

Level 

1 . 
2. 
-=!' 
"-' . 
4. 
0:::-
d. 

Repeating patterns • 

Common counting patterns. 

More difficult counting patterns. 

Common difference between members. 

Patte~ns within the digits. 

In order to provide examples that required the types of 

processing used in other tests one of the two items at each level 

was an sequence and the other item a decreasing 

sequence so that continuing the patterns included counting on or 

back and ~ddition and subtraction of a common difference. 

Items at L.evel 1 required recognition and recall of the 

pattern unit but no calculation whereas Level 2 and 3 items 

required ~ecognition and then continuation of counting patterns 

(tens and twos f~om unfamiliar starting points~ elevens and fives 

from familiar starting points). When counting objects children 

use counting in twos or tens as a more efficient way of dealing 

with large groups of objects and adding on or subtracting a ten 

is used in mental cal cuI c"\t i on~:;, SiO count i ng in tens o~ twos are 

well known counting patterns. To increase the difficulty of the 

items unfamiliar starting points were used for L.evel 2 items. 

Counting in elevens or fives~ Level 3 items, is not as frequently 

used as counting in tens and twos but involves readily 

recognisable patterns when familiar starting points are used. 

Counting in threes and fours are not easily continued from 

unfamiliar starting points and addition or subtraction o·f a 

common difference is mo~e useful in continuing these patterns. 

Lev(?l 4 items with a common difference required subjects to 

identify and then apply the difference. Pattern recognition was 

more difficult in Level 5 items. These items could be completed 

by finding and applying a larger common difference or by 



recognising a pattern within the digits, for example, one digit 

increasinq as the other digit decreased. 

UV(~t" the five levels pattern recognition 

cI.i.ffic:uJ L ",lllel mE~lit,E\l PI'--U(:E~~";,,;;inq nE:-'E~clE~d t:o cuntinuE' thF~ pat.ter'n~::; 

increases frum recall at Levell, tu counting at Levels 2 and 

and additiun or subtraction at Levels 4 and 5. 

~::;ubjects tt-Ier-e 

1---'t:'~c,C\ll i nq CUUlltE'd totals or performing menti",l €~r i thmet i c 1-'1 as 

rememberinq data (de Vere,1989). Sume subjects could not 

totals of objects thf?y hi':\ci just countf?ci a.nd had to cnunt: tl--,em 

agaIn, one. girl tai:inq three cuunts before she cuuld recall and 

,r'E'Col'd tilE' tot,:'.], ., numb (·?I'· o'f ob j PC t~:;. Similarly subjects asked few 

data to be repeated as they had furgutten what was said 

~::;ul v:i Ilel Ililmlle'!' pl·ul.! J r:~m~";. 1 t. "'\ P P r:,~ ,,'I '" Fe' eI t, h "'\ t. sump subjects hael 

prublems with recall frum short term memury and i + the clElte:\ is 

not retained then furthpr processinq is clearly impossible. The 

subjects with recall difficulties were from the group of belott-I 

average ability. The digit span test used in WISC-R test 

short term memory. Both digit ~;pe:\n 

forwards and backwards tests were used and the five levels of 

items invol~ed an increase in the number of digits to be recalled 

E\t. (~'3c:h 1 eVE'l •• 

TE'c.:;t F" F;:f:~C i'" 1 I ,:'\ ~;5 er' i f.:?!::; of cii gi ts i n the C DI'--,'-- ec: t Dr-dE'r- . 
Tf?~.:;t c:; 

" RE?C,i I 1 ,C\ SE'I---' i e c_; 0+ d i gi t<:.:; i n r-everSE: order . 

nr~c:: i;\ 1 I. i Il U cI i q i t. c;; in r' eVE)"-- c:;F' or'dE'I'-- r-- E'q u i 1'-- f.-?f:;; mOI'-- E) than r-- F'C i::\ 1 I • 

D'::lt.i':\ Ili,:\~::; t,o hE" r'pt€:\i rl('?c:i ,,:\nel then worked on before recalling t:he 

new oreler. PrF'vious research has shown that not 

lost hut also changed whilst performing mental calculations. Test 

F. I'Joulel pr'f.)vic:if·2 ;::\ tIlE''::IC:;LWf:·? Df the ability to h/OI'-k CHi dElta ,C\rlel then 

The more steps involveel in a calculation the more likely it 

is to cause prohlems when performing mental calculatiDns. Cc:\SE~ 

(1978~1982) has proposed a theDry of number concept development 

basE'd on mental space capacity where children are initially only 

,C\bIE? to d<:",,,,1 of a problem then as working 



information can be attended t.o 

i\ L::l.I·. i. mc' .. 1.1'\ DI' elr·'I'· I:. () ITiL~d ":;UI" C' m F~ n t ;,\ 1. ~:,; p E:\ C F:.' invoJ.vin<] 

countin<] colouled spots and therl recalling totals was used (Case, 

KU.I'·l ;;:In eI i::\I\ cI hu 1 c:I her' q, 1 9f.:l:?) .. 

1 n t 1\ i !,,; ,,; t·. u d y a test that could be administered to 

classes was required. The procedure us eel by Case was adapted so 

countpd rOo F3C ,3 1. 1. £·'c.1 tot a 1 ~5 of i t. ems five 

levels, the number of totals to recall increasing at each level. 

Tpst H.Rpcall a sequence of counted totals .. 

',;P<:,(:F' 

eE\ c.:;€-" cI i c:I 

<::"1 cI til i I,:; 

not include opprations in his measure 

test was included to more closely 

of mental 

match tilE? 

prut:F:,e::.<:'ii.nCJ :i.llvulvF'eI i.n mt·"llt:.E:\l <'Jr-ithmE·'tic wher·f:>. dat,,] has tu bE' 

retained anel uperated un and then new data recalled. Subjects 

werp given a sequence uf eliqits and then asked to add one or two 

to each digit in the sequence and recall the new totals. The 

numher uf digits within itpms increased at each of the five 

l. E'vel ~:; :i. nc 1 ucJf:?d .. 

T E·'",; t. J .. ()d cl E:\ COnc.5tE:\nt t:o diqits; and 

the new seri'es of digits. 

Initially it was huped to include verbal problems as a 

measure of prublem sulving ability. However there are many 

f.::\ct:.ur·~', Lh.::,t cUllt-:.rihul::.e t.oLhe difficulty of a vE'r-bal pr-oblE'm 

(syntactic, semantic and structural) and to take account of these 

factors would require a 

tu a small numher of 

lengthy test. All prohlems can he reduced 

involving addition and 

subtraction. As the aim was to investigate subjects· ability to 

operate un numhers rather than interpret verbal problems items 

fur these twu tests involved completing number sentences for five 

levels of difficulty: 

Test J.Record the missing numeral from each example in 

a series of addition number sentences. 

Test V.Recurd the miSSing numeral from each example in 

A series of subtraction numher sentences. 



Level 1. Sums to ten. 

Level L. Sums between 10 and 18. 

Level 3. Missing addend. 

Level 4. Initial quantity unknown. 

Level 5. Equivalence of two operations. 

All items could be solved in more than one way: by counting 

methods~ recall of basic facts or adjusting from known facts such 

as 6+6=12 so 6+7 is 1 more~ 

included items that could 

that is 13. Items at different levels 

be solved by methods of increasing 

difficulty determined by the findings of research on strategies 

used in addition and subtraction (Carpenter and Moser~ 1982). 

Even if basic addition facts have been acquired by rote learning 

Level 3~ 4 and 5 items have to be changed to a form where recall 

of facts can be used so more than recall of facts is involved in 

solving these problems. Levels of difficulty for items are 

described in terms of counting methods using fingers as aids 

because no other help was available in the test situation. 

Level 1 items could be solved by counting on fingers using a 

'counting all' method but Level 2 items involved numbers above 10 

and so fingers are not sufficient unless a 'counting on' method 

is used where, fingers are used as a means of keeping track of how 

far the count has proceeded. Level 3 items with a missing addend 

also require 'counting on' methods with fingers keeping track of 

the count but now the number of fingers needed is the unknown. 

When the initial quantity is the unknown~ as in Level 4 items~ 

subjects have to change the order of addends in addition items~ 

for example []+2=3 becomes the same as 2+[]=3. The reversibility 

of operations has to be applied to change the subtraction number 

sentence to a form that can be solved by counting methods~ for 

example [J-l=2 changes to 2+1=[J. Level 5 items may be solved by 

methods used for Level 4 items but only after the equivalence of 

the two operations is appreciated. 

An understanding of the equals sign and the equivalence of 

the two operations in Level 5 items is essential if these items 

are to be completed. Research described by Hughes (1986) suggests 

that children interpret the equals sign as an instruction to put 

the answer next as happens when pressing that button on a 

calculator. Level 5 items were included to investigate subjects· 

understanding of the equivalence of the two operations. 



No item involved numbers above 18 as interest was in 

processing information at 

Standanj 1. pup i l~.:; have 

a level all subjects could complete and 

little experience with calculations 

involving two and three digit numbers. 

Completing items at different levels involved more steps in 

processing information as the levels increased. The different 

methods used at each level could be explained in terms of 

increasing mental working capacity as proposed by Case. 

Studies related to children's acquisition of basic facts 

have shown that some facts are learned before others. The doubles 

or ties such as 2+2 and addition of 1 are among the first facts 

learned. These known facts are often used to work out other facts 

(Carpenter and Moser~1983; Steinberg~1985) particularly the 

doubles where a problem like 3+4 is solved by saying 3+3 is 6 so 

3+4 is 1. more~ that is 7. Children have also been observed adding 

tens and hundreds~ for example 10 +20 is 30 and 100 and 200 is 

300~ and use this in their own informal counting methods for 

solving two and three digit problems. Another commonly observed 

feature obs~rved in addition strategies is changing the order of 

addends so that counting on from the larger addend occurs so that 

2+9 becomes the same as 9+2. All these strategies help to make 

processing information more efficient and involve use of prior 

knmvl edge. 

Wittrock's theory of 

knowledge is built on 

generative learning 

e::ist·ing knowledge 

(1974) ~"here 

!7?mphasi se",; the 

i mpnr-tance of. pr" i or knowl edge. 

prior knowledge in terms of 

strategies developed a test 

In order to investigate subjects' 

the type of facts known and 

was needed where subjects could 

relate the extent of their existing knowledge. Two alternatives 

were proposed for inclusion in the test series: 

Test L.Write as many equations as possible in five 

minutes. 

Write "nine' in as many different ways as 

possible in five minutes. 

Five levels of item difficulty were required if this test 

was to be consistent with other tests in the series. Resear-ch 



~elated to addition and subt~action st~ategies suggested possible 

levels of difficulty: 

Levell. Doubles and adding 1. 

1.... F:\/£:' 1 r·· .. 
.,::. .. Adding tens and hund~eds, basic facts to 18 

L.!:-? v(? 1 ~~;. CI') c":l.n q :i. n q 01'" d F'.I'· of (:~d d if:?n cl ~c.; , h ar-' c:1 E':!I'- ad d / <:3ub • 

Level 4. Application of ~ules and gene~alisations. 

_evel 5. Patte~ns and ~ecall of ~elated units of data. 

Equations with doubles o~ i':ippeC:l.r·· at the 

easiest level as these a~e acqui~ed fi~st while demonst~ation of 

t.hE~ pffF:'c::t of rec::ordinq number patterns wit.hin 

levels as they ~equirp more 

c:\ b ~::. t. I'" E:\ c:: t. t h i r 1 I:: :i. n <;.) • 

These we~e only suqqest.ed cateqories for each Ipvpl and a 

mo~e det.ailed desc::~iption of item level was to be completed after 

!:?::i:":\lTlirlinq th(~ t.·y'pe~; of equc:\tifJn r-E'cor-dpd by ~=..uhjPctc,:; in thE? pilot 

<study. 

How kno0ledqe is sto~pd in ITlpmo~y and latp~ recallpd IS open 

to debate, some ~esea~che~s favouring image~y and others schema 

whe~e data is sto~ed in related units. The way in which data is 

p~esented may have an it is p~ocessed so two 

equivalent tests we~e p~oduc::pd one to be administe~ed o~ally and 

the othe~ visually. 

A se~ies of c::a~ds was made fo~ the visual p~esentation test. 

( fol'-

the counting tOtals Test H) in t~p centre. (See Appendix A fo~ 

thE' ~:;hi,:\pf:.?~::; uC:3t?d Numb(·?r 

sentpnces wer-e displayed on similar lonqe~ pieces of whitp c::a~d. 

All the c::a~ds fo~ a pa~ticula~ test we~e ar~anged in o~de~ i:3.nd 

t hF~n he} d t C) q (.,'1.'. h p r' wi th met: c:\1 cc:\r'ds c::oul d 

flipped over as they we~e exposed to the SUbjects. In orde~ to 

easp ca~d movement thp bottom edgps werp cut so that the front 

longpr- thi'.\rl t.hE' rlE?:: t calrcj. Th i ~:; pr-ev('2ntf'.cI 

c::ards being flipped at. once and made it easy to quickly flip the 

top card. 

Instruc::tions and itpms we~e w~itten on the same sheet f or-

the audito~y test p r-(?s;f:?n tat i or) lrJi th Orlf:? fa::cep'l:.ion. 



count i 1lC) ,'-'rid n=.'c all i riC) total s, \'-Jas recolrded on tape cassette as 

this would be too difficult to conduct in a test situation. The 

test items involved playing groups of sounds, with a one second 
, 

interval between each sound on a variety of 

including drum, triangle~ olr·g,;:l.n, whistle, recorder, wood block 

and bell. Sequence of sounds was arranged so that 

sounds could be clearly heard by the SUbjects. Test 

for this test were also recorded on tape. 

All tests were presented to subjects with 

contY-ast i ng 

instructions 

a one second 

interval between each member of an item in tests where more than 

one number per item was involved pattern recognition and memory 

10 and 20 seconds was allowed for recording 

answers. Details of test administration are given in Appendix B. 

Typr.:>d i:'\n~;welr' sheets were prepared with five tests arranged 

down one half of the sheet and the remaining tests down the other 

half of the sheet. Sheets were folded down the centre as a means 

of ensuring subjects recorded their answers in the appropriate 

spaces. A sample item was included at the top of each test space 

and then the ten items were arranged in five pairs so that the 

two i t.ems at. (·?ach 1 evel were on the same line for marking 

purposes. ((.)n e::ample of a completed answer sheet for the main 

study test is shown in Appendix c.) The back of the sheet. 

used for recording subjects· own equations in the prior knowledge 

t.est. 

All sub-tests administ.ered in the pilot study included ten 

items \-Ji th two i tems ~::\tei:lch one o·f ·f i ve levels CJ·f i ncn:?asi ng 

o:\s morE' 

digits were added to the sequence to be recalled. The difficulty 

of items on other tests was determined by the type of item at 

each level. The items included in each test are given in Table 1 

for the auditory presentation. Auditory test items used in the 

main study are included in the details of test administration in 

AppE'nc:li :.: B. 



Test A Counting Seguence 

Name the number after: 
51. 3 
91. 14 
a3. 26 
as. 39 
a7. 200 
99. 209 

Test B Counting 5e~uence 

Name the number before: 
52. B 
1111. 15 
913. 4B 
015. 40 
017. 300 
019. 110 

Test C Counting/Numeration 

Add 10 to these numbers: 
53. 5 
021. 4 
023. 16 
025. 350 
a27. 503 
a29. 294 

Test D countin~/Nuleration 
Subtract 10 fromhese numbers: 

54. 13 
031. 12 
033. 36 
a35. 275 
1137. 500 
a39. 407 

Test E Pattern Recognition 
Name the next two numbers: 

55. 10-20-30-40 
1141. 4-7-4-7 
043. 17-27-37-47 
045. 11-22-33-44 
047. 9B-B7-76-65 
U49. 2-5-B-Il 

92. 19 
04. 74 
06. B9 
UB. 500 
010. 509 

912. 19 
014. 74 
916. 89 
018. 500 
020. 510 

U22. 9 
924. 52 
026. 190 
928. 109 
930. 691 

T,,:lble 1. 

Test F Digit Span 

Recall in this order: 
56. 4-B 
951. 3-8-6 
953. 3-4-\-7 
055. 8-4-2-3-9 
957. 3-8-9-1-7-4 
059. 5-1-7-4-2-3-8 

Test 6 Digit Span Backwards 

Recall in reverse order: 
57 • 4-6 
061. 2-5 
063. 5-7-4 
065. 7-2-9-6 
067. 4-1-3-5-7 
1169. 1-6-5-2-9-8 

Test H "ental-Space 

Recall totals in this order: 
58. 3-4 
071. 5-2 
1173. 4-7-2 
075. 6-3-5-2 
1177. 3-5-4-7-2 
079. 7-4-3-5-2-6 

Test I Addition of a Constant: 

052. 6-1-2 
I1S4. 6-1-S-8 
I1S6. 5-2-1-8-6 
OS8. 7-9-6-4-8-3 
060. 9-8-5-2-1-6-3 

1162. 6-3 
064. 2-5-9 
966. 8-4-9-3 
068. 9-7-8-5-2 
970. 3-6-7-1-9-4 

072. 8-3 
1174. 3-6-4 
076. 7-4-2-6 
1178. 2-7-3-5-4 
080. 4-2-S-3-6-7 

Add the constant to these numbers: 

932. 17 
934. B7 
936. 461 
938. 700 
940. 605 

59. 3 +2 
118l. 5 +1 
I1B3. 7-4 +2 
1185. 4-6-3 +2 
087. 2-5-6-4 +1 
1189. 4-1-8-3-5 +1 

Test J Addition Examples: 
Find the missing nUlber: 

042. 9-1-9-\ 
944. 59-57-55-53 
046. 50-45-40-35 
948. 19-2B-37-46 
050. 9B-94-90-88 

510. 6+2=[] 
091. 3+4=[) 
093. 4+9=[] 
119S. 9+[]=12 
097. []t8=15 
099. 2+9=4+( J 

Test K Subtraction Examples: 
l1nd .the miSSing number: 

SIt. 5-3=[) 
11!01. 9-S=(] 
0103.17-8=[) 
010S.15-[J=9 
0107. []-6=7 
0\09. []-7=1+7 

OB2. 7 +2 
OB4. 5-3 +1 
086. 3-1-4 +1 
OB8. 6-3-7-4 +2 
090. 5-2-3-1-7 +2 

092. 5+2=[] 
094. 5+6=[) 
096. S+[]=13 
098. []+9= 14 
0100.6+8=S+(] 

(B02. 10-3=(] 
0104. 11-7=[] 
(H06. 12-(]=4 
11108. [)-3=8 
9110. [J-6=5+4 

Test L. Prior Knowledge 
Write as many equations as you can in five minutes. 



A method of scoring outlined by Case and used in his study 

of M-Space was chosen as the most appropriate method for this 

series of tests(Case~Kurland and Goldberg~1982). Interest was in 

mastery of the items at different levels rather than an overall 

total score on each sub- test. Each sub-test contained pairs of 

items at the same difficulty level and there were five levels of 

difficulty making a total of ten items. Scores from 0 to r.::
d 

indicate the subject's ability to succeed on the types of item at 

thE~ five 1 E~vE'l ,,;';. 

The rE'corded answers were marked correct or incorrect and 

thE' highest level where at least one of the two items was correct 

was located~ and a total score given as shown in the following 

LE~vel 1. U. 1 0. r', ,/ oJ::. 

L~?Vf::> I '-' U. ~~ " Q. 4 N .1::. '-' 

Level .. :t' U. e:.:::- Q 6 
/ 

-.. :' .J ./ ' . '/ 

Lc=~v(~ I 4 D. "7 ~,~ Q. E3 N 

Levt~l .:::' 
•. .J n. 9 i'~ n. 10 >~ 

In the above example a score of 3 would be given as that is 

the last level where at least one of the two items was correct. 

As one item on Level 2 has been answered correctly the subject 

has been given credit for ability to master items at level 

LF~vc:! 1 1 Ct. I .j D. r, 
...;:. ./ 

L E'vf::!l ,.', O. :~:: .. ::. n. '1 N 

.. ev('?l .';to U. r::-
" .,J ,() . 6 '/ 

Lev~?l 4 O. 7 D. Ei ~.~ 

Lf?vel 1:::- D. c; .,J D. 10 ~.~ 

In this second example a score of 2.5 would be given 

Level 3 is the highest level where at least one item has been 

answered correctly but no credit i s g i v£~n for the 

answer at this highest level. Any correct answers recorded after 

a level where both items were incorrect would receive a score of 

0.5 for each correct response and this would be added onto the 

highest level score. Thus in the above example if 0.10 had also 

been correct a score of 3 (2.5 +0.5) would have been given. 



The subjects who pa~ticipated in the pilot study, with ,,:In 

age range from 7.5 to came from two parallel 81·_·8::) 

classes in an inner city Christchu~ch primary school. A total of 

40 subjects ,18 girls and 22 boys (nine girls and eleven 

from each class) took two fo~ms of the trial test. 

boy~:; 

Form A of the P.A.T. Mathematics was administered to the 

- subjects early in <,-:mal ysi s of the 

re''';l...t I t.~:; c.;I)uhl("d ;::\ " .. i:1nC]f.-~ -f ,,-om CF'F~:I. -CF'n94·. Eight children in each 

c: I t\ e; co; (\iC'I'" C' C" (')1 i c:; i cI F'I" F'ci to be wu~king at a below ave~age 

c . F'. i'(. :: 2.'.:; a Ii cI U I) E' q i I 

t. I'll'" ol'!) E'I" c: 1 E:I'''; '''; we~I" p c on~:s i. UPI" pd t u bp ~"lor" k i n!,1 EAt. "A hi. <;Jh 

Ipvel c.F'.n.> 76 (descriptive terms -for subject performance are 

based on those USF'd in T.O.8.C.A.,1981 F'.13). The small group of 

cl)1:1. dr'E?n hi::\d shown a poor understanding of 

CUI')cep Lc.:; (·"i t.!·) the exception of one buy who worked vii th t:hf~ 

8tandard 2 group in class programmes. Each class thus covered a 

wide ability range but 

ability children. 

included a larqe g~oup o-f below average 

~::.. 6 Pr"uc:edun=.' _._----_ ....... __ ..... -._ .... __ .. __ .. -................. -

The tests developed werp triallpd un pupils f~um two 

parallel 81-83 classes (Group P and Group Q) in city 

Chl· .. i~:stcIH.I.r .. ch pl'''imalr'y r,:;c::hool. ThE' tE'sts vJE~r"e i':\dmini':stE?red in t~AJO 

forms to both classes. ItE'ms of similar difficulty were prepared 

fo~ presentation in either auditury or visual furm. One class had 

the auditory presentation test t~en the visual presentation 

on the following day while the other c::lr.:\~;<:; h,::\d the vi<::;Uc~1 

P I'" F~':;E\n tat :i. on by t !H-~ i:1Ud i t. or- y Thf.-? 

researche~ who was also a class teacher administered t.he visual 

the? othel'- c:.l ,":\!5'::; t.e,":\cher" admi n i <::;tE'r"F~eI the 

audit.ory presentation c:l E:\S~;. Time t.o complet.e t.est. 

administration was over one hour and t.his was thought. to be too 

was taken before the additonl subtraction 

examples which were completed on the same day after lunch. 

It was much easier to administer the auditory presentation 

beCc:\l..I<::;e i tPfTlc.:i and instruct.ions were reael -from the same sheet. 



whereas in the visual presentation cards had to be held up in 

addition to reading instructions and keeping to set times. The 

subjects occasionally missed a visual item when they did not look 

at the card as instructed but were able to hear all items even if 

they did not immediately focus on the administrator. During the 

visual presentation test subjects were observed reading from the 

cards and had to be asked not to read the numerals out aloud 

because they were distracting other SUbjects. By reading out the 

numerals subjects were putting the visual infolrmation into 

,,:\ud! tOY-y form. The auditory test appeared to hav€.~ ~.;ome 

administrative advantages over the visual test presentation. 

A summary of the mean scores and standard deviations for the 

pilot study tests is given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

9_~l.mm~_C_Y ____ Q.£ ____ ttl§' __ E~:L1Qt~~thLq_Y __ ,_Im?_t ___ B.§'-,?_~,I.Lt.~?_ 
----------------r------r------~----------------l------'--------r-------r-------l--------~------t--------
Sub ;"'5 Tes' A I Tes' B! Tes' CiTes' D !Test E j 'es' F i 'est 6 r 'est H Test I ~'" J 'est K 

v~5:~~_J_S~~. __ J __ I:~ __ f--2---j---~---j---2---- __ ~~~_1 ___ '~5_J-__ ' ___ j----~~~- ----I~~o_--~~~-l---~~~---
Cor~elation I 0.79, 0.76

1

', 0.86 i 0.91 II 0. 69 1 0.55! 0.4 I 0.11 1 0.56! 0.761 0.76 
Audt tory IVt sual I I 'I ! I I I I I ______________________ ~ ______ ~ ________________ L ______ l -_______________ ~ ________________ L--____ ~---------

Mean level scores for the two types of test presentation are 

within 0.5 level on all tests for both class groups~ P and Q~ and 

the whole sample of 40 subjects. Correlation coefficients between 

the t \vO t p~">t. pro' e~;f:,n t at. i on~:; c:\f' P 2\1 1 p os it i vt.~ for eac h o'f thp 

sub -.. t est s but somE' sub,,-t est s showed ver'y 1 itt 1 e var i.:ulce in final 

scores as all subjects' performance was biased towards one end 

of the scale. For example on the M-space test a low correlation 

0+ 0.11 was calculated because all subjects performed at 10lfJ 

levels on both tests as shown in Table 3. Totals for the whole 

series of t.psts were calculated and correlation between the two 

test presentations was found to be 0.96. As the tests correlated 

highly it did not appear necessary to administer both forms of 



Tabl e ::~; 

I.!.,i:.§:~_Lr~-.j: __ ~J..I::~tj: __ (:).r.!._. ____ (:J_t __ ._!:;:_q.r:_r~.~_t;_.t ____ ~:\f.?_§.u~.g.r-.~§.~_~:'~._.:Lg_r. __ .0_q.£tj._:t;.9..r.Y ____ f\.!:!.£.L)!_A.§.b~§.J ... _::Lf.?_!? .. t§. 
--------J---------·--------i------------------------------------ -----------------~-------l---------- -------

Item i Test A :. Test B I Test C !. Test D i. Test E Test F [Test G ITest H . Test I J' Test J ! ;est K 
Level I V. A. . V. A. , V. A. \ V. A. . V. A. V. A. V. A. V. A. V. A. V. A. : V. A. 

I . ; I ~ ! 
--------l----------i-------- ---------r--------t------------------I---------+-------- ------- I--------~---------

o I 3 4' 7 8 5 10 I 18 13 I 23 20 5 5 7 8 I 11 15 16 15 I 8 12 \ 13 13 
--------~----------------- --------~---------~----------------- --------t------- --------i--------~---------

0.5 I 1 1 I 0 ° 4 2 i 1 5 I 1 9 4 4 3 0 I 11 15 5 3 I 0 3, 2 3 

1 ~ 20: 40 841 48i 54 50 85198 8BI 72, 48 

---:~s-- I---:--!~~--:--!- ---;--;-r---;--;-1---:--;-----;--;- ---;--;--r--:--:- 1---;--:-)---:--;-----:--;--

---;:s--I---:--;-Ir--;--;-1---:--:-
f
---;--;-1---;--;-----;--;-1'--:--;--r--:--;-I---;--:-t---;--;-----;--;--

---3:5--1---2--2-i---O--i-~I---i--3-fl---i--O--.i---,--o-----;--;-j---o--,--:--i--O-~I---,--o-l---;--;-----,--i--
I I I I i I 

4 i 02,4264 23: 30 16: 00,0001 1 54 45 
--------j---------~-------~-------- --------~-----------------------------------~--------+--------~---------

4.5 ! 1 0 0 O! 3 2 4 2 3 0 0 1 1 0 I 0 0 I 2 2 I 0 0 1 0 
I I 

5 I 22 25 18 23 I 7 6 3 5! 0 3 2 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 O! 2 3 I 0 0 
: • I '. i \ I I i 

: Ii: ; ! i ' 
--------------------------~-------- --------~---------~-------~--------~--------4--------~--------~---------

Total ! 40 40 . 40 40 I 40 40 40 40 ' 40 40 ' 40 40 I 40 40 I 40 40 I 40 40! 40 40: 40 40 
______________________________________________________ _________________ ~ ________ l ________ ~ _________________ _ 

V.-Visual Presentation Test 
A.-Auditory Presentation Test 
------------------------------------------------------------------
the test and as the auditory presentation had advantages for both 

the subjects and the administrator this form of the test was 

selected for large scale testing in the main study at a different 

~:;chool 

Selection of tests to be included in the main study was 

based on the spread of scores on individual SUb-tests. The 

distribution of correct answers for the two class groups on both 

forms of the test is given in Table 3. 

Tests A and 8 appeared to be rather easy~ with over half the 

subjects scoring at Levels 4 or but 

introduction to the series of tests and 

they made a good 

identified those 

subjects with limited counting skills. Tests C~ D~ F~ G~ J and K 

gave a satisfactory range of scores and needed no change. 

The pattern recognition test~ Test E~ appeared to give a low 

result. Although most subjects had performed poorly on this test 

inspection of the distribution of individual subject responses~ 

given in Table 3~ showed that a small group of able children had 

scored at higher Levels 4 and 5 and as the final test was to be 

administered to subjects from 81 to F2 it was decided to retain 



the test with some alteration to item order. The items in both 

Test E presentations were examined for difficulty and the final 

selection of ten items were arranged in order of difficulty. 

Level 4 i t.r~m~:; in the pilot t.est now became Level 5 items and 

Level 5 items became Level 4 items as more subjects had correctly 

answered Level 5 t.han Level 4 items in the pilot. test. Auditory 

test items now appeared to include a suitable range of difficulty 

and they were retained in the new order in the main study tests. 

Tests H and I produced low scores and took a relatively long 

time (ten minut.es) to administer. A test of M-space was needed in 

the final test battery and Test H met this need so it was decided 

kno\l~l edgE-? Te<::;t L :in 

c~dd it. ion 

the fin~":\l 

of c":\ con~;tant:. ~ with 

ser- i E~S of tests. This 

the pr- i or 

had the 

further advantage of reducing testing time. As the trial 

had only used Standard 1 to 3 subjects including few high 

pupils Test H was not changed but it was decided that 

,,;:i. mi 1 cow r-e'5ul t oc cur·· r· E'd in the large scale testing 

investigation of this test would be undertaken. 

te!'".:;t i ng 

aver-.::Igc~ 

if a 

knowledge Test L~ where subjects wrote their own 

equations, provided a range of examples that could be grouped in 

five levels and this exercise was retained in the main test 

series, becoming the new Test I, but the alternative visual Test 

L, writing names for nine only provided a limited range of 

material and so was not included. Data from this test could not 

be scored in five levels so no results are given. 

Number sentences written by the subjects were grouped into 

five different categories similar to those outlined in the test 

development section: 

Level i.Doubles (e.g. 2+2=4, or 7+7=14) 

Addition of 1 (e.g. 2+1:::::3, 4+1~::5) 

Lf.?vel 2. Count. i ng and memorised facts 

Simple addition/subtraction of basic facts 

(e.g. 1+:::">==4, cw :1.7-9=:8) 

Addition of tens/hundreds 

(e.g. 30+50=80, or 100+200:::300 ) 

l'Jr- it i n q out 2:·(, 5:·(, 10:·( t. ab 1 E?~; 

Level 3.0perat.ions that use count.ing on procedures 

Addition/Subtract.ion across ten/hundred 

(e. g. 4·:::;;·+·9=52, 1. 05-1:3=:93) 



Pairs of equations 

(e.g.3+4=7 and 4+3=7 or 8-2=6 and 8-6=2) 

Addition and subtraction of a constant 

(e. g. 9+:~---2:::::9) 

Level 4.Demonstration of rules/generalisations 

Reverse operations (e.g.3+4=7 and 7-4=3) 

Addtion of 1 and 0 

(e.g. 135 234 +1=135 235 or 135 234+0=135 234) 

Associative and distributive properties 

(e. ~J • [~i)-: 2] -,- [L).:.: 6] =~~:A) 

Level 5.Recall of units /chunks of data 

F;:.-\t:tenlS", (r.:? ~1. 1+9=-lO~ 2-+-8:-.::10 •••• 9+1.:::::10) 

Clusters around a number 

(e.g. O+1=1~ OxO=0~5-5=0~0+50=50) 

TIlE' fin;-,l <::,er--ip,,:; o-f tp,,:;t,,; cOII<sj,,;tpd of thE-? cCluntinq T€:?':;i:._c::; () 

and B, the numeration/counting Tests C and D, pattern recognition 

Te~,;t_ F (ltlith SC)(lIf.? modi-fication), mE?mOr-y Te:'-5ts F and G, M-~:;pace 

Test H and the addition/subtraction Tests J and K. On completion 

of these tests subjects were asked to show how much they knew 

about numbers by writing as many number sentences as possible in 

-five minutes (Test I). 

This series of tests was administered in auditory form to 

two parallel 84 to F2 classes from the same school as the pilot 

study subjects and testing time was found to be 45 minutes. No 

problems weee encountered in test administration or marking and 

scoring so no further alteration was made before testing at a 

diffel'Pllt r,:;chool in thE' (J\i::\:i.n c:,;tudy. 



CII(''lF'TEF~ 4 

1'1E'THOD 

The subjects in the main study came from ten classes in a 

full primary school in the Northwest area of Christchurch. Ages 

ranged from 6.5 years in Standard 1 to 13.0 years in Form 2 and a 

wide ability range was covered. Details of each class composition 

are given in Table 4. 

Table 4 

p,g?"<;.rj'p'j;j:,Qn,"",_qi .. _ .. $._~,:~~~,"iE~E::J,"?,_ .. ,i.J::LJ;..tl"~" .. ,.tt~.,Lt:L,T?s.~J_.9"§.ml2J._~ 
-------------------J-------------~-------'---------i---------
Group Class level Age Range "ale t Feule i Total 

I • 

------------------- --------------------J---------1------- -
1 Std.l I 6.5-7.5 lSi 8 I 13-

2 Std. 1 ! 7.0-8.0 I 15' 4 19 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Std. 1 
Std.2 

Std.2 

Std.3 

Std.3 
Std.4 

Std.4 

Form 1 

Forlll 1 
ForI 2 

7.0-B.0 
B.0-9.0 

B.0-9.0 

9.0-10.5 ! 

3 
9 

15 

19 

9.0-10.0 I 8 
10.5-11. 0 i 7 

9. 0-11. 0 I 18 

10.0-12.0 I 8 
I 

11. 0-12. 0 I 
12.0-13.0 I 

j 

4 
5 

17 
6 

18 

13 

9 
6 

17 

18 

5 
B 

20 
15 

33 

32 

17 
13 

35 

26 

9 
13 

10 . Forti! 2 12.0-13.0 I 11 20 I 31 
-------~-----------~-___________ ~-------~---------l---------

. i I I 
Total Subjects ! 6.5-13.0 I 127 ! 149 , 276 

-------;;;:-;------(;:;:;:d---;;-t---;;--t---;;----
, I I 

I 8.0-9.0 24 I 24 I 48 

9.0-10.5 ' 27 I 22 r 49 ) I 

Std. 2 

Std. 3 

Std. 4 9.0-11. 0 25 I 23 48 

Forti! 1 10.0-12.0 i 12 23 

Form 2 I 12.0-13.0 i 16 28 44 
--------------------------------~-------~-------------------

! i 
Total Subjects 6.5-13.0! 127 ! 149 i 276 ________________________________ L __________________________ _ 



()J. I 276 pupils from Standard 1 to Form 2 were involved in 

testing and 24 of them, four at each class level, were withdrawn 

ful'- individu.31 Prior to i nt.er·v:i ewi ng, t.he four 

subject.s from each class level were select.ed by their teachers t.o 

mat.ch CHif.:! of the following cat.egories: 

good mc:\themat. i c.::\l and good language skills, 

good mi,,\t.hemc,t. i cal and poor·· language skills, 

poor·· mElt. h emi':l.t. i cal and poor I anguaqE:~ skills, 

poor- mat.hematical and good I angu.:lge skills. 

Teacher judgements were made on the basis of P.A.T. Y··f.?<:.:;ul t.s, 

class tests and observation of behaviour in classroom act.ivities. 

A balance between the number- of boys and girls was taken 

consideration. Finally two boys and t.wo girls from Form 1 

into 

and 

Form 2 , t.hree boys and one qirl from Standard 3 and Standard 4, 

and one boy and three girls from Standard 1 and Standard 2 were 

chosen making a t.otal of 12 boys and 12 girls. One St.andard 2 

girl had t.o be replaced by a boy as she was absent at. t.he time of 

interviewing so that in the final sample t.here were 13 boys and 

11 girls. The cat.eqory represented by each student was not known 

t.o the interviewer until the completion of the trial programme. 

1_~._:;. ___ tl~t.~.r.: .. t.~1.~. 
The materials used in the test series are described in 

det.ai 1 in t.he section on test development and included the 

following tf"?StS: 

I. Count :i. ng Sequence 

II. Counting/Numeration 

III .Pattern Recognit.ion and Cont.inuation 

IV. Short Term Memory 

V. M-Space (Working Memory Capacity) 

VII. Addition/Subt.raction Problems 

VIII.Long Term Memory/Prior Knowledge 

Ideally the interviewer would be able to obt.ain i nfor·mati em 

about ·::;ubjPcts' prior knowledge of number through open ended 

que£3ti ons 1 i I::e, "Tell me <::\bout numbers." However subjects may be 

reluctant to talk freely or have difficulty in opening up a new 

line of discussion so a list of key quest.ions to be covered in 

each interview was prepared. Discussion of these points would 



ensure subjects covered all aspects of their existing knowledge 

about number and provide information about their attitudes and 

abilities in other SUbjects. The questions were: 

Why have numbers? 

How are numbers used? 

Which methods are useful in working with numbers? 

What are numbers? 

Where are numbers used? 

When are numbers used? 

Who uses numbers? 

Which subjects do you like/dislike at school? 

What sort of books do you read? 

Why do we learn mathematics? 

4 __ ~ ___ :~; ____ E:_I~:_9_<;:_.f2._(J_t,,_l_I':g 

TestiHg and interviewing was conducted over two consecutive 

weeks late in July. A programme was drawn up so that testing 

didnot interfere with other school activities or occur on days 

when normal school routine was disturbed by events such as a 

school production being performed at that time. Finally three 

days in eactl week were timetabled and the individual interviews 

arranged around the class tests. 

interviewing subjects. 

A resource room was used for 

The prepared series of tests was administered to subjects 

from ten classes in their own classroom during the morning~ one 

cla~;s be-for-f'~ 

the m(wn i riq 

outli.ned the 

the mor-ni ng tea 

tea interval. 

pur-pose of 

inter-val 

(~ br-ief 

testing 

and another class following 

introduction to the test 

to help the researcher 

understand how children learn about numbers) before distributing 

answer papers and beginning to read the instructions. Subjects 

wrote their name~ age to the nearest half year and class level at 

the top of their answer sheets. All questions were read from the 

instruction sheets and time for recording answers measured on a 

watch with a second hand. In this way the researcher was able to 

handle the instructions, monitor time keeping and observe subject 

behavi ClUI'-. 

Eiqht Clf the ten class teachers stayed in the room while 

testing was cClnducted. The class teachers were able to help with 

moni tor-i II(] the way instructiClns were fClIIClwed~ -few e:-: ampJ. f:? 



writing answers in the correct space at the beginning of the 

test. This was particularly useful for the Standard 1 sUbjects 

who had little experience of this type of recording answers on a 

separate sheet. Standard 2 to Form 2 subjects had experience of 

formal testing when they completed the Progressive Achievement 

Tests earlier in the year. 

Testing time varied from 45 minutes with Form 1 and 2 

subjects to 60 minutes for Standard 1 SUbjects. More time was 

spent on introducing the test and making sure instructions were 

understood and 

During Test F~ 

followed carefully with the younger SUbjects. 

recording digits in the reverse order~ a small 

number of subjects were seen writing from right to left so that 

they didnot have to reverse the order of digits heard. They were 

reminded to begin with the last digit heard~ writing that digit 

next to tIle question number. No further problems were encountered 

in test administration. 

Tho~esubjects who appeared to have written from right to 

left on Test F questions had their answers marked incorrect. This 

decision was based on examination of the spacing used. Those six 

subjects who had left large spaces next to question numbers 61-70 

or who had i~regular spaces between digits, with those next to 

the question numbers being small~ were thought to have completed 

this test incorrectly. 

The researcher recorded correct answers on one answer sheet 

and this was used as a marking key. All answer sheets were marked 

twice, once by a seventh form high school student who was 

investigating teacher errors in marking as part of seventh form 

statistics project and once by the researcher .. No errors in 

marking were found. 

Alte~native answers recorded on all tests except memory 

test were collated and analysed for common errors. This had the 

further advantage of providing another check on accuracy of 

marking as each item response was examined and any 

correct answers could be quickly highlighted. 

<missed' 

Finally all sub-test scores and common errors were collated 

and analysed for similarities and differences in performance for 

subjects at each class level~ age groups and in the whole sample 

of 276 subjects. 



CHAPTEr.: 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results are given in three chapters. This chapter looks 

at the results of the test series, Chapter 6 looks at test 

results for the 24 subjects who were interviewed and Chapter 7 

discusses some of the main points that emerged in the interviews. 

The marking of answer sheets showed that difficulty of items 

at the five levels outlined in the method section was appropriate 

on nine of the eleven tests. Subjects who did not complete Level 

1 and 2 items failed to complete higher level items and those 

subjects who completed Level 4 and 5 items had also mastered 

lower level items. 

Adjustment to the pattern recognition Test E resulted in the 

Level 4 and 5 items exchanging levels and in fact this was the 

original order in the trial tests. Level 4 and 5 items exchanged 

level in Test 8 as many subjects who completed Level 5 items had 

failed on Level 4 items while subjects who completed Level 4 also 

completed Level 5. In the trial tests less able subjects had not 

attempted these items and other subjects completed both levels 

successfully so the comparative difficulty of items at each level 

waf:; not quest i oned. Bl an k spaces wen:..? 1 ef t w~ler-e answers wen:..? not 

known by subjects in all classes suggesting that subjects 

answered as much as they could but did not make blind guesses. 

Alternative answers were therefore likely to be based on 

reasoning and were analysed in an attempt to understand thinking 

processes used on all but the three memory tests where recall of 

digits was required. 



Correlation coefficients for individual tests and subject 

age and class group and between addition and subtraction Tests J 

and K and other tests in the series are given in Table 5. 

TE:\blE' 5 

G9..L.L~1~.i.JS)D._._G..f}~:f..:LLt; . .L€.'>.n_t..?_._fm.~_._t:l1.!~L§..~J..::j...§.~_ ... Qi __ I~?..:'2t..1?.. 

Correl ati on Test A Test B Test C Test D Test E Test F Test G Test H Test I Test J Test K 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age 0.49 0.49 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.46 0.45 0.42 0.45 0.72 0.64 

Class 0.45 0.45 0.52 0.60 0.70 0.48 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.69 0.64 

Addi ti on 0.58 0.64 0.76 0.74 0.68 0.49 0.54 0.46 0.68 0.76 

Subtraction 0.55 0.59 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.46 0.57 0.46 0.70 0.76 

Test correlation with age and class group show very similar 

results for all eleven tests. Both age and class group were 

considered as school mathematics programmes are planned according 

to the class group which means subjects who have been promoted to 

a class group at younger or older ages than most subjects in that 

clf.:\sS wi 11 have experienced different instructional programmes 

than their age peers. As both correlation coefficients are 

similar placement 

per·for-mance. 

o·f sub j ects has not influenced their 

All test show a positive correlation with age and class 

group and all coefficients~ ranging from 0.42 to 0.76~ are highly 

significant at the 0.01 level on a one tailed test of 

significance (Popham~1967 p396). Tests with lower age and class 

group correlations include the counting sequence Tests A and B~ 

Counting/Numeration Test C~ Memory Tests F, G and H, and Prior 

knowledge Test I. The r.:\cldit.icm and SubtY-action t.ests ~J and K, 

Counting/Numeration Test D (subtract 10) and the pattern 

recognit.ion Test E show a greater correlation with both age and 

class gl~oup. 

A positive correlation between addition/subtraction and the 

other tests also exists and again the correlation coefficients 

are significantly high wit.h a greatest figure of 0.76 between 

addition and subtraction Tests J and K and addition and 

counting/numeration 

correlations ( <0.65 

Test c. Tests \.-'Ji th relatively low 

include the counting sequence Tests A and 



dnd Test s"> F ~ Ei and H. The othel'- tests~ 

counting/numeration~ pattern recognition, 

addition/subtrdction have correlations between 0.68 and 0.76. Two 

of the memory tests r'ec;:}ll i ng di gi t<::; ;::\nd 

totals (Test H) in the correct order have the lowest correlation 

<: O. ~5 with the addition and subtraction tests. 

These results indicate that performance on the whole series 

i mpl'''ov(~ment wi th i nc,,"e,:\<::;E' in a<;)e and class 
gn~)up . Correlations were positive suggesting a significant 

1'''E'latic)ll~:;hip tAJith ;:'1.qe~ clc~~:;~; qr"oup c:,nd i:':\bility to ~:;olve <3ddition 

and subtrdction examples. The memory test showed the relatively 

wt?<3kf?~:3t c:\1::! iIi t Y to solve ,,}ddi ti on and 

subtraction eXdmples and the aspects of memory tested here do not 

appear to be strong ~:;ol vi ng arithmetic problems. 

CC)unting/Numeration~ pattern recognition and prior knowledge 

r.':' p p C' a I' c rI 1'. u h r:·' m n Y" e c 1 Cl~; ply Y" c~ 1 c:\ t:. F.~ cI top I'" 0 b 1 E~ rn <::; CJ 1 v i n ~1 ,,':\ b i lit Y • 

lI1E"~~::;("~ findinqs dCJ nut ~suppor-t the theory pruposed by Case 

(1978~ 1982) where mathematical development is explained in terms 

of incredsing mental space (M-Space). Test H was included as a 

test of M-Space and this test showed the lowest correlation with 

addition and subtraction tests. Means and standard deviations for 

the series uf eleven tests are given in Table 6. 

for each class level and the whule sample 

of 276 subjects have been given to the nearest 0.5 level as this 

is consistent with the accuracy of marking used in indicating the 

type of item that subjects can or cannot complete. For example on 

Test A a mean level score of 4 indicates that subjects can name 

1'.lle II E'~!: t COUll t. i ng numb E~I" aftef one~ twu or three diqit number- ~; 

but experience difficulty with level 5 items like 209 . 

Research on children's counting has shown this type of item 

to present problems as children continue the established 

of the decades where the ones digit increases to 9 and then an 

increase in the tens digit occurs. When faced with this type of 

item subjects will increase the hundreds digit giving the next 

counting number as 300 rather than the correct response of 210. 

All tests show an increase in mean level score with class 

r-{7:\ni-::ing but levels achieved vary on the d i·f·f erent tests. The 

standard deviation for Tests C, D~ E, F~ 13, \-'1, I~ and ~::: is Dne 



level so a majority of subjects score within one level of the 

mean level score and 95% of subjects within two levels each side 

of thE> fTH-?an IE>vel score on these tests. On Tests A, Band J 

involving naming counting numbers and addition examples a 

standard deviation of half a level means 66.7% of subjects scored 

within half a level and 95% within one level each si de o·f the 

fTH'?an I eVF~ 1 score. Hence scores were not widely spread across 

individual tests. 

Tahle 6 

(j .. __ $l::.t.r.TYI!.~~_y._q-±'. __ Bg_?..h!..L~..2 __ f_g!~ __ :~ .. b.§' ___ SJ~r~.L~_~_p.L Te!:it ~. 

~;~~::;:'il:~i:"d,,~:::~i~:;:]:;~itl~:~:~:i:l~:j::~its~::::~i~:;:~:~~itl~::::~i~:~:j:;~i~:~:f:::i::::l:::i:s;:::::;:;;:: 
. i !!! I 

Std. dev. 1 0.5 1 I. 5 t. 5 1 I 1. 5' lit. 5 
Std. 2 Mean 4.5 4.5 4 ,3.5 1.5 3 2 1 I 3 I 3.5 2.5 

Std. 3 Mean 5 5 4.5 4 2 3 2.5 3 I 4 3 
Std.dev. <0.5 1 0.5 1 1.5 1 1 1 I 1 1 

Std. 4 Mean ,5 5 4.5 4.5 3.5 3.5 3 1.5 3.5 4.5 3.5 
Std.dev. i <0.5 (0.5 0.5 I 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 I 

Form If Mean I, 5 5 4.5 4.5 4 4 3 2 3.5 4.5 4 
I Std.dev. I (0.5 (0.5 0.5 0.5 I 1 I I 1.5' 1 0.5 1 
I I I ! 

_::::_:j_~~~~~~:~_(_~~~: __ j __ ~~~: ______ ~~: ___ i __ ~~~: __ ~---!----~-__ ! ____ ~ ___ ! ____ L __ !~~ __ ~ ___ ! ____ L_~~~: ___ ~ __ !~: __ _ 
I : I I! II 

Total I Mean 1.4.5 4.5 4 : 4 2.5' 3 : 2.5 11.5 3 i 4 ,3 
Sample! Std.dev. I' 0.5 ! 0.5 1 1 1 I 1 : 1 I 1 . 1 i 0.5 I I 

-------~----------~-------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------~---------~--------
Counting tests A, B, C, D,and addition examples in Test J 

good performance at Level 4 or 5 while Test H 

(recalling counted totals) was poorly done by a majority of 

subjects with a mean level score of 1.5 and memory tests F and G, 

pattern recognition Test E, wri-ting number equations Test I and 

subtraction examples in Test K presented some difficulty with 

items at higher levels, that is, above Level 3. 

On the counting tests A and B naming the number after or 

before a given number subjects· mean score was Level 4.5. A level 

score of 4.5 or 5 indicates that subjects successfully attempted 

all types of item in this subtest with at least one of the two 

items at Level 5 correct. This means that a majority of subjects 

from the Standard 1 to Form 2 sample are familiar with the 

standard counting sequence to 999, naming numbers in the correct 

order and understanding its structure so that they are able to 



generate any number in that sequence without counting from the 

beginning. 

Results for the different class levels on Tests A and B show 

a mean score of Level 5 for classes above Standard 2 on both 

naming numbers after and before a given number while Standard 

subjects score at Level 4.5 on these two tests and Standard 1 

subjects at Level 4 on naming the next number and 3.5 on naming 

the previous number. An analysis of the answers given for 

individual items showed that it was mainly younger subjects who 

have difficulty with Level 4 and 5 items which involve three 

digit numbers and in particular the following type of examples: 

07. Name the number after 200 ....• Level 4 

09. Name the number after 209 ..•.. Level 5 

Ol8.Name the number before 800 .•... Level 5 

For the first example 07 the common alternative answer given 

by 18 Standard 1 and 5 Standard 2 subjects was 300. Dnte a 

hundred is reached counting then proceeds in hundred for these 

young SUbjects. A different approach was shown by the 6 Standard 

1 and 6 Standard 2 subjects who correctly answered item 07 but 

for 09 also answered 300 where the hundreds rather than the tens 

digit has been increased by one. This follows the pattern of the 

decades but here 

increased by one. 

a r - ~ there are no tens the hundreds digit ]' ~ ,~ 

Subjects had little difficulty naming the number before a 

number like 210 but did have difficulty with the third type of 

example given~ 018~ where they gave 700 or 709 as the number 

before 800. Subjects who thought 300 followed 200 counted back in 

this manner and thought 700 came before 800 while those subjects 

who thought 300 followed 209 counted back from 800 to 709. 

By Standard 3 the standard counting sequence to 999 is well 

established and the very small number of errors made show no 

consistent pattern. Standard 1 and 2 subjects had no difficulty 

with numbers below 100 and attempted to generate numbers in the 

counting sequence above 100 but made consistent errors in 

applying their understanding of the counting system. Subjects who 

counted in hundreds above 100 repeated the one to a hundred 

pattern of the first 100 counting numbers while subjects who went 

to the next hundred after 209 followed the pattern of the decades 



-9 the next decade begins but here there are no 

These'type of counting procedures were observed in the study 

by de Vere (1989) vJ i. t. h ~3t. ,::Ind ar"d 2 subjects and were used by 

~::;uhjc'c::l.·.,::; wilU E~::pr:~I"iE~nCF:~d difficult-.y with mdthf:?matic:c.:; at ~::;choo 1 . 

Cl t. II C'I" r" r:~ ,,:; E' t:1 ". C h (Clements~1984;Fuson al . ~ 1 clF32; !:;i eq 1. el'" and 

Robinson~ 1982)has found numbers like 209 to be a common 

point where the standard counting sequence breaks down. 

stopping 

All ":iubjf~ct~~; ~3ho~'Jf?d a mean score of Level 4 and a standard 

deviation of one level em both Te~;t C and D . A score ,3t th:i.s 

level indi.cates that a majority of the subjects from Standard 1 

to Form 2 were able to add and subtract ten from two or 

digit numhers but had difficulty with Level 5 items. On Test c 
t "1 f.0':iE' item'::; :i. n vo I vE:>d adding ten to numbers such as 294 and on 

Test D difficult items involved subtracting ten from numbers such 

Eol,::; '107. Duth of involvE~ a transitiun across a 

Results fur each class group show mean level scores for 

subjects abov~ Standard 2 were 4.5 or 5 on Test C (adding ten to 

a given number) while Level 4 was the mean score for Standard 

subjects and Level Standard 1. SUbjects. Test D 

ten) c:1 <:3i mi J ar- pattern of r-esul t s but 

~3t.and<31·-d 1 ~ .:'Hld 3 subjects scored at a mean level 0 .. 5 below 

their scores on the add 

StancL':II"'d 1 

ten test. The higher standard deviation 

and 2 subjects illustrates the wider 

spread of scores for younger subjects in the sample. 

I E!Vf..01 
''';1" r.::-
.•. :'. ~~J!, or 5 indicates that subjects 

able to add or subtract to two digits numbers but experience some 

difficulty with thn?e digit Items that caused some 

difficulty included the following Level 4 and 5 items: 

029. Add ten to 294 ...•...•• 

037 .. Subtract ten from 700 .• 

039. Subtract ten from 407 .. 

An analysis of answers given for these items showed that for 

of 394 was given by seven Standard 3 to Form 

subjects and an answer of 307 for 039 by 18 subjects across all 



class groups although 10 of the 18 subjects came from the 

Standard 1 and 2 classes. Incorrect responses to both these items 

i nd i. CElt:!::! <:111 increase! decrease of one digit in the hundreds 

rather than the tens digit. Ten subjects recorded 700 subtract 

ten as 600 again reducing the hundreds rather than tens digit in 

the number. This type of error was made by Standard 1~ 2~ and "":!' 
--' 

~:;ub j f-:?ct s. 

As subjects gave answers of 394 for 029 and 307 for 039 

they must be using a procedure where they adjust the relevant 

digit rather than counting on or back. Counting procedures would 

have given the correct answer of 304 for 029 because the 

difficult stopping point of 309 is not reached and subjects Who 

count in hundreds after 100 would have counted to 700 by counting 

on ten and no subject recorded this answer. 

Some subjects gave a different type of answer for 029 and 

039. Two subjects~ one in Standard 3 and one in Form 2~ 

306 as the answer for 294 add ten and six Form 1 and 2 subjects 

gave 393 as the answer for 407 subtract ten. In these examples 

subjects have counted to the nearest ten and added or subtracted 

that number from the nearest ten in the following manner: 

294+[]=400 •••••• 

4+6=10 so 294+6=400 

400+6:::::406 

407- [ J ~.::400 

7-7=0 so 407-7=400 

400-7=393 

Subjects interviewed demonstrated the procedure that these 

subjects are attempting to use and it involves renaming ten so 

that this makes the calculation easier in the following manner: 

294+10=[] 4-07-10::::[ ] 

:?94-+6=::=::OO 407-7=400 

6+4=10 so 300+4=304 7+3=10 so 400-3=397 

Her-e subjects' knowledge of numbers are being applied in a 

problem saving situation and the error made demonstrates the type 

of reasoning possibly used by other subjects who recorded the 

correct answers for these items. 

Subjects who made errors on adding and subtracting ten from 

a given number were not the same subjects who made errors on the 

two counting sequence Tests A and B. All but two subjects who 

made errors in the counting sequence tests did not attempt to add 



or subtract ten from three digit numbers. The two subjects who 

thought 700 subtract 10 was 600 made the type of error in the 

counting sequence tests where 209 was followed by 300. The other 

subjects who made errors when adding or ~;ubtracti ng ten had 

successfully completed it.er1\!'; at all levels on the count.ing 

!:.;equenc~"~ tc~~:;t~;. 

This difference in performance on t.he two types of test 

suggests that subjects are not using counting procedures to add 

ten from a number. Subjects appear to use their 

knowledge of place value structure in completing these items but 

some subjects make errors with three digit numbers that have no 

tens adjust.ing the hundreds digit instead. If these subjects, who 

demonstrated the ability to generate numbers at any point in the 

standard counting sequence up to 999, had counted on or back ten 

numbers they would have arrived at the correct answer. Instead 

they .::l.t.tempted to use a more efficient procedure that l' ~--, 

~;ucces~3ful'on ,::\1.1 nt.helr
' t.hr'ee di g1 t numbers such as thos~ in 

The mean, score of Level 2.5 nn the pattern recognition test 

is than the scores on the counting sequence 

counting/numeration tests. A score of Level :;~. 5 mear1S ttlat. 

and 

the 

majority of subjects in the sample could recognise and 

as 4,7,L~,7 and ~:ami 1 i ar 

continue 

counting repeating patterns such 

patterns with two. five or ten as the common difference between 

members but had diffic:ulty with less familiar patterns with a 

common difference of three, four or eleven used in Level 4 and 5 

i tr.':'ms. 

Mean scores for the different class groups show an increase 

from Level 1 for Standard 1 subjects to Level 4 for the Form 2 

sUbjec:ts. Many subjects, particularly the younger class groups 

left blank spaces on the answer sheet for items they couldnot 

c:omplete on this test • Standard 1 subjects continued repeating 

patterns and addition of ten but 

made few attempts at the more difficult items in Levels 3,4 and 

5. Standard 2 subjects also recognised the pattern of adding 

eleven in item 045 while Standard 4 to Form 2 subjects were 

successful with all but Level 5 items where the digits in the 

numbers fnrmed patterns, the first/second digits in each number 



formed an ascending pattern while the second/first digits in each 

number formed a descending pattern. 

There were three types of inappropriate methods of 

continuing a pattern. The first method involved adding one 

irrespective of the actual pattern in each item for example: 

041. 4-7-4-7 ....•. 8-9 

042. 17-27-37-47 .. 48-49 

049. 2-5-8-11 ..... 12-13 

043. 59-57-55-53 .. 54-55 

048. 91-82-73-64 .. 65-66 

050. 98-94-90-86 .. 87-88 

The second method involved adding ten to the last number 

heard and since the sample pattern at the beginning of the test 

involved adding ten (10-20-30-40 .. 50-60) these subjects may have 

applied this rule to all items. Evidence that this may not be the 

case is provided by answers given for the individual items 

Unlike the previous method there was some variation in the way 

subjects a8swered different items as shown in the following 

examples provided by one subject: 

041. 4-7-4-7 ..•... 8-9 

043. 17-27-37-47 .. 

045. 11-22-33-44 •. 54-64 

047. 98-87-76-65 .. 75-85 

049. 2-5-8-11 ..... 12-13 

042. 9-1-9-1 ••.•.. 10-11 

044. 59-57-55-53 .• 54-55 

046. 50-45-40-35 .• 45-55 

048. 19-28-37-46 .. 56-66 

050. 98-94-90-86 .. 96-106 

This Standard 1 subject has added one to patterns that begin 

with single digit numbers and added ten to patterns with two 

digit numbers. The item left blank was the one item where adding 

ten would have given the correct answer but it is impossible to 

tell why this item is blank.It .appears likely that the presence 

of two digit numbers is followed by a response to add on tens 

just as subjects in the study by de Vere (1989) counted on in 

tens first when faced with problems involving two digit numbers. 

This method of counting tens and then adjusting the ones is also 

outlined in research conducted by Resnick. 

The third method of continuing a pattern recognised only a 

part of the pattern as shown in theses examples: 

041. 4-7-4-7 ...... 5-8 

042. 17-27-37-47 .. 57-58 

047. 98-87-76-65 .. 64-63 

047. 98-87-76-65 .. 55-45 

042. 9--·l-(:t-l ...... lO-2 

044. 59-57-55-53 .. 52-51 

046. 50-45-40-35 .. 25-15 

048. 19-28-37-46 .. 57-68 



U/ler.. :;?··-5 .. ··[l .. -11 ...... 1 ::~;-l ~::j U50. 96-94-90-86 .. 76-66 

In 041 and U42 the repeating pattern has been continued but one 

in the pat tel'''n. The common 

cI:i.f+r\I'F'I\CC·~ of t.C·'11 Ili::\.~:; IJf}F'11 i::\rldE~dto t.lle l,::\'::;t numbf':~I''' in thp (;:IivE'l) 

sequence for 043 but then one is added to this number instead of 
Rlaintaining the common difference. The decreasing nature of 044, 

046, Q47 and U50 has been retained but one or ten has been 

subtracted as a common difference regardless of the actual 

pattern. An error in the common difference has occurred in 049 

adding two instead of three and in 048 both digits have been 
Increased by one when the second digit should be reduced by one 

in each subsequent term. 

This last error was the most common for Form 2 subjects, five 

subjects responding in this way, although it was noted for one or 

two subjects at all other class levels. The greatest number of 

er I'"'C)!,'!::; t'JC:'I' C! mdde by ~:;tcHltl'::~I'''d 1 <;Hld 2 !::,ubj(·?cts wi th few f.~I~·r··or<:~ by 

the older sUbjects. Table 7 shows the percentage of subject~ in 

edch class group who made one of the three types of 

Tllf.~ cI i ·!:::.t r" i but ion of alternative answers for items given in 

Table 7 shows that it is the Standard pal--t:icular 

who made these types of error. The percentage of :I. 

subjects who gave the correct answer only exceeds those who gave 

one of these three types of error on the first three items. 

offered an alternative answer on the remaining seven items and 

the data in Table 7 does not include the percentage of SUbjE'cts 

who made no response or gave a different type of answer, such as 

Dilly recul"eli IIC] of the following two 

A greater percentage of Standard 2 subjects gave one of the 

three alternative types of thE' cor-r-ect an swc-?r" on 

three items U46, 048 anel U50. Overall they answered more items 

correctly anel fewer items with one of i3.n SlJ'Jet· .. s 

than did the Standard 1 SUbjects. The percentage of subjects in 

Standarel 3, 4, Form 1 and 2 recording a correct answer is greater 

than those uffering alternative for all items. 'rhe 

alternative answers are still given for all items by Standard -,.. 
. ...:. 

subjects but the percentage thE? youngf.0r-
SUbjects. Stanelard 4~ Form 1 and 2 subjects have lower 



Table '7 

made Common Errors on Test E Items 
------------------------------------------------------1------------
Class Answer I 1 1 Item Number I ! : 1 

::~~~~~~~~~~:~i-~~~-r~~:~-~~=-r~~~J-~~~J,.-~~:l-~~~l-~~~-,:-~~~--~~~---I i I! I ! , 

• a i 30 22 i 35 5 i 12 1 9 I 2! 0' 5 i 0 

~-b------i-li--LII 14-
4
1'-11-- '6-J

,i-IS-!-'1-1'--j-t
l
' --9-

j

-i,--i-9--
Std. I c ! 0 0 0 I 0 5: 0 4 4: 2 ' 4 

d i4 7i419!0:014: 41412 
---------+-----~---i-----~---1---------~----~----~------------

Total 7,bcd j 16 i 21 ! 18 ! 26 I 18 I II 114! 16 ! 28 14 
--------------t----T---i---------"'-----'----1----r----i-----1-------

a ! 35 I 40 I 54 6 I 31 15 i 10 i 4. 13 ~ 2 
----- ..... --------.. -----.... --- .. ----4-----+----""I'----.----~----~----~----

b i 8 ! 8: 6 I 2 : 10 2! 2: 4: 6 : 6 
Std.2 c '0 I 0 I 0 ! 2 I 6 2 i 2 i 2 1 0 1 2 

dOl 6: 2 I 2 , 0 19 i 4, 2 I 6 I 2 
-------------------t----I----~----~----~----~----·----~------

Total,l.bcd ; 8 115 i 8 I 6 : 17 i 23 I 8 i 8 I 13 110 
______________ ~ _____ i ____ l----J ____ ~---_ ... ---_l----~-_-_l ____ J ______ _ 

, I I' I I I 
, a ! 59 I 55 I 67 i 27 I 47 39! 25! 20 : 18 ilO 
---------""----------+----~----...;---- ... ---- .. ---------.f----...;.-----

b '6:2i21412 2\2:2[4:0 
Std.3, c ,0 Ii 0 0 II b i 2 2 0' O!, 0 i 0 

I d 0 4: 0 i 8 i 0 8, 6: 4: 10 I 6 
... - -------~-------------- -1----~----.. --- - ,;,-- - -~----..:. -----,-------

Total.1.bcd ; b ! 6· 2 i IB 1 4 : 12: 8! b I 14 i 6 
-- -,-- ~ - - - - - - -- L - - - - -'-- -- ~ - - - - -'- - - - -4- - --1----. -- -->-- --- ... - ---~- -----

. . ill : , I ~ I I 
: a : 90 i 90 84! 55 i 78 i 63 ~ 41 i 18 I 59 : 47 
.--------~--------- .. ----~----~----~----+----~----~----------
b '0100:000:0101210 

Std.4 c : 0 : 0 0 I 0 I 2 O. 0 i 0 i 0 I 0 
• d . 0 i 0' 0: 4·0,0,2: 410 12 
.--------~---------~-------------------.----~----~------------: i ' " ! i l 

Total.l.bcd I 0 I 0 , 0 , 4 : 2 0: 12 i 4. 2 I 2 

-----... --------r----~----~----~----..:---- .. ----~----r----t-----:-------
a l 83 ; 77 91 i 66 I 80 . 74 : 46 : 31 I 49 149 

~--------~--------- .. -------------------.----~----.----------
'b :010 O!O 00'0:01010 

ForI 1 c 0 i 0 o! 0 ,0 0 O! 0 I 0 ! 0 
: d ; 0 i 0 3 ill. 0 3: 3; 3 0 i 0 
J--------~----4----~----~----~---------·----r----*----~-------

Total 7.bcd . 0 j 0 3 I II 0 3 i 3: 3: 0 I 0 
'i • Iii : _____ ~--------~----~---------J----~---------_----~--_-_____ ~ ______ _ 

> • : I l i: i 
j a 77 80 82! 61 i 80 73 48! 25 : 61 '57 
~-------------~---- ... ----i----~---------t----~----+---- -'-----
: b i O! 0 ~ 0 : 0 :'0 2 i 2. 2: 2 : 2 

Form 2 cOO ! 0 : 0 1 0 0 o· 0 i 0 I 0 
·d O,OiO·O.O 5 2.II'2iO ... ________ ... ____ ... ____ ... ____ ~ ____ _1----~---- ... ----... ----.L ____ ..J ______ _ 

Total,l.bcd I 0 i 0 i 0 i 0 i 0 6 5. 14 i 5 ! 2 
_____ ~ ________ L ____ ~ ____ ~----~--------- ... ----.-------_-. ____ ~ ______ _ 

a i 67 : 65 78 41. 58 49' 32 i 18 : 36 30 
--b------~--5-:--5----4----4----6-~--3-T--i-r--3-;--7----3--

All c i O! 0 0 1 2: <I I I I I <I I 
:d il!3 I 606 4i5!4 2 

--------------~----1------------------------~----~----.----------
Total.y'bcd 6 8 5 10 8 j 10 7 i 9! II b 

I Category-a=correct-answer:---------------------------------------
Category b-subjects add I to the last number heard. 
Category c-subjects add 10 to the last number heard. 
Category d-subjects complete part of the pattern. 

Total 7.bcd=1. of subjects who gave a category b,c or d answer. 
Number of subjects at each class level: 

Std.1 Std.2 Std.3 Std.4 Form I Form 2 Total 
52 48 49 49 35 44 276 



percentages recording one of the alternative answers and some 

items have no alternative answers given (U41, U42 and U45 for all 

three class groups). lhese older subjects make mostly the type of 

F'I'TDI' ~,,11C~I' e Pi\l't. uf tilE' paLtE"I'Tl i~:; contirll"IC?d ~,,11E?I'··f?'::\":; the youn~F"?r" 

Standard 1 and 2 subjects make more of the error where they add 

one to the previuus number. Addition of one or ten rarely occurs 

with the threE' senior classes but all class groups have subjects 

who partly cuntinue a pattE"rn. 

Thuse errors made~ adding one, adding ten ur only retaining 

part of a pattern suggest that the counting procedures used in 

problem solving are being applied here by this group uf subjf.?cts 

mainly from Standard 1 and ? classes. The standard counting 

sequence is followed irrespective of the actual pattern and 

PI iIlE'i'ln ,,:;c 01 .... f.-? of LE"vel 3 on the digit span Test F and 

2.5 on digits backwards Test G indicate that a mc\jol'''ity of 

subjects in the sample were able to recall five digits and 

di. gi t<::; in Indi vi du;::tl class scores show 

the 

four 

an 

improvemerit with class level. Standard 1 subjects scored a mean 

of Level 2.5 on Test F and Level 2 on Test G indicating a recall 

of four digits and three digits in reverse order. Form 2 subjects 

scored a mean of Level 4 on both tests indicating a recall of six 

digits and five digits in reverse order. 

Test H, a test of M-Space or mental space where totals have 

to counted and then recalled in the correct order proved to be 

tile, mo':;t cI:i.++icult of thE:> tE~'";t <:;f;:,r-i.e,,:; with ;::\ mE"~i:"n scor-E:> of L.evE:> I 

1.5 for thE:> wholE:> sample. This scorE:> indicates that subjects were 

ablE:> to count and r-ecall thl'-f:?E? tot,31~:; in the cor-r-ect 

Individual class mean scorE:>S show that Form 2 subjects pE:>rformed 

at a higher level than other class groups recalling four 

in thE:> correct orc:lE"r. SincE" subjects had performed at low 

totals 

I F.~vel s 

on t h i ~:; small study was thought nE:>cE:>ssary to 

investigate this further and discussion 0+ 

test is continued later (see p 49). 

thE"se three memory 

Subjects were asked Lo writE" as many E"quations as possiblE" 

in five minutes on t.ll i c:; tF~(3t and a variety of 



pr-uvi c1r:'d by i'\ 1 1. ,'1CJf? C]r-'oupc,;" 1 and 2 suhjects inc 1 uch:~d 

f~actions, decimals, pe~centages, negative numhe~s, powe~s and 

squa~e ~oots that younge~ suhjects had not e:·:perienced. All 

class g~oups included multiplication examples and some division 

examples. Interest was not in the different operations or kinds 

of numhe~s used hut in the difficulty level of the examples given 

in terms of using prior knowledge. In the following discussion 

on1yadditicm and subtr-action of I.-'Jhol e number-'s is included 

although there are parallel multiplication/division examples and 

examples with other kinds of number such as fractional or decimal 

Table 6 (p37) shows the mean score fo~ the whole sample was 

Level 3 on this test with a standa~d deviation of one level. A 

~;CDr-e dt tht so; level indicates that d majority of the subjects 

were able to ~ecord equations involving doubles for e:·: amp Ie, 

4+4=8, dddition and subtraction facts to 18 including a change of 

order fo~ the addends in addition examples like 4+3=7 and 

and two digit addition/subtraction. 

:3+4=7, 

Class group mean scores show an increase from Standard 1, 

to L.E:vel for For-Ill ,.., 
... ::. ~;ubjects. Level 4 includes 

equations where subjects have demonstrated use of generalisations 

such as the effect of adding or subtracting zero, 

of ope~ations. Equations given by younger subjects are based on 

fac:ts and some c:alculation whereas the use of 

gene~alisations hy the th~ee olde~ class groups demonstrates a 

Illo~e effic:ient use of existing knowledge which c:an be applied to 

m,:\ny different numbers eliminating the neE"~d to ~;tore vast 

quantitie~; of individui::\l ·facts .. 

If subjects can only rec:all doubles, for example 2+2=4 then 

this is the ?nly type of fact that they can use in problem 

solving without resort to some kind of counting procedure. On the 

other hand if subjects can recall rules rather than facts these 

may be applied to many situations as needed. Similarly recall of 

patterns or clusters of related facts (Level 5 indicate an 

effic:ient method of storing much data tHat is readily accessible 

by entry to the pattern or cluster. 



Table 6 (p37) contains the level sco~es fo~ Test J~ addition 

p~oblems, and Test K, subt~action p~oblems. Each item contained 

one mi ssi rHJ nLunber- but flr-Oill di ffe~ent pa~ts of the equati ons. ( A 

list of items is given on page 23). 

A mean sco~e of Level 4 fo~ addition and 3.5 fo~ subt~action 

items was obtained by the whole sample. Level 4 

indicates an ability to successfully equations with an unknown 

addend o~ sum~fo~ example: 

un 1.. ::::;-H~::::: [ J ••• 7 

ClU~5. 9+[ J=12 •• :::; 

(J87. []+FJ=:1.~'j •• 7 

Lev(:=.:>l ::=:. on subt~action items includes missing addends but does 

not include equations whe~e an initial sum is the unknown , fo~ 

(-2:-: amp I f."~ ~ 

097. £:] --6=7 .. 1.::;: 

This type of subt~action p~obleill requires an 

~eve~sibility of the ope~ation 6+7=[] to 

understanding of the 

find the solution. 

Examples at lowe~ levels may be solved di~ectly by using counting 

procedu~es in the following illanne~: 

a) Count back f~om 1.5 to 9 .. 

1 ~:5--- 1, 1. LI_ ( 1. ), 1. :s ( ::::) , 1. 2 ( ~~:), 1. 1 (4), 1. 0 ( 5), 9 ( 6) • 

b) Count on f~om 9 to 15 

The equation illay be changed to the more familia~ form of 15-9=[] 

but if this is done with the numbers in the Level 4 example an 

e~~or occurs ... 7-6=[] because the sum has been ~eplaced by an 

addend. 

Class group mean sco~es show an inc~ease for both tests f~oill 

Level 2.5 fo~ Standa~d 1 subjects to Level 5 fo~ Fo~m 2 subjects 

on addition and Level 1.5 to Level 4.5 on subtraction for the 

same SUbjects. Standa~d 4, Fo~m 1 and 2 subjects we~e successful 

on all types of addition item but only Forill 2 subjects achieved a 

illean sco~e (:lt~:\ level (4.~.'i) wher-e thc~ most di-fficult items at--e 

included. This type of item involves an unde~standing of the 



equivalence of the two sides of an equation as shown in these 

p;.: amp 1 f'~~:;: 

ell 00. [: J -6::::::H-'-I-

A heavier load is placed on memory in retaining more bits of 

data and working out intermediate steps in the calculation. The 

sum for one side of the equation is needed in order to find the 

missing number or pqual adjustments to the addends in 090 may be 

madp by reasoning 5 is onp less than 6 so the other addend must 

be onp morp than pight in order to retain the pquivalpnce of thp 

two oper··ation's. 

An analysis of the incorrect answers for each item on these 

two te~st s;ho~""ed subjects h,::Id gi Vf.:?n ,::In answer" one aw,:3.Y from the 

correct answer on all items for example 043. 4+9=12 which may be 

the result of counting on incorrectly: 

10(:"2) 12(4) .• the answer is 12. 

Different kinds of common error were made on Level 5 items 

089 and 090 on the addition test and Level 4 and 5 items 097~ 

and 0100 on the subtraction test as the following 

089. 2+9=4+[:] •••••• 15 for 7 subjPcts 

• .... " II .. ~) f or-- 6 sl.tb j ec -t 5 

Cl90. 6+8:::::~5+ [: J. · · · · · 14 for 15 ~:;ub jects~ 

· · · · · · .8 -f OJ'" 1.1 subjects 

0'17 • £: ]·_·1.:>:::::7 · · · · · · · 1 -few 10 s5ubjects 

· · · · · · .7 for I.f. subjects 

098. [: ] -~::::::::8 · · · · · · 1:::-
.d fdr 11 subjects 

· · · · · · .8 -for ,::: 
d subjE:?cts 

099. []-7=1+7. · · · · · · 1 for- 10 ~5L\b j ects 

· · · · · · .8 for 68 subjects 

0100. [] --6:<:;+4. · · · · · · ~~:: 'for 10 subjects 

· · · · · · .9 for- t:."!"'1-\ 
dL subjects 

For 089 seven subjects added all the numbers to get an answer of 

15 while six subjects ignored the 2 and answered the ~roblem 

4+[J=9 to get an answer of 5. An answer of 14 for 090 indicates 

th<:lt thp 15 subjects who gavp this answer solved the problem 

6+8=[] and ignored the 5. The Level 5 subtraction items 099 and 

0100 show that the subtraction operation has been overlooked by 



those ten subjects who retained the equivalence of the equations 

through addition in answering 1 for 099 and 3 for 0100. 

of 8 for 099 and 9 for 0100 only solve one side of each equation. 

The answers given for the Lf:?vel 4 items 097 and 098 suggest 

subjects have changed the equations to the more familiar form 

7-6=[] and 8-5=[]. 

lhese errors demonstrate how some subjects attempt to follow 

well known procedures developed to cope with the familiar form of 

written school arithmetic~ that is add or subtract two numbers to 

g(-2t. ,"\n e"1o'::;wer-. 

Performance was poor for many subjects on t.he M-Space Test H 

in the test series. The follow up series of tests investigated 

t.he effect of the time interval between members of a sequence and 

whole sequences in tests that require recall of digit.s or counted 

totals. Tests were based on the three memory tests in the main 

study~ Tests F, G and H, with differences in the time interval 

between members of an item in each test. The new tests included: 

Test S.Recall a series of diqits in the given order. 
(One second between eich digit.) 

Test T.Recall a series of digits in the qiven order. 
(No int.erval between digit.s,total time (2 sec.). 

Test 

Test. 

U.Recall a series of digits in reverse order.) 
(One second between each digit.) 

V.Recall a series of digits in reverse order.) 
(No interval between digits,total time )2 sec.) 

Test. W.Recall counted totals of a series of letter 
names in the given order. 
(One second between each letter name/group.) 

Test X.Recall counted totals of a series of letter 
names in the qiven order. 
(One second b~tween each lett.er name and two 
seconds between each let.ter group.) 

Test V.Recall counted t.otals of a series of let.ter 
names in t.he qiven order. 

(No interval b~t.ween letter names or groups.) 

Test. Z.Recall counted totals of a series of letter 
names in the given order. 
(No interval between each letter name and two 
seconds between each letter group.) 

All t.ests included ten items with two it.ems at each one of 

five levels of increasing difficult.y as more digit.s or 

were added to the sequence to be recalled. The results for 

series of tests are given in Table 8. 

this 



Table 8 

Group Test 5 Test T Test U Test V Test \II Test X Test Y Test Z 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whole Mean 2.5 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 2 
Sample Std.dev. 1 I 1 1 1 0.5 1.5 1.5 

Low Mean 2 2.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 <0.5 <0.5 0.5 
Recall Std.dev. 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

High Mean 3 4 2 2 2 0.5 2.5 2.5 
Recall Std.dev. 0.5 0.5 1.5 1 I 0.5 1.5 1.5 

Test S was identical to Test F in the main test series where 

subjects had to recall digits in the correct order. A one second 

interval between presentation of each digit occurred. T ("~!::; t. T 

involved one change to this procedure~ digits were read with no 

interval between each digit 50 that the whole sequence was read 

in less than two seconds. The mean score for the whole sample of 

20 subjects was Level 2.5 on Test S with one second between 

digits, and Level 3.5 on Test T~ with no interval between digits. 

This shows an improvement of one level when there is no i nter·v<:1.l 

between digits. Tests U and V required digits to be recalled in 

reverse order. Test U was similar to Test G in the main series 

and had one second interval betweE~n digit.s. 

interval between digits in Test V where the whole sequence was 

read in less than two seconds. The mean scores for the whole 

sample show no difference for these two tests. 

The M-Space test~Test W was not identical to the main series 

Test H where subjects counted sounds heard on a tape cassette 

recorder. Here the test administrator read a sequence of let ters; 

with one second between each letter, for example~ PPP S8 00 and 

subjects had to count and recall totals in the correct order. The 

sample in this follow up experiment consisted of subjects from 

Group P in the trial series. A comparison between mean scores in 

these tests and the trial tests show Level 2.5 for both Tests F 

and S and Level 1. ~5 and 2 em Test T and G. The mean score for 

Group P in the trial tests on Test F was Level 0.5 while the mean 

score for the subjects in this experiment was Level 1.5. The mean 

scores on the recall of digits show a similar performance on both 

tests but the M-Space test mean score has shown an improvement of 

one level as a result of changes in presentation. 



Removing the time interval betweE~n Test x 
resulted in a very low mean score of Level 0.5. Test Y and Z were 

the same as Tests Wand X but two seconds time interval was given 

between groups of identical letters. Test Y with one second 

between weach letter and two seconds between groups of 

resulted in a mean score the same as Test W where all intervals 

were one second long. Reading each group of identical letters as 

a whole unit with no interval between each letter but two seconds 

between groups of letters in Test Z gave a mean score of Level 

similar to Tests Wand Y. 

The results for these eight tests showed that the time 

interval did have an effect on some tests. No interval betvJe~?n 

sequence increased recall of digits in Test T but 

lowered the totals recalled in M-Space Test X. two 

second interval between groups of letters in Tests W~ Y and Z 

ol'lly fTli:.dcC' E:\ d:i'f'fel"r::>ncE~ when therf.·? w("?r-e no intervals between 

individual letters as in Test X and Z. An interval between groups 

o·f 1 et t f.?t"·~:; but not individual I etter-s i n Te~5t Z had the same 

mean score as Test W where E:\ one ~3econd interval occuFTed 

between both letters and groups of letter. It ~ppears that a time 

interval either between letters or groups of letter is important 

in succeeding on this type of test. 

An examination of answers recorded across all eight 

showed that some subjects appeared to scolre at high levels on 

several of the tests while other subjects performed at low levels 

on all tests. Subjects were divided into two equal groups of ten 

according to their score on Test S~ recall of digits in the 

correct order. Those with a Level score of Level 2 or lower were 

assigned to the low recall group. A score of Level 2 indicates 

the ability to recall four digits in the correct order. Sub j ect~5 

in the high recall group~ a score above Level ::~ whi c:h 

indicates a recall of five or more digits. 

Th~ results for the two ability groups in Table 8 show very 

low scores of Level 0.5 or less on all but Tests Sand T which 

involve recall of digits. Hearing the digits as a sequence with 

no interval between digits shows a small mean score improvement 

of O.~.:i tD LE~vel 2.5 for this group indicating recall Df five 

digits. The high recall group increased their mean score by one 

level on this test to Level 4 indicating a recall of six digits 



at this level. Mean scores on the tests where digits are recalled 

in reverse order Test U and V show the same mean score, Level 2 

and M-Space tests show a pattern of results like those for the 

interval reduces the mean score to Level 

0.:'5 and test s wi th ,3.n 

1 et. t £:~r-

i ntet-val between 

of Level 2 or 2.5. 

1 etters m

This level 

groups o·f 

indicat.es a 

recall of four counted totals. Level 0.5 scored by the low recall 

group only indicates recall of two counted totals. 

Not all subjects utilise the interval 

group demonstrated the ability to recall 

heard,though at a low level, but performed 

given. Thf.":> low 

digits in t.he 

poor-l y <'1n all 

r··ecall 

or-dE~r· 

othel~ 

tests. The high recall group appear to use the interval in some 

way that helps their recall. At the time of testing subjects were 

observed using their fingers to keep track of data and quietly 

repeating data to themselves so this type of strategy may be used 

by the high recall group but without further investigation 

exactly what this group of subjects do in those critical one or 

two seconds cannot be described. 

This experiment had only involved 20 subjects from a 

Standard 1,2,3 class grouping. The results had revealed a 

difference for subjects of high and low recall ability. School 

records showed that those subjects in the low recall group had 

scored at class percentiles below C.P.R. 20 on Progressive 

achievement Test in Mathematics administered earlier in the 

year. Subjects in the high recall group had higher percentile 

ranking on this test. Those subjects with low ability in 

mathematics appeared to make no use of time interval in the tests 

given although the critical factor in processing data was not 

apparent from these tests it appeared that some aspect of memory 

\.'~a,,; i mpcw·t:.ant bE~cc~u~3e t:he hi gh r·ec,,,,ll ~:;ubjec:ts used the tj. me 

interval to process data. The scores for memory tests in the main 

test series were re examined to see if further useful data could 

be obtained from this larger sample. 

Four groupings of subjects were formed on the basis of 

performance on the three memory tests with a high score being 

above Level 2.5 and a low score Level 2 or below: 

46 Group HHH .. High Test F and High Test G and High Test H 

64 Group HHL ... High Test F and High Test G but Low Test H 

29 Group HLL ... High Test F but Low Test G and Low Test H 



78 Group LLL ... Low Test F and Low Test G and Low Test H 

This gives a total of 217 subjects. The remaining 59 

sUbjectc.:; scored at Level 3 on the three tests but 

difference in scores on tests was small so these subjects may be 

considered to perform at average levels on all tests. 

Group HHH and HHL included five of the six i nter"vi ew 

subjects~ with good mathematics and language ability~ three with 

good mathematics/poor language ability c:H1d one wi th poor 

mathematic~; / good language ability. Group HLL included one 

subject with good mathematics/poor language ability~ three with 

m.::\thf.?mat i c::s/good language ability and one with 

mathelTl'::\t. i c~::;/poor language subject. Group LLL included 

pOOI~ 

f OLtr" 

subjects with poor mathematics/poor language ability and one with 

poor mat.hemat.ics/good language ability. 

The break down of subjects in each group offers some support 

for the findings of t.he small experiment designed to investigate 

th(·~ effE'ct of i nt.(~r-val gi Vf.:>n between members of an item and 

recall of that. it.em. Subjects who performed at. low levels on Test 

F~ recall of digits~ scored at low levels on Tests G and H. 

group consist.ed of 78 of t.he 276 subject.s in the sample and 

29 subjects who scored at a hiqh level on Test. F scored at 

1 pvc:>l 5 on both other memory test.s. Only one subject had a 

sCDre on Test F~ Level 0 and a high score on Test G~ Level 

This 

only 

low 

low 

4. 

Subjects who have difficult.y with recall of data are likely to 

have difficulty working with dat.a if they cannDt remember 

dat.a and SD this finding is not unexpected but subjects in 

th.::I1: 

this 

category tend to thDse with poor mathematical ability. As 

suggest.ed· in the t.ime'int.erval tests t.he critical factor appears 

to be in processing data rather than recalling it. 



CHAPTER 6 

INTERVIEW SUBJECTS' TEST RESULTS AND GROUP DATA 

All interviews were successful in drawing out relevant 

material about subjects' understanding and experience of number. 

Transcripts of the interviews were analysed for points raised by 

more than one subject and this data~ obtained from the 24 

individual interviews~ is summarised according to class grouping 

in Table 9 and according to ability groups in Table 10 . 

Class grouping shows that the Standard 1 subjects produced 

the lowest number of points (61/200) across all categories but 

particularly on the 'How numbers are used' category (5/32) • Form 

1 and 2 subjects show a higher number of responses than the other 

class levels on the 'What numbers are' category (13/24) .Across 

all question categories Standard 2 and 3 subjects show a similar 

rate of response (41/200 and 42/200) that is greater than 

youngest subjects but less than the rate of response for 

the 

the 

three older class level groups~ Standard 4, Form 1 and 2 (52/200, 

59/200, 55/200). 

Further analysis of the data based on points common to at 

least three of the four subjects at each class level highlights 

similarities and differences betweeen the groups. Standard 1 

subjects note that numbers are needed for counting quantities, 

for order and location of items and they recalled seeing numbers 

in books, on letter boxes/classrooms and for sizes/grades/scores 

of items. Th~y use fingers and/or work on paper or in their heads 

and use numbers for counting. All of these common point~ 

illustrate an emphasis on th~ standard number sequence and 

countinq at a concrete level in their understanding of number. 

Standard and 3 pupils saw numbers as necessary for 

order/location and identification of items and recalled seeing 

numbers in books ,on letterboxes/classrooms, signs and transport 

using them for dates, time, distance/speed and grade/score/sizes 

of items. Counting and comparision were examples of how numbers 

are manipulated either on paper or working in heads. Counting is 

still important at 

appearing. 

this level but awareness of equivalence is 



TC\ble 9 
O ....... tJ.I ... \.fTI.fI.l§:\.r..:· .. y ... (}j:" ....... :I:.ll~t.f.~.L.yj·_§:~.t:L.))§:~LsL .. {Qr:: .. _JLL:f.j:l'ir.~ .. ~L!.t.._ .. GJ..S'3?.§_J:::.~y~.!..§. 

---------r----------------r:--r-----------'----------- --r-------------i------------------~-----------------1---------------

Subject .,'j I 2W~Yq 5 b 7 ,1 2 3H~w5 6 7 8 IW~i§h4 5 II 2W~a~ 5 6 11 2 3W~e~eb 7 8 9 1 2W~e4 5 b 7 81 1 2 3W~05 6 7 

---------~----------------~-----------------------------~-------------~------------------ ----------------- --------------_. 
SIA I Y. x X X X Y. X Y. X Y. I X X x I x x x x 
SIB /1 x x X x x x x x : l x x x x 
SIC x x x Yo X X X X X X X X X Yo X X X x 
SID . I x X x Yo Yo X X X X X X X X X ________ ~ ______________________________________________ L_____________ __________________ _________________ ---------------

SI Total I 2 I 3 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 3 4 4 3 1 ! 1 0 0 21 I 10 0 3 1 4 0 0 0 1 2 I 2 I 0 0 3 1 3 I 1 0 0 0 0 
--------~-----------------~---------------~-------------~-------------~------------------ ----------------- ---------------, 
S2A I x x x x x x x x x x x , x x x x i x Yo X I x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
S2B x x x Yo X ! X x I x x X I X X X X X x 
S2C x x x l: x x !. x x x x! X Ii X X X Yo X X X X X ' 
S2D x x x. x i x x x i x x x X x x x x 
-------- -----------------~---------------~-------------~-------------~------------------ ----------------- ---------------. 
52 Total 2 0 2 3 3 I 0 : 2 2 2 2 4 0 2 1 i 2 4 4 2 1 I 0 0 1 I 2 3 I 1 I 4 2 3 0 2 3 3 3 3 1 0 3 0 3 I 1 0 I 0 0 0 1 I 

~~~----- --;---;-;--------r;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;l--;-;-;------~;-----;-;-;-- ----;-;-;--------- ---;---;---;-;--- ---;-----------. 
S2B x ,x x x x x X i X X X X X X X X X X X X 
S')C x x X I X x ! x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

S4C i x x x l: Ii x X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
S4D I x x x x x, x x x x x x x x x x x x I x x 
---------~----------------~--------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------
54 Total I 4 3 4 4 4 Iii 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 0 2 1 1 3 0 2 1 3 2 3 I 2 0 1 4 0 1 I 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 ( 
---------r----------------t --------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ---------------
FIA I x x x x Ii x x x x x x x x x x x x x I x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
FIB ! x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x I x x x x x x >: x x x x x x x x 
FIC I x x x x I x x x x x x x x x f x x x x x x x x 
FID 1 Yo x x I x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x X 
---------1----------------_1_--------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------

FI Total I 2 1 4 4 0 2 4 14 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 12 2 2 3 3 3 4 1 2 4 3 4 1 2 1 2 2 0 I 2 0 0 2 2 C 
---------I-----------------~--------------- 1------------- -------------1------------------ ----------------- ---------------
F2A I x x x x >: x >: Yo x x x I x x x x x x x x I x x x x x x x x x Yo X X X Yo X X X x 
F2B I x x X x x x x x X Yo X X X X X X X X X 1 X X X X X X X X x 
F2C I x x x x x x x x ! Yo X X x ! x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
F2D f x Yo X Yo X i x x x x x x x I x x x x x x 
--------- ---------------- ----------------1'------------- -------------~------------------- ----------------- ---------------
F2 Total 3 I 4 4 1 3 3 4 3 3 3 1 3 0 I 3 4 4 1 1 I 4 3 I 2 @ 10 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 3 4 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 I 0 0 3 2 3 I 0 

I ,I i ---------:--Rny---------------J---Row------r--Rnlcfi----- ---Rna{------1-----Wfiere--------- ---Afien---------- ---Rno---------
11. To get a job. i I.Add ·11.Fingers 1. NUllleral 5 i 1. Everywhere I.Date 1. Teacher 
I 2.Future education. I 2.Subtract 2. In head 2.0dd/Even I 2.Phone 2. Tille 2.Student 
i3.Counting. 13.t1ultiply 3.0n paper 3.Digits ! 3.House nos. 3.Price/paying 3.Parent 

.

14.0rder/LOCatiOn. !4.DiVide. [14.RUler 4.Place valud 4.Clock 4.Telllperature 4.Shopkeeper 
I 5. Identification • 5.0rder 5.Calculator 5. Infinite ; 5.Books 5.Dist./speed 5.Banker 
I b.t1easurement. 6.Reverse . b.Equivalence 6.Shops b.Weight b.Workers 
i 7. In everyday life. I 7.Count f+bi I 7.Money 7.Score/grade 7.Everyone 
r 18.Multiplesi 8.Signs 8.6ames 

i I 9.Transport 
x-Subject includes this point in discussionl I 

! I i I --_________________________________________ L ____________ l ______________ ~ __________________ +------_----------_______________ _ 



The four operatIons. addition. subtraction, multipl.ication 

;:,Ind d i v:i ~::; i Ull ",Ir·· f:-~ ;:,leI d f:-~eI to count:i rHJ as i:~ way of tnc:\n i pul at i n<;.1 

numbers by the three older class level subjects who also mention 

seeing numbers on money when it is used for prices and payment of 

items as well as for dates. They regard numbers as necessary for 

order/location and 

quantifying items. Although counting is still used operations are 

now explained in meaningful terms and it is interesting to note 

the emergence of money and prices in their common experience of 

numbers at this level. 

Acldi t i em ~ <:5ubtr-acti on and to a less extent "times' were 

these 

Y·· '"'theF· 

mentioned by younger subjects but their explanation of 

operations consisted of counting sets to find an answer 

than performing actual operations on numbers. Their experience 

relates to use of the standard number sequence for counting items 

or using the sequence to place/find items in order in situations 

like when finding a page number or delivering a letter. Older 

children who handle money describe operations. 

Data summarised for the different ability groups show Group 

A (good mathematics and language) produced the greatest F·esponse 

rate over all question categories (186/200) while Group D (poor 

mathematics and languge) produced the lowest overall response 

rate (99/200). Group B (good mathematics and poor language) and 

Group C (Poor mathematics and good language) 

response rates (136/200 and 133/200). 

produced similar 

Further analysis of the data focusing on points raised by 

five of the six subjects in each ability group highlight 

similarities and differences between the four groups. All groups 

noted numbers were needed for order/location and were found in 

books. Counting was mentioned as the method of manipulating 

numbers cdthouqh only :3/6 Gr-oup D included t.his point. 

Group A subjects explained how numbers were used in the four 

operations and counting and were able to describe what 

are in terms of the infinite nature of counting~ the place 

structure of the number system and meaning of 

Calculations were perfo~med in heads or on paper and 

experience and application of number was wide including 

clocks~ transport or just everywhere for measuring 

distance/speed and grades. People in work situations were 

number··s 

value 

equals. 

their 

books ~ 

time~ 
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mentioned as examples of people who use numbers. Numbers were 

needed for getting a job, quantifying items and order/location. 

Overall this group demonstrated a sound understanding of numbet .. · 

based on wide experience. 

Ci""DUP B subjects explained number operations~ counting and 

comparing items and some of these subjects described counting as 

infinite (4;6)~ the place value of number system and meaning of 

equals (3/6).They used paper or their heads for calculations and 

noted seeing numbers in books and on money. Numbers were used for 

prices and dates. Quantifying 

having numbers by 416 subjects 

of number shown by this group 

items was the reason given fOI~ 

in this group. The understanding 

was similar to that for Group A 

subjects but their description of where~ when~ why and who uses 

number was not so full as that given by the other group and may 

be explained by their .lc:inguaI;JE' ~;ki.l.l(::; 'in 

t.1)E~i 1''' i dE'c~~;;. 

Group C explained count.ing items and used fingers as well as 

paper or their heads for calculations .Numbers had been seen in 

books and on money and were used for dates, prices and in games. 

Getting a job~ quantifying items and order/location of items were 

h<':ivi ng number~;. 1. r', .. ::. 

subjects also explained operations whereas Standard 1,::~ and ::::; 

subjects talked about comparing numbers. 

Group Q subjects did not explain how numbers are used or 

what numbers are. They often counted items or used f i nger's to 

solve problems although they mentioned using 

paper. Books and dates were examples of where and when numbers 

they are needed for order/location of i t~"?ms. 

Quantifying and identification of items were also noted by 4/6 

SUbjects. Addition and subtraction were explained as counting 

sets of it.ems t.o find the answer. 

The two groups A and B with subjects who had good 

mathematical ability explained counting, operations and described 

numbers in terms of the standard counting sequence and the number 

syst.em. They did not rely on concrete aids for calculation. 

Groups C and D with poor mathematical ability were dependent on 

counting for calculation and problem solving and frequently used 

fingers to help them. The two groups with !]ood 

language ability were able to express their ideas and saw numbers 



...J7 

as necesssary for getting a job, quantifying items and 

order/location of items. The poor language groups Band D had the 

lowest response rate on the when question category and failed to 

show links between categories as they were unable to explain why 

numbers were needed in the places they mentioned seeing them or 

why people would need to know about numbers. 

The ~3cor-E'S on 

subjects interviewed 

grouppd according to 

ability in Tablp 12 . 

the series 

ar-e shown in 

cla~:;s Ipvpl 

of tests 

Tables 1 1 

in Table 

f or- each of the 24 

and 1.2. Subjects 

11. and cH.:cord i ng to 

Looking across the whole series of tests the Standard 1 

subjects show lower mean scores than other class groups but there 

is wide variation in individual scores on several of the tests. 

All four subjects scored at a very low level on the pattern 

recognition test~ Test E~ but subject SlA performed at a level 

more consistent with older subjects on the other tests. 



When subjects we~e g~ouped acco~ding to ability, in Table 

1:.'?, bloup the lowest level sco~es and G~oup A the 

highest level sco~es ac~oss all tests. G~oup 8 and C subjects 

~:;h Ohl E:i ',:, i. m:i. I ,,:iY- pattE\lr'n of 0+ 

individual sub-tests the Standa~d 1 (S18, SIC, S10) and G~oup o 

(SI0, 820. 830, S40, FlO, F20) subjects a~e discussed sepa~ately 

as thei~ pe~fo~mance di+fers +~om the subjects in othe~ g~oups. 

Pe~fo~mance varied on the different sub-tests. The counting 

8 were mastered at all 1 evel ~:; showi nq a good 

undc'lr,,:;t.i':indi ng of the standard number ~:;f.~quence and ci.bility to 

generate numbe~s at different points in the sequence. The small 

number of subjects who had difficulty with this test S18, 

SIS, 840, FlO coped well with numbe~s less than one hundred but 

with numbers above one hundred they wrote the numbe~ they heard 

ill,,; t f?,'''cI CJ·f the::' ne;< t number. One subject SIC qave 301 a!5 the 

number following 200 and subject 810 gave 300 for the clnswer to 

this item. Both of these answe~s demonst~ate addition of one to 

t:hr-:> Ilurldl'F\t:!,,:;, in "I:.IIP fil'''c;:;t. E\:':i':imple onp i~:; E:il~"'>CJ i':idcle:\d to the DriP'".; 

digit, and this illustrates misuse of a generalisation that thp 

next counting number is obtained by adding one to a number. 

Countinq!nume~ation Tests C and D also show mastery of items 

at all levels for Group A subjects but 828, 83B, 82C, S3C and 84C 

had diff{culty on Level 5 items when subtraction ac~oss a hundred 

was required (P.g. subtract 10 from 605) and FIC had difficult.y 

hlith addition across a hund~ed (e.q. i:\dcl 10 to (91). (..)ns\O<Jers 

given illustratp two methods of dpaling wit.h this item. The most 

common altprnative answer for t.his item was 791 instead of 701 

the addition of a hundred instead of a ten 

suggesting the misuse of a genpralisation th<::\t the d:i g it :i. ~; 

hPI'''F~ thp hUllclr"pdc::; not tpns digit has been 

increased. Thp other altprnative answe~s such as 302 o~ 303 fo~ 

addition of 10 to 294 suggests that a counting on mpt.hod is bping 

u<3c-?d and <3mall k€-?(?pi nC] tl'''ack of how many have been 

countpd on have occurred. 

The Standard 1 and Group D subjects had difficulty with 

numbprs above one hundred on these two tests .Standard 1 subjects 

found both addition and subtraction of ten difficult but 

Group 0 subjects scored at highe~ levels on these items. 

given by F2D for the two sub-tests show higher levels 

four" 
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scored on the addition than subtraction items. For this subject 

answers given on addition items show addition of a hundred rather 

processinq data on the two tests attempting to use the structure 

of the number system for addition of ten but counting back on the 

Level 5 subtraction items. This may explain the lower levels 

scored on addition items. 

Errors made by two other Group D~ 82D and 83D, subjects who 

4.5 on the add/subtract ten sub-tests show 

counting errors~ 303 instead of 304 for 294 add 10 and 25 for 16 

add ten~ indicating a preference for counting methods for these 

sUbjects. Results of the tests administered to all subjects 

showed that subjects who scored at Level 5 on counting sequence 



Tests A and B had some difficulty with adding and subtracting ten 

VJIIC.'ll 1·I·lr·'y t.I'··iF~c:I t·.u 1.I!O:ir:~ 1·.1·1P pli·:'CP vE:,luF~ !O:it·_r·-uct.UI"·F~ hut. i':\c:ljU!::it:.c~dLlir? 

t·\II'-uncJ c:iiqit. ()l thuuqh '31 OIlJF~I'·· cuunting methods may be more 

accurate for subjects whu have not ypt completely mastered usp of 

the structure underlying the number system. 

The standard counting sequence itself may be easier to use 

in countinq back rather than forward once numbers over one 

hundred are reached. When saying the next number after one 

hundred a common error is to go 

bE.~qin to 

to 200, 

inc r- ea ',;e 

~~oo ... ~"7\nd 
hundr·ec1s 

109 

saying 109, 

200,201, 202 ... 209,300 .... following the pattern of the decades 

where each decade includes 1 to 9 as the last digit and then a 

ch,;'\nqr-:? in the tf'?n~::j digit. In moving -fr-om thE~ knollJn to thp unknov~n 

chi. J (II' r·'11 t\PP 1 y t.11F·' "··1.11 r:~o:; I-.h(::, t. ~\Iur· kpd PI'·· F~V :i. nU'::i 1 y hut whf-?rl I"·U 1 C''::; 

thp standard counting sequencp breaks down. 

Diffprent stopping puints spem to occur in counting 

c'\nd backt·Ja' ... ·d,,:j as !:.~hot-\ln by tl·lE' r·-f.?sul t':,i of Te~5t B, nam(? t.h(7? numbF~t·

before a qiven number. Naming the number before a whole number 

of hundrpds was more difficult than naming thp number before 

numbprs like 209. When counting back from 10 the sequence 

9,B~17 ••• 

:?O(7l •••• 

:i. ~::; 

VJhen 

l<'Jell 

counting 

is readily applied to 

children applying well 

:.210, 

knCH'Hl 

generalisations will see 209 .. 300 as logical in following the 

pattprn of the decades but in counting back it seems logical to 

go from 210 to 209. Unlike counting forward whpre non standard 

namps such as sixLy t.en may occur it IS impossible to continue 

with a non standard name when counting back because children 

cannot go back beyond zero and so the nped to do something 

diffprent at this point is obvious. 

Patte~n recognition 

for all four Standard 1 

item, SIC wrote the two 

Test E shows scores at a 

SUbjects. S1D made no 

numbers that followed 

\ler'y 1. eM 

clttempt·. 

the last 

1 evel 

at any 

number 

read out (e.g. 4,7,4,7 .... 8,9) ,S1B completed only onp of the two 

repeating pattern items (9,1,9,1 ... 9,1) and SlA completed only 

onp item involving the addition of tpn to each previous member 

(17,27,37,47 ... 57,67) The four Standard 2 subjects scored low 

levels on this sub-test when compared with other class groups 

,,'llthCH.lqh n~.?() "5cnr-'pc! o:\t IF~vpl ~:~ 'finding difficulty with itE:"ITl'" th,::\t 

involved a decreasing number ~5E~quence . Group D subjects also 



found this sub-test difficult and only successfully completed the 

items at Levels 1 and 2 involving repeating patterns and addition 

of ten. Group A subjects with the exception of SlA and S2A coped 

well with items at all levels on this subtest. 

Memory tests F~ G and H show Form 2 subjects perform well on 

all three tests, while other class groups score at lower levels 

on recall of digits in reverse order and recall of counted totals 

in sequence although each group of four subjects includes a wide 

spread of level scores. 

Test I required subjects to write their own equations. Those 

written by Group A subjects show clustering of equations and 

number patterns indicating their recall links ideas in some way. 

Group B examples include generalisations such as addition/ 

multiplication of one and zero. Groups C and 0 only gave examples 

at the levels where counting on or recall of known facts occurs. 

The differerlt class groups all included a range of levels on this 

test. 

Test J show all subjects except S18, SIO, S2D and S40 score 

at Level 4 or 5 demonstrating a good ability to solve all types 

of addition examples. Level 5 examples such as 2+9=4+[] require 

the equivalence of the two sides of the equation to be 

appreciated. The most common alternative answer was 15 obtained 

by adding all the numbers together. Another alternative answer 

was 5 which may be obtained by ignoring the 2 and changing the 

problem to 4+[]=9. 

Test K shows more variation among subjects with all Group A 

scoring at level 4 or 5 except ~IA who scored at level 3. Group B 

and C subjects ,except S18, SIC, SIC and S3C, and F2D also scored 

at level 4 or 5. The other five Group D subjects scored at low 

levels. Four subjects S18, S3C,SlD,S2D, S40 scored at Level 1 

which only involves simple equations with numbers up to ten. It 

is possible to use counting on fingers to answer this type of 

problem. Three subjects~ SlC~ S30 and FlO scored at level 2 which 

involves simple equations with numbers to 18 and these items may 

be answered by counting methods but counting on or back rather 

than counting all is needed when using fingers because the sum in 

these examples is above ten. 



F'UI""" on':'0 E'>~~'\mpl(0 ,"::J"t t"hi~::; levc~l, 17-8:::::[] t\!~C) o-f :6ubjE!ct~:; qave 

10 as the answer indicating a counting error when the subject has 

counted the starting number ,,\S t.hei I'" fir" ~:5 t. c oun t e.q. 17 (1) 

16 Con l~:j (:::;) ••• 10(8) in~;tf2c":\d o-f 17-1, 1l~,(1),1~")(2), 14(:3) ... 9U3). 

The three subjects who scored at SlA, S2B and S3C, 

solved examples of the type 15-[]=9 again requirinq counting back 

counting on methods i-f counting procedures are us,.':'d. 

Alternative answers for this; item, 7 and 5, indicate counting 

errors have occurred. Startinq to count back from 15 or on -from 9 

when subjects count the starting number E:\S t.hei r" f i r"c.;t count 

results in an answer o-f 7 which is one too hiqh. 

Subjects who scored below level 4 qenerally did not att.empt 

any answer -for level 4 and 5 items. Subjects who did answer these 

items incorrectly gave 8 as the answer -for []-7=1+7 and 9 as the 

answer -for []-6=5+4. These answers may be obtained by completing 

1+7~[] and 4+5=[] thus ignoring the other part of each equc:\t ion. 

Th i <:;; t YPf.-:' of reasoning illustrates a strong committment to the 

tradition form of equation a+b=[] when two numbers are added to 

C.:J i ve E:\n an ~-:;~"er" and only one correct answer to a sum. In other" 

~ords school taught procedures are strictly applied. A different 

approach used by F1B, F1C and F2D involved treat.ing both sides o-f 

the equations as an addition resulting in answers of 1 for the 

-first example and 3 for the second example. These subjects are 

attempting to maintain the equivalence of the two sides of the 

equation but have failed to t.ake account. of the oper ,':1.t i onSi 

involvpc:l. 

Performance -for the intprview subjects was representat.ive of 

the largp scale t.est r" f~SU 1. t Si "f or" the whole sample of 

SUbjects. Those subjects with good mathematical ability scored 

highly on the tests while subjects with poor mathematical ability 

appear to have relied on counting and use of procedural knowledge 

resulting in lower test scores. 



common points covered by groups of ~:;ub j ec t s 

during the interviews revealed general insights into subjects' 

understanding of number and ways of processing information but a 

more thorough examination of the i nd i vi c:lu,::tl ~;ubject 1'- esp on se~:; 

enables a deeper understanding to be extracted from the data. 

It_ woul d be difficult to include the vast volume of 

information related by the 24 subjects but the main points of 

interest are grouped into a small number of main categories. 

numbr2Ir -s. II Subjectf::; r-espondeel in ,::t var--iety of \l'Jays: 

Iht: Tell me about numbers. 
F1A: Um .• A number is an idea that you form in your head and 

once you write it down on ~aper it's a numeral and a 
number is an idea and theyre used in lots .. virtuallr 
in all .. lots of things in the world because um •. weI 
it's one of the basic .. the world gets along with 
numbers and they're used on clocks and they're on the 
clocks •. 1,2 up to 12 and you can tell the time by that 
and they're used in telling what the year is like 1989 
and things like that and numbers can also be used for 
grades ... If you're the best sometimes you"re 1 and if 
you're not the best sometimes you're 5 or whatever but 
you can use them as grades. They can be used as Part 2 
or- Part 2, thi ngs 1 i ke that •. They' roe used for- counti ng 
like from 1 right up to infinity and um •. they're used 
for addinq and subtractinq and multiplying and dividing 
and do I falk about fractions? " " 

Int: If ~ou want to. 
F1A: O.K. and um .• from 1. from 0 to 1 that's called 

fractions and they'~e just a bit of 1 and um .• it's a 
little bit of 1 and then below 1 they're called 
decimals like ... and what else? ... 

Jnt: Just think about it. 

F1B:-Well .. um .. numbers is um .. well it's an idea more or 
less. You can think of any number .. it's infinite, it 
qops on for ever and ever and um ...• counting numbers, 
it's um ... to help, to do with maths and it's"to help -
with placings etc. You could, um, like first, second, 
third in a running r~ce. If you didn't have them then 
you couldn't, you could call it something else it 
could be a different whatever (laughs) bGt tha{'5 the 
best way of judging them or putting them in order. Oh 
yes they're good for putting on order and like in .. you 
do questions_in your ~aths book or your exercise ~ook .. 
or just puttlng them In order and um .... ! know .. 1f 
you didn't have any you would be a wee bit confused .. 
what to do for maths cos maths ... numbers is the whole 
idea of it. If you didn't have numbers then I don't 
think~ you couldn't do much for msths .. lt um ....• umm •. 
that's about all I can think of. 

Subjects F1A anel FIB came from the same class and both 

explained the abstract nature of numbers~ infinite nature of 

counting and oreler as useel in placings anel grades. These subjects 



were able to orqanise and lit.tle 

pr'ompt:, i nq -f 1'" om t.h£."! cd thDUqh F 1 A ha~; InDI'''e 

organisation in her explanation. Younger subjects made shorter 

Int: 
S2{\: 

Tell me about numbe~s. 
~'~m .. thc--?y a,l1 eql!al lip ~oc:: so~ett~ing .. umm. :,~het stop at 
,Ero and then thEY all Ju~t start over agclln clnd t.hen 
you get ~nd umm ... it ~oes,on for ever and ever ~nd .••• 
they go In o~de~, they'~e In o~der .. umm .•.. the~e's 
bigger groups and then ..... you always start with one 
and you finish up with a made up one but .. umm .. numbers 
are made up for a special thing. There's numbers all 
through the year um ... numbe~s are used for objects .... 

528: Oh well there's a whole lot of them .. everlasting .. and 
.. each time you add another ze~o on it it goes up like, 
um, um it goes up,like, ,ltke tens and then hundreds, 
then thousands, then mIllions .. 

Int: Tell me about ~dding a zero and they're everlasting. 
5~~B: umm. 

S~,A: 

Int: 
S~,A: 

You can count them .. you can keep counting for ev~r and 
you can add them together to get a new one and write 
them down .. you can use them for grading things ... you 
can write them down and add them and you can add any 
ones together'. 
How do you use numbe~s for grading things? 
You can say 1 is the easiest, 2 i.s a hit har-der- and 3 
is the hardest .. and you could go the other way and 3 is 
tlw eac;iec;t and 1 i~; the har-dest numher- .. Or- you could 
have more than 3. 

These three subjects referred to counting as everlastinq but 

responses are brief and required questioning to draw out their-

ideas. The structure of the number system was referred to by 828 

and an older subject, F2A, provides a comparison with an 

subject following up a point briefly discussed: 

Int: 
F2A: 

Int: 

Int: 

F:::~A: 

Int: 

F2A: 

Int: 
F2A: 

Int: 
F2A: 

Int: 

Tell me about 9. 
Well it's not a p~ime cos it"s divisible by 3, 1 and 9, 
it's odd .. umm .. you can times it, divide it, and 
subt~act it and add it um .. it's a whole nu~ber .•. um .•. 
It can go in like 987 and it would take the place of 9 
hundr'eds .... 

Oh I tell you what else you mentioned .• decimal system. 
Perhaps vou could explain that a bit more •. How our 
decimal ~y5te~ ~ork5. " . 
I~ell that' ~;, It's fr-om a hundr-ecl 11 ke, 1 t, s easy to 
work with money sort of like 75 cents is three 
quarters. You can,write it as point 75. 
Yes and how does It all work, our deCimal system. Can 
you explain how the whole thing •• 
Oh from base 10 which is a base 10 and .. um .. Oh things 
like that ... I'm not sure .• 
Well if you were to write a number down that might help 
e::plain it. 
Oh say 67 that'd be 6 tens plus 7 ones. that's um, you 
put it in sort of columns so that's one (points to 7) 
that's ten (points to 6) and hundreds and that's how 
yc~u work out the numb~r-,s. Say 687 would be 7 ones, 8 
tEns and 6 hundreds like that. 
O.K. Can you put any more numbers this way? 
Oh no not if y~u want, you can ~dd them that way, not 
really unless It goes 11ke a pOlnt. 
Yes then you can. Now what's that point for? 
Oh that's to show that there are decimal numbers .• to 
show that .. um .. 
~.K. ~ou ~rite some mor~ down this way a~~ see if you 
cafl e"plaln what they ar e when the number _, get that 
side. 



F2{~: 

lnt: 

F2A: 

lnt: 
F2{~ : 
lnt: 
F2A: 

Dh this has become the first one like that would be 
eiqht tenths. then seven hundredths~ and then 
th6usandths.~. 
You said it's base 10 .. Can you think of any other 
UlinC]s en- e::plain what bac;e is? 
~m well comgu~ers work in base one don't they. Just 
count up 1~L~._,,4 • • Um .. 
Is there any other base system? 
Thet-e's ei ght. 
Riqht and what happens in base 
Dh-well like um~ in our system 
chanqes from. into two diqits. 
eights the highest one 50Ft of 
and then it would be like 10. 

eiC]ht.? 
10 is sort of where it 

You see in base eiqht. 
you go 1~2~3,4~5,6~i~8' 

The I E!vel of e:: pI '::Hlat ion including different bases 

demonstrates how older subjects expanded on concepts that all 

subjects were able to include. 

The examples included above were typical of those for 

A and B subjE?ct~; (good mathematics ability) outlininq points 

about the number system in counting and relations between numbers 

or operatinq on numbers. A different picture of 

numbers was described by Group C and D subjects including the£:je 

F1C: 

Int: 
F1C: 

lnt: 
83)): 
Int.: 
830: 

Int: 
830: 
lnt: 
530: 

Int: 
830: 

lnt: 
53D: 
Int: 

Int: 
820: 

lnt: 
82D: 

Numbers are digits Which you count with. They've been 
used for a long, long time. Well you can get different 
s[)rt<:; [)f number's, like in different languagE~s. They 
have~ they have, different well counting and things and 
y[)nks and yanks and yonks aqo they probably counted 
stones and well numbers are-used for adding up and 
subtractinq and etcetera. 
Well what'i etcetera .. You'd better say it. 
Um .• times .. um .• divide and that's about it and urn •• 
cOlinUnq is used f(w lots of sorts of machines like to 
help count •• like calculators and um, oh those 
telethings and well numbers are kind of quite important 
cos if you didn't have them you'd probably .. in lots of 
your books you WOUldn't know how many there were and. 
urn! numbers are used f[)r new dates, counting how man~ 
thIngs there are and just counting all sorts of things. 

Tell me about numbers. 
Numbers are made for counting.umm.To help other people. 
How do t:hf?Y hel p other- Pf?opl p.? 
Um .. Urn .. So .. So they k~ow how many things they've 
got ... money .. umm .. I thInk lots of people use them •. 
um .• for work.um .. for when they need quotes. 
Quotes? 
Yes. 
Yes What other kind of iobs do you need them for? 
You need them for a ban~ and •. er •• brick .• um .. kind of a 
br'i ck. . bui Icier. 
Yes. Why does a builder need them? 
Cos he has to know how ... he has to know how long .. um 
the wood has to be. 
Yes and what: does your clad do for a iob? 
Um .. he's a um .. measures blinds. -
Dh 50 that's how you know ab[)ut quotes. 

Tell me about numbers. 
Well I k~ow you can count them up and you learn y[)ur 
tables WIth them and you say how old you are ... and you 
count up all the numbers .. 
Aha anything else you can think of 
1'10. 

Counting features prominently among these responses as the 



numbers is drawn on in describing how numbers are used. No actual 

description of counting numbers or the number system is included. 

Two of the Standard 1 subjects merely reeled off a list of facts: 

Int: 
S18: 

Int: 
S18: 

Int: 

SIC: 

Int: 

SIC: 

Think hard and tell me anythin~ about numbers .. 
Ten hundred equals a thousand.JO+50=100, four 505 
equals 200. 1+2=3. 4+4=8. 8+8=16. 10+10=20. 30+30=60. 
40+40=80. 21+2=23; 80+10~90..' ' , 
And how do you kn6w all these things? 
(laughs) We do maths .. and I just remember all of them. 

Tell me about numbers. It can be anything you can think 
of. 
2 ~nd 2 equ~ls 5, ~ and 5 e~u~!s 10, 6_and 6 equals ~2, 
1 15 greater than ~, ~mm~, ' l~ g~eater~than ... I •• ThlS 
used to be my brother s class ... ~ and ~ equals 6, 10 
plus 1 equals 11, .. 20 and 20 are 40, 3 tens are 30, 4 
tens are 40 .... 
Well wllat else do you know about numbers, different 
things? 
1 is less than 2, 2 is greater than 1 ..... 

like Group 0 subjects in many ways. He Subject SIB behaved 

was the most difficult subject to interview as his attention 

continually wandered and he needed constant probing to draw out 

information. His knowledge of numbers appeared to be confined to 

recalling facts. Both S1B and SIC listed mainly doubles such as 

20+20=40 and these type of facts are the earliest recalled. SIC 

included errors, 2+2=5 and 1 is greater than 2 which was 

corrected. Her attention was broken by an unrelated reference to 

the room for~erly being her brother's classroom demonstrating a 

break in her line of thought. 

Unlike Group A and B those subjects with poor mathematical 

ability related very little understanding of what numbers are but 

described their experience in counting in different situations. 

References to order by F1C were for filing information or finding 

a location. Group A and B subjects expanded their description of 

counting on further questioning: 

Int: 

FIA: 

Int: 

S~A: 
Int: 

S3A: 

What other things can you do with numbers?.You've told 
me counting~ you've.:pe~haps,You want t~ say a bit more 
about countlng .. What's Infinity? You saId you can qo up 
to infinity. -
Infinity is the last number in everything .. it's iust 
the la~t number .. a~d it"s every ~ing]~ whole nltm5er in 
the unIverse. That's the end of InfinIty and um .... and 
counting you can count in ones, which is ~ust basic 
1,2,3,4 and you can count in t~os that's L,4,6,8 and 
you can count in threes and and fours .. 3,6,9 and fours 
15 4,8,12,16 and 50 you can count in lots'oJ things .. um 

O.K. Now that's an excellent answer. Perhaps you could 
tell me a bit more about counting. You told me you 
could count forever. What else do vou know about 
counting? How many ways can you co~nt? What do you 
think? -
You can say it and write them down. 
O.K. Well if I had a whole lot of stuff here. How would 
you count it? 
Well you could put them in groups of 5 or 10 and then 
count the groups. 



Int: 
S"~.A: 

Int: 

S:~A: 

Int: 
S2A: 
Int: 
S2A: 
Int: 
S2A: 
Int: 

S2A: 

Int: 
S2A: 
Int: 

S?A: 
In\:: 

S2A: 

Well why would that be better to do that? 
Well otherwise it would be easy to get mixed up if 
you've got lots of things. If you've just got a little 
group then you can count them one at a time .... And you 
can count them backwards ... 

O.K. you've told me quite a bit there. Let's have a 
look at some of the things you've said .. Right you said 
they're in order and you start with one. Why do they 
have to be in order? 
Umm .. because if they weren't in an order they'd go all 
funny places .. 9 .. 7 .. 3.4 • 
And would that matter? 
No. 
Why do we have to have them in an order then? 
So they r"hyme 
Right .. anything else? 
Umm ... no. 
O.K. then you said they stop at 9 and they start again. 
What do you mean by that? 
Well they qo 1,2,3 .. 9 and then like they go 11,121 13 .. 
and then after you've done all them they go back to 20, 
21,22 and 23 and when that's all finished you back to 
31 and start again. 
And well how does .•• Why do we have to do all that? 
So you count. 
So you can count and why do you need to know how to 
count? 
So then .. to know how much objects there is. 
ILl:. allf! you sai.d tllpn~'s bi.~lqfn" gr"oupr.;. What do you 
mean hy.blgger groups? ~"r 
Oh .. 9 15 bigger than 8 .... L I~ bigger than 1 •• 

Fur-"ther- qu(,,~;ti()nning Df nthE~r s;ubject<:; qained littlE' fl.tlr"thel~ 

info,.."mation: 

Int: 

820: 
Int: 
820: 
Int: 
52D: 
Int: 
520: 
Int: 
520: 
Int.: 
820: 
Int: 
S2D: 
Int: 
S:2D: 
Int: 
520: 

Well see if you can tell me about counting numbers ••• 
Why do we co~nt? 
So we know how old we are. 
Can you think of any different things? 
Trees, people, walls. 
Well how do you count? 
Just speak. 
Well show me how you do it. 
1, 2, 
Ahd ~hat's next .. what do you do after that? 
Stop. 
When do you stop? 
When you want to. 
So how far could you go? 
Qui te a I-'Iee way. 
Quite a w~y. How far can you count? 
I dOll' t knCH~. 
You don't know •. What do you reckon? 
About 200. 

This subject has limited cnuntinq ability and demonstrates 

no under-standing of the underlying str-uctur-e. 

A variety of r-easons wer-e given for learninq about numbers: 

Int: 

F2A: 
Int: 

F2A: 

Int: 

Now you said numbers are the base of maths •• so what's 
maths all about? What do you think? 
Numbers ... sort of like •••• 
That's a hard question. I wonder if you could think 
about that for a minute. It is about numbers but what's 
maths really all about .• thinking about numbers. 
It's working out how, like problems~ like you can cope 
with everyday life .. like going to the shop you need to 
work out how much money you need. You need to have 
maths

i 
know maths and in your job you might need maths 

to he p you. 
What kind of jobs? 



F:2(\: 
Int: 

F:?A: 
lnt: 
F2A: 

F1A: 

F1C: 

lnt: 
F1C: 

Int.: 
F1C: 

FlO: 
Int.: 

FlO 
Int: 
FlD: 

Int.: 
FlO: 
Int.: 
F1D: 
Int.: 

FlO: 

Int.: 
F2C: 

Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

s~.::.c: 

Int.: 
S,~.C: 

53C: 

S,~.C: 

Uh ClII accountant~ sh()powf1f~r-~ near'Iy everything. 
So how important do you think learning maths at school 
i,s? 
Dh yes, pret.ty important, yes. 
How would it compare with say learning to read? 
Dh probably the same importance. 

Numbers are used to show the price of things and you 
have the dollar sign to show prices and um .. money sort. 
of comes with decimals .. The dollar is the basic thing 
but. less t.han a dollar that.'s sort of a cent and t.haf's 
sort of a decimal cos that's a wee bit of a fraction and 
a wee bit of a whole number and like when you go to the 
grocery shop you've got $6 and things .• $6.70 and say 
you know how much you're paying in money and um .• and 
the money's also in tens and hundreds and ones 50 that's 
pret.ty logical .. it.'s pret.t.y easy .. and .. also to help 
you add and subtract and multiply and divide you've 
also got calculators. 

Well we learn about numbers because they're very useful 
e5pecial~y when you,get older and,a~d you have to get a 
job cos If you dIdn't have numbers It would be just 
about impossible . 
Why would it he impossible? 
Because well you COUldn't keep track of things .. cos 
when people keep files and not.es and everyt.hing and 
they WOUldn't know where to look it up maybe and they'd 
be there for a very, very long time looking for what. 
they want. 
What else might you need to know them for? 
Well numbers are mainly used for, well they're used for 
filing things to keep t~ack of things, make it. easier 
for people •.. um .. they're used for .• um .• all sorts of 
things really, just for living. 

Buyin~ things, on calendars, birthdays,car registration 
So we've got buying things,car registration, calendars, 
bir-thcfays .• 
Amount of money ..... to work things out. with .• 
Yes .What sort of things? 
Like if you need to buy something you need to know the 
pr'i.ce of it.. 
Yes. How would you work it out then? 
Ah .. cfo maths. 
Do you know how to? 
I don't know how to do it. 
You're not very good .. 1 bet you're better than you 
think. 
No ... I'm not. sure. I'm not very good at my tables. I'm 
learning my times tables • 

And why do you think we have numbers? 
Um ... well just to help us learn .. um ... how many like how 
many books might be in that box there or how many 
people in this school or things like that .•• life 
generally .. um .• umm. 
What else are numbers used for? 
Money (laughs) urn ... 
Now what about addition and subtraction? 
Umm .. yes I think they should be taught because like you 
can count, not being greedy, your money and see who's 
taken it or urn, when a things lost you can tell if it's 
left or not if you know subfraction .. um .• and addition 
just to add money .. accounts and things like that ••. Yes 
I think it's necessary but multiplication I think you 
could just use adding, just a lot of adding. 

If we didn't have numbers we couldn't have money and we 
COUldn't qo to the moon. 
Why could~'t we go to the moon? 
Cos .. um .. to get to the moon you have to know your 
numbers because you have to be real good at maths .• 
cos.um .. to go on the moon you have to .• to be one of the 
people thAt ....• and go to the moon you have to know your 
numbers ~Iood cos they've got maths comput.ers. 
And why (0 you have to know numbers to work with 
computer!:;? 
Dh because .• so you're going t.o hit somethinq you have 
to make certain calculations •.. how long to fry and 
steer away. 



Int: 

S3C: 

Well why do you learn the kind of maths you do at 
school. Why do you think you learn all of that? 
Oh because it .. it's as everyone has to work with 
numbers. Well not everyone-not people in the bush 
sometimes ... oh yes not native people and you have to 
k~ow,yo~r numbe~s when .tOU grow ~p you ge~ .. if you ~ 
ell eln t I..now your number _, you won t get a Job .. Rl ght : 

All of these subjects mention using numbers for a job and in 

particular refer to money. 

Int: Well why do we have numbers? 
S1C: So we can count. 
Int.: Yes and what do we use that. for? 
S1C: Count to work out sums. 

Int.: 
SIC: 

Int.: 
S1C: 

lnt: 

S1C: 
Int.: 
SIC:' 
Int: 

S1C: 

Int: 
S1A: 
Int: 
SIA: 

Int: 
SlA: 
Int: 

SIA: 
Int: 

SIA: 

Int: 
SlA: 

Int: 

51 A: 
Int.: 

SlA: 

Int: 
SlA: 
Int.: 
SlA: 

Why do you t.hink we learn maths at school? 
So you can~ so you can~ when you're out and about and 
you w~nt a job they have to see your report and all, 
that and they want to see how good you ar-e and how •• 1 f 
it's some computer work you might want um .. well they 
have to see mostly your your maths kind of thing 
Why would that be important? 
So when you need, when you want a job and you hand in 
your report and they see how good It is and if it's not 
.. if it's bad and not all very good and all that they 
don't t.ake it.. So you need it for that and all •• 
O.K. so they look at it and say that's go~d you're very 
good at maths. What are you gOIng to do WIth the maths, 
all the things you've learned at school, all your maths 
what are you gOing to use it for? 
You're gOing to use it for sometimes •. 
WelJ what do you uses mat.hs for? 
To count .• counting, learning •. no not learning •. 
You've spent. all this time at school learning maths. 
What are you going to do with it when you've learned 
how t.o do it.? You're going to use it. some how. You're 
learning your times tables aren't you? Well what are 
you going to do with them when you know them? 
Like if you're big, like a mummy, you can help your 
children do t.heir homework and you might. get some maths 
homework and you need it for that if ~ou can remember 
it.. You tell them how to do it and t.hen t.hey can do the 
n~st. 

Why do we have numbers? 
To lear-n maths. 
Yes and why do we need to do that.? 
Cos if you didn't know how to .• ummm •. how to learn, 
know maths, you wouldn't know your tables and stuff. 
Why do you need to know your tables? 
(Laughs) Oh .. 
Why do you think you have to learn your tables?.Do you 
know al of yours? 
I'm only up to my sevens .. 
Well that's pretty good and why have you been learning 
all of them? ' 
Because you will get. tests. Like you could get umm .• you 
get fast fifties ~nd fast ones .• There'd be ~eal fast 
ones in about five seconds. 
Are you ~ood at those? 
We haven't had those yet., only the Standard 2 but I do 
have to get my tests right in maths. 
Well why do you have to learn them. What are you going 
to do WIth them when you know them all? 
Umm ... 
You haven't thought. about that have you? What are you 
going to do with all those tables when you know them 
ell I ? 
Well if you be a t.eacher and you, and you know your 
tables well you could .. umm you could learn them to 
other' kid~;. 
Yes and who else miqht need to know them? 
Ah .. well big standaFd people. 
Yes and why would they need them? 
..••.. mmmm ••. (shrugs) •. 



These younger subjects refer to school based activities such 

as tests and see no practIcal application except for teaching 

facts to other children in the future. The final 

illustrates a common school activity with numbers, 

find the an~:;vjet--. 

that is to 

Int: Why are we learning about numbers? 
SIB: In case one day you were doing some stuff on a 

calculator and you didn't know what it equalled so you 
pushed the numbers and then you added it up and then 
you find the answer. 

Z_ .. __ :J __ -'~~?_ttIII0_t.tq_~I. 

Four subjects referred to using calculators and this was 

followed up by further questionning about being sure that the 

answer given was the correct one: 

Int: 
54A: 

Int: 

S4A: 

Int: 

FIA: 
Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
FIA: 
Int: 

Int: 

FlC: 

Int: 
S4C: 

Int: 
54C: 
Int: 
54C: 

Do you often work things out in your head? 
Er .. yes mainly. We use calculators at school about 
every three months to get us used to using calculators 
when we grow up. and when it just gives us a page of 
the newspaper which has all the car sales and we have 
to add up all the cars beginning with T ..• with the 
calculator and it's quite easy .•. Not easy some days 
because you •. there's a big long sale and some are quite 
short and you have to pus~ plu~ or something if you've 
got a big long number, keep pushing plus but I've done 
it before." -
How do you know if you've got the right answer on the 
calculator? 
Um .. well you can't really trust them. I just remember 
if it's 37, 37 plus 37 I just sort of do them, 70 or 50 
and then he puts .• when it comes round on the 
calculator as 74 I say that's it. Your answers about 70. 

Yes.How do you know if you get the right answer on a 
calculator? 
Um .. Er .. You've sort of got to estimate first. 
And do you do that alri~ht? 
Yes and you estimate it when you work it out on the 
calculator and it's got to be near what you've got. 
Well how do you estimate? 
Well you just .. the .. er .. um .• first number, say if it's 
like 62x6~. You'd take the first number like just put 
six sixes are 3b and you've sort of got •. through b •• 
You have to get round there. 
So what sort"of answer do you expect for b2xb3? 
About 300 and .. 360 ... no what was it?.b2xb3 •• No about 
300 and .. 3 000, about 3 bOD ••• Oops. (laughs). 
What happened there? 
I had a bit of a muck up. 
That's O.K. 

How do you know if you've got the right answer with a 
cal cu-l ator? 
I usually double check it to see if it's right but you 
n~ver trust a calculator cos the battery mi~ht be 
r'unn i ng out. 

How do you like working things out at maths time? 
By using my fingers, or when it's calculator time I 
press the buttons. 
Do you like calculator time? 
Ahum .. 
How do you know if you've got the right answer? 
Cos the teacher writes it ~p on the Board and you have 
to read it on the board. 

The two Group A subjects describe how they estimate answers 

by rounding numbers and using known facts to check the answer is 



of the right order. The two Group C subjects make no attempt to 

estimate but offer double checking or waiting until the teacher 

writes the answer on the board as the way of ensuring your answer 

is correct. Using a calculator involves button pressing for these 

subjects whereas it is a more useful tool for the Group A 

subjects who by estimating demonstrate their understanding of the 

processes involved. 

A7.4 Number 

Although number operations were mentioned not all subjects 

were able to explain these operations in a meaningful way. 

Int: 

FIA: 

Int: 

FIA: 
Int: 
FIA: 
Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
FIA: 

Well tell me a bit more about some of the things you've 
already said ...• Well let's start with addition .• What's 
addition? 
Addition is when you've got one number and you add one 
or two more numbers to it and that's used in things 
like .. um .• say if you've got a set of something and then 
you get another set of something .•. Just count both sets 
and then add them together and see what you've got, the 
whole lot .. um .• and that's really good and subtractions 
when you've got a number of anything, a number of 
things or something and ~hey can, you get one number 
and then you subtract things from It, so you take 
things away from it and that's used, like you've got 
some fish and some of them die .•. You can flnd out how 
many fish you've got left and um •• subtractions when 
youve qat like a number and instead of saying like if 
you wanE to multiply a 4, instead of saying 4+4+4+4 you 
just say 4 times 4 and that's much easier and you've 
got to know your tables at school up to, well to 10, 
but like I was taught to .. most people g6 to 10 but I 
was taught to go to 12 ••• 
You said subtraction but I don't think you meant that. 
What is it? 
Multiplication (laughs). 
I thought you'd made a mistake. 
I'm sorry. 
That's alriqht. Don't worry about it. 
Oh it's multiplication and that's used when you've 
got .. Oh that's used in the business world a lot. 
Why do you say that? 
Because it's harder stuff .. it's harder than addition 
and things like that •. and then there's division and 
t~at's the OpPds~te to multiplication and if you'ye got 
like a .. um .. a big number and you want to dlvlde It 
then you half it or something. or quarter it or 
something .. You just divide it by 4 or something or 2 
and then you've got an answer ... 
What does divide mean? 
It means to um .• well if you've got a whole number .. it 
means to urn .. it's virtually the opposite to 
mUltiplicaticm. Multiplication is like 4 times 4 .• 
~ivision is 16 divided by 4 is 4 and so it's just 
undoing multiplication ••..• and urn .. 

This example is typical of that given by the Group A and B 

subjects in the three older class groups. The four operations~ 

addition~ subtraction~ multiplication and division are described 

in terms of joining and separating sets for addition and 

subtraction~ repeated addition for multiplication and its reverse 

operation division is perceived as undoing mUltiplication. 

Counting is mentioned when joining sets as a method used for 



finding the sum. Examples from younger subjects describe the 
operations but do not include an explanation of the reverse 

0pf?I·-at ion. 

Int: 
S~.:;{\ : 
Int: 

5.~,A: 
Int: 
53A: 

Int: 
S.3A: 
Int: 
53?): 

Int: 
S3{~: 
lilt: 
53{~: 
Int: 
53A: 

What happens when you add numbers toqether? 
You get ,1 new one which is both of them. 
Right. What else can you do with them except adding 
them. 
You can subtract them. 
What happens when you do that? 
W~en,You get •. what you you get left is the number you 
dldn t tar;e a~<lay. 
Is there anything else you can do. 
You can times them and you can divide them. 
What's times .• when you do times. 
Well say if you've got some paper and you want to 
divide 1t out equally you get the number of people and 
times it. 
D:K. 50 why ~re you d~ing when you do times? 
~::.1nd of puttl.ng them in gr-oups. 
And ~'ihat do you ~Io ~<lhen you di v~ de? 
You take them •. k1nd of like taking away. 
l'Jhat's the difference between diVIding and subtr·acting? 
Umm .. Dividing you take .. um .• you kind of do it in groups 
and in subtracting you do it in singles. 

Similarities between addition and multiplication~ and 

~:;ubt.r-·c:\c:tiClI·1 c:\nci c:iivi",;ior1 ",\r·e dE'sc:r-ibed. The difference is in 

~-'4()I"·kinq l-'4it.11 gr·cH .. lp"; in Illult.iplication and division. Not <'."'111 

subjects were able to explain the four operat.ions. Only addition 

and subtraction were explained by younger SUbjects. Although they 

mentioned the other operations they could not explain them fully. 

Int: 

53B: 
Int: 
63B: 

Int: 
53B: 
Int: 
538: 
Int: 
538: 

lilt: 

53B: 
Int: 
53B: 

Int: 
528: 

Int: 

528: 
Int: 
528: 
Int: 
528: 

Int: 
528: 
Int: 
528: 

You :said you use numbers for adding up. What's adding 
up? 
Dh •. er .. division •. oh doing sort of plus .• er .. 
Well how do you do it? 
You sort of .• you .. er .. plus that is if you want to 
add 5 and 9 you count 5 and start at 9 and want 5 more 
from t.her·e. 
Right and what do you get? 
14. 
And how do you know that? 
Ah .. because we use it a lot in maths • 
50 you know it. and what. about t.ake away? 
Well you have a number like 5 and you wanted to take 
away another number. You say~ if it was 3 then yo~ jUst. 
take down 3 like you •. 4~3~ •.. I mean 4~ 3~ 2 .. that·s 3 
dOl-ill • 
Right well what happens to numbers when you you take 
them away? 
They gf.~t less. 
What happens when you add them then? 
They go bigger. 

What sort of things can you do with them? 
Ah .. you can times-them, plus them~ divide them~ take 
t.hem a\'Jay and .. 
Well let.·s talk about. some of those. You said you can 
plus them .. What does that mean? 
You add. 
Yes and what happens to numbers when you add them? 
They become higher. 
And what about take aways? 
You take away something like if you've got 12 and you 
take away 6. you'd have 6 left. 
~o ~hat hap~ens to numbers when you take them away? 
lou·d have less. 
O.K. what about times? 
You say~ like, 5 times say 10 you get a group of 5 and 
put 19~ the next group to make 10 so you're putting 
them 1 n ",jets. 



Int: 

S:'H: 
JIlt: 

S28: 

Int: 
S2B: 

~ight. Wh~t ~~p~ens to numbers when you times them? You 
f tit. thrm 11l _lEt_I •• 
Jmmm •• 
Yuu're not sure .. U.K. what about divide? You also said 
you could divide them? 
Well that's seeinq how many numbers are in a number 
like .. umm .. how ma~y twos there are in 8. There's 4. 
How do you you know there's 4 twos in 8? 
Because half of 8 is 4. 

ThE' i df"2a of addition resulting in a higher number and 

subtraction in a smaller number was appreciated by Group A and B 

subjects from all class groups with the exception of 91B. His 

explanation was more like that for Group C and D sUbjects. 
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Yes and when you add things up and find the answer what 
ar-e you doi ng? 
Dh if you're having take away you find how much you're 
taking and if you're having 'and' you~ you're putting 
more stuff in ('and' means add here). 
So if it's 'and' you put more in and what kind of number 
do you end up with? 
lhen count your numbers .. you put. you put and then you 
filld~ you do the answer-. ' 
Ye!:; c\Jld I·jhat about taU nq away then. 
Well if you had 8 and yoG said take away 1 you'd have 7 

What else do we do with numbers then .. What can we do? 
We can add them. 
Yes and what does that mean when you add them? 
It means you learn to count •• if you're young you learn 
to count with the numbers like if 4 plus 23, some kids 
might not know what it is and then they've got to count 
on their fingers and sometimes they take far too long. 
Well do you do that? 
Sometimes (laughs). 
Well you told me you can add thinqs up and you use your 
fingers when you're learning to c6unt but what's adding 
.. What does it mean? 
Umm .. 
What are you doing when you add things up? 
Um .• putting numbers together •• 
And what do you get? 
Sometimes the right answer, sometimes the wrong answer. 

You said you can multiply 
That's when you take like .. four fours are 16 and you 
times them. 
How do you do times? 
Oh dd 11 them. 
Drill them do you. How do you drill them? 
Like if you've done a mist~ke you cross it •• um •• 
di "'Clonall y. 
Do ~ou want to show me how you draw it. I'll give you 
some paper and then you draw it? 
(Dr'aN!:; a multiplicatIon sign "}("). 
Like that, oh I see what you mean .•. for times. 

The numbers that are used for maths .. um .. like in a 
maths book .. um •. 50 that you can put in an answer •• if 
~ou want to know some. 
JO what can you do with the numbers at maths then? 
Um .. urn ••• 
Well what do you do at maths time? 
Lear"n. 
What. .. what. is it that. you have to do at maths time? 
Umm •. learn sums. 
t~hat .:u-'e sums? 
They're •• um .. numbers. 
Yes .. well tell me some sums then and that might help 
you to explain it. 
6 .. 4 .. 64 times; 42. 
Can you do that? 
YP<::i. 
So what other kinds of sums are there? 
Um .. um .. lots of others. 
Well what other sorts. Tell me some. 
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:36 times 42. 
Well what. does times mean? 
Um .. like you times that amount. 
Yes but. what. does times mean though. What are you 
actually doing? 
Um .. um .. You're doubling the number that you add, you 
double the number. 
Right, what else except. times, what other things can 
you doC:, 
You can do divided by .. um .. you see how many numbers you 
c0n.get in ~ne •• um .• number .. Like if you say um .• IO 
dlvlded by L. 
And what's that? 
4. 
What else can you do then ... times .. divide .• 
Take al'lay. 
O.K. tell me about t.ake away. 
Umm. Ta~e away like if you have 3 take away 2 you're 
Just taking away a number. 
Yes and what do you get? 
fin em!:i \'IPr· • 
fif) cHls\,ler· .. O.K. and what. el~ie can YOLi t.hink of. .t.ime=;, 
divide, take away .. what else can you do? 
And plus. 
Yes tell me about plus. 
Plus is .. um .. addinq .. um .. adding anot.her number like if 
you had 5 plus 5 tfiat equals 10. 
Dh yes and what do you get.? 
An answer. 

The G~oup C and D subjects include no real explanation of 

the operations. These examples illustrate their mechanical use of 

foJ. J. Oil-Ii ng a known procedure to produce an 

Although the correct answer may be obtained it has no r-eal 

meaning to these SUbjects. Methods taught in school are followed 

but not u~derstood. The next example provides further evidence of 

this 
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Well Ipt's see. You told me ... you must do some other 
things besides times tables at maths. What else do you 
dee 
Hard things. 
Well what are hard thinqs? 
Like the, you do a straight line then a curve and you 
put a 6 out the side and then he puts like 54 something 
in the middle. 
Yes do you know what. t.hat is? ... Do you know what 
~e~ple are .doin~ when they do that? 
Er t ••• not r eall y • 
Have you done any? 
Yes. 
An? they hard? 
Yes. 
You don't know what they are. 
But Mr. A helps everybody do it together. 

This subject is desc~ibing division and gives an accurate 

picture of the way it is set out including an example he may have 

seen or wo~ked on in the classroom but he has no idea of what it 

i~; all about. By working in a group with the teacher he may 

E:lcqui r··f"') the pr·oc:edl.lI'""c:lJ. to perform t.he 

calculation but without understanding he is unlikely to be able 

to use this procedure in probJ.€-?fTl solving 55i tuat.ions. Further· 

discussion demonstrat.es a similar lack of understanding. 

Int: What else do you do that's easier •. some things that are 
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really easy for you? 
FC\mily of facts. 
O.K.Tell me what they are. 
They're like, t.hink they're like 9 plus 3 or something 
I ike that. 
Yes and what's 9 plus 3? 
27 (Counts on fingers). 
27 O.K. well how do you make a family of facts? 
Ummm 
Fc)rgotten? 
Yes. 
Show me how you did 9 plus 3. Do it out loud 50 I know 
what you did .. How did you do 9 plus 3 using your 
fingers like you were. 
I just go 3 and 6 and then 9, then it's a bit harder. I 
Just count like 1,2~3 (with fingers) . 
uh and 50 you got to '27. 
Yes. 
Now what .• Have you ever done any adding up? 
Yes. 
How do you do addinq up? 
Like 5, just pluses:. 
How do tau do those? 
5 plus d 

And what is that? 
'""Ie:
L.d. 

Learning multiplication facts by repeated addition has 

resulted in the misconception that this procedure may be for 

addition as well as multiplication. (..)gai n a school taught 

procedure. is applied without understanding the opet-ations 

involved. The Standard 1 subjects have less experience of number 

operations than subjects from other class groups. S1D had little 

in explaining operations. 

Int: What are pluses? You said pluses what do mean by 
pluses? 

510: Just adding. 
Int:.·Adding.O.K. What do you do to numbers when you add 

them':' 
510: 
Int: 
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(shrugs shoulders) 
Do you know what that means? You add numbers up .•. You 
don't know. Well what else can you do with numbers 
instead of adding them up? 
Count. 
Yes and how far can you count? 
I don't do any counting. 
Well have a go see how far you can go. 
I think I can count only up to a thousand. 
A thousand. 
Well up to a thousand and nine or something ..• or nine 
thousand. I don't know. 

Even when asked follow up questions little information is 

obtained and the subject appears reluctant to offer explanations. 

It is interesting to note the numbers offered as the limit of 

counting~ a thousand and nine or nine thousand. Both of these are 

typical common errors in counting. 

The main di fferfmce bE:-b",een tho~:;e ~51.\bjects ~'Ji t.h good 

mathemat.ical ability and GnJup C and D subjects with poor 

mc:~themc"':\t i cc~J. c:\hi 1 i ty t'\l 2t <=.; in their understancH n~1 of the 

operations. Group A and B subjects understood and applied their 

knowledge whereas Group Band C subjects mechanically applied 



school taught methods to obtain an answer. Further illustration 

0+ thi~:; IElck of understanding was demonstrated in ~subjects' 

explanation 0+ the equals sign. 
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Equals is when something has the same amount as 
something else and like you'd use it in a, in a sum 
like 5 plus 9 .. that's 14, equals 14.50 5 plus 9 is 14 
<llltl th,'\t egual~; 14. YOl! can al~;o ~;ay havf~ it in tho~;e 
sums like ~x5 is equal .. oh no that doesn't work .. um .. 
12x2 equals 4x6 or something like that or you can do 
things like that and it's written by putting two little 
lines over the top of each other. 
Do you know what we call those lines? 
Hyphens. 
No .. A maths name .• 
Oh .. parallel lines. 
Right and what does that mean? 
It means going in the same direction for the whole time 
and they don't, they never meet. 

What's equals? 
Oh well that's like when you're adding something. 
that's to see, this is what the problem, the answer is. 
O.K. So what else can we use equals for ,except what 
Ule answer i 57 
O.K. like say 6 plus 3 and 8 plus 1 •••• 6 plus 3 equals 
8 plus 1. That's the same. 
The same. O.K. Can you describe equals for me .• What it 
looks 1. i. ke7 
Oh it's iust two lines like that, (draws lines in air) 
two parallel lines. 
O.K. two parallel lines. What are they? 
DIl thr:.?y'n.? lines that an.? equal distances apar-t and 
they go on .. 

U): Hyphens. 
Int: No .. A maUlS name .. 
FIA: Oh .. parallel lines. 
Int: Right and what does that mean? 
FIA: It means going in the same direction for the whole time 

and they don't, they never meet. 

Int: What's equals? 
F2A: Oh ~ell that's like when you're adding something, 

that's to see, this IS what the problem, the answer is. 
Int: O.K. So what else can we use equals for ,except what 

the answet- i s7 
F2A: O.K. like say 6 plus 3 and 8 plus 1 •••• 6 plus 3 equals 

8 plus I. That's the same. 
Int: The same. O.K. Can you describe equals for me •• What it 

looks like? 
F2A: Oh it's iust two lines lik~ that. (draws lines in air) 

two parallel lines. . 
Int: O.K. two parallel lines. What are they? 
F2A: Oh they're lines that are equal distances apart and 

UIPY 9Cl CHI •• 

Group A subjects appreciate the equivalence 0+ numbers but 

F2A initially offered "t.Jhat the answer- is .. " as an e:·:pl an<!:\ti on. 

This view was very common. 

Int: 
F1B: 

Int: 
FIB 

Int.: 

What'~; equals? 
Dh .• er .. it's when any number, or any t.wo numbers urn. 
or it could be one number .. that um •. it's when you ~an 
either plus and it's iust,um •. equals means what. it 
equals, what the final result is after all your work, 
all your workinq . 
O.K. Anything else that equals means? 
Ah •. um .. well you can, well in a running race two people 
can be equal, exactly the same time over the finishing 
line. 
O.K. How can it mean that. in maths .•. exactly the same? 
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Oh. ,f?r- •• UIII. ,Dh ri.ght .. Dh .. um .• like f(lI'" e::ample .. Dh 
there's qreater than and smaller than .. um .•. besides if 
you've g6t 6+4 and then 4+6 on ei.ther side t~en you,put 
equals cos they equal the same thIng .. Otherwise If It 
was 6+3 and 6+4 then it would be th~ greater one .• 6+4 
~oJhic:h i"j opf'!n Lip ttlE' mouth. (Thi<;, F'f?fE'r's t.o t.hE' USE' of 
Ulf' qn'iltpl' I:llclll si.qn () WIdell snme tf?actler-~; clec;cr-i.bp 
clIO, an ope:!n mout.h). 

Do you know what equals is? 
Um .. wE'11 equals is jUst. a sign that means two lines one 
above and one below each other and they just say that 
thE'~ that the answer's about to come up or that the 
answer's about to come up or equals or •.. the answer 
cOl1lin~1 up. 
O.K. What E'lsE' do you E'quals for? 
Oh when you say something like 28 equals 24 plus 4. 
What's the difference there .. what's equals mean in that 
onf~? 
It means that it's equal. 
Yes what's equal mean though? 
Um .. it's the same. 

Something else you see,a~lot at maths time is equals. 
Do you know what that IS: 
Umm .. It means put the answer after it. 
O.K. Does it mean anything else?.Can you use it for 
c:mrthi n~J E!l <:ie? 
We 1 in •. um .. like .. and you've got 90 equals 9 tens. 
And what does it mean there? 
It means it's the same as. 

These Group A and B subjects explained the meaning of equals 

as the same and gave a variety of examples to demonstrate this. 

usually ubtained 21+ tel''' the initial 

interpretation of a command to put the answer next 

happen UR a calculator. Other subjects from these groups had some 

idea of the equivalence of numbers but the command to put the 

answer was their common interpretation. 
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Umm.Equals cos it .. it's like 5 and 5 equals 10 and 
you've got to show the equals sign to show that you've 
finished and .. umm .. that's the answer. 
Well is there anything else we use equals for? 
Umm ... 
Think of another time you might need to use equals .. 
What does equals mean? -
Like the answer to something. 
What does the word equal me~n? 
Umm IH:E' thinq~j with bracket.s .. um. like 5 time!:, 5 •• likE! 
40 times 30 of 4 times 3 and you go •• um .. like 4 times 
30 equals, put brackets and in the brackets you put .. 
urn .. 4 times 3 and then you put the brackets and then 
write plus and then in the brackets you put something 
else .• 
You can't remember the last bit? 
I did it in my maths book. 
Well what does equals mean when you do it like that? 
Show the other way like you're changing it around. 
O.K. Can you change it to anything you want? 
I don't know. You could sometlmes. 

Do ~ou know what equals is? 
Wha_ the two together are or whatever it is. 
What else do we use equals for .. what does it mean .. 
equal ~;? 
Kind of like the answer. 
Yes does it mean anything else? 
They equal the same weiqht or the same something 
Well how do you use thaf in maths? 
Fm- !·Ieighing. 
Yes .How would you use it like wit.h number sentences? 
Like 2 plus 3 equals 5 . 
Nm~ cI[)F'~j that Illean thE' ",ame CJr' the ansvJE'r-':,1 
lllat',; tIle Dther- rm~anifl~l ttlP <1nswer-. 
~JE!ll CcH1 you t.hink elf t.he other' meaning.Think about it. 
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1 p 1 LE; :.? f~quc11 s 3 equal,; 3 p 1. uc; 0 and I:hpy mPdrl thf~ 
sc\t1IS. 

Right and what about~ you said they all equal up to 
something. See if you can tell me a bit more about 
that. 
Like a .. 9 plus 9 is 18 and like 2 and 2 is 4 and 3 and 
3 is 6 and they all have an equal. They all equal up to 
<:;omsth i nq. 
What is ~qual? What doss that mean? 
Umm ... what it equals up to. 
And Iflhat does that meE\I1? 
umm ... umm ... ummm ..• answer. 
O.K. Do you know any other meaning for that word? 
Umm. " Li ke the two numbers come together as one. 

The two meanings for equals~ the same and the answer :i. ::;. 

coming up~ were offered as separate meanings. The equivalence of 

numbers in operations is not fully understood although 

appreciate operating on numbers produces new numbers. 
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Do you know what equals is? 
It's the thin~l at the, it's second to last. 
Yes and what (0 we use it for? 
Well, well if we had 8 and 8 equals that's what it's 
fClr·.~equal<::i 16. 
That's where you use your equals.What does equals mean? 
To put it together. 

Equals is used for equations like 1 plus 1 equals 2 so 
eCjuals is just saying what the numbers in front of it 
acd up to. 
What does it mean? 
Well equals means it equals something maybe. 
Whc.t does the wonl "equal,;" mea.n? 
Equal .. um .. well ... equal means um .. equals means .. Well 
equals just really means, well just like I said 1 plus 
1 equals 2 and it iust means that .. um.that when you 
have a whole strinij of numbers and you add them It's 
got to equal something cos you can't just have 1 plus 
I. 2 it wouldn't make sense. 
Ahd what are equations? You said you use it in 
equaticms. 
Well equations are just a word, it's a word meaning um 
.. that a clF-ouP of fwmber-s added, subtr-ac:ted, di vi dE~d 
by, times and it e~uals something. 

Well it's the, it's the answer to a sum really, it's 
the conclusion, not the conclusion but t.he, really the 
end of it to show it's equal and not equal. 
What do you mean by equal and not equal? 
Like say for not equals 1 plus 1 does not equal .. oh .. 3 
it equals 2 so you'd say 1 plus 1 equals 2 which means 
it's the total of the um objects that are there or 
numbers whatever and oh yes, 1 plus 4 is not equals to 
3 plus 8. That's what the not equals is. 
And what does it mean not equals? 
Well it doesn't mean it's .. it doesn't add up to what 
the other sum says .. or it's not true, it's false. 
It's false. O.K. and what about the equals sign? 
An equals sign. Oh it's to show what it adds up to. 

See if you can explain what equals is. 
It's something, it's something .. ah .. umm •. it's something 
at the end of some numbers like 5 plus 5 equals 
somethinq. It's to show you what, and sometimes it 
stands f6r um .• what it, I had i~ in my head before and 
I've forgotten now ..... um ... Oh, it's to show you where 
~o put the answer .. It shows you,um it tells you to add 
It toqether and put the answer down. 
Anythin~l else? 
Urn .. not r'eall y. 

Int: What's equals? 
54C: It means the amount what the 2 addends or products have 

made. 

~:;L\tJ j ec t s 
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I!Jhtlt's equals? 
Well you see 5 and 5 and it's the quantity you end up 
with ...• it's what you end up with after 5 plus 5. 
Is there anything we use equals for? 
I can't really think of any others. 

00 you know what equals is? 
Yes. It's a .. er .. er ... 50rt of .. say you had a sum and 
and want 8 plus 8 and then you put an equals sign and 
you put an answer. 
O.K. So what does equals mean? 
Well it means you've got to .. it means the answer. 

Int: You said equals before. What does equals mean? 
S30: It's the .. just tell somebody the answer. 
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You told me equals here before .• What's equals? 
Equals is when you add something together and minus is 
when you take away and times is when you times 
something like 2 times 4 is 8~ 2 fours are 8 just like 
that. 
Yes well why do we have equals? 
Because .. because that .. you put~ like you set it out~ 
you set it out ki nd of. I'll ;ust del one. 3 ti mes 3, 
three twos and you put equals-and the teacher wants to 
know the answer so you put your answer like 6 is the 
anSI'IIer. 
Right Is there anything else we use equals for? 
EfT ... put equals to ... you equals to .. to put ..• 
Well what's it for? 
Well that's the answer to it. 

Why do we have equals? 
If I had five plus five it would have to equal 
s[)mething. 
So what's equals mean? 
(sht-ug;:;) . 

The interpretation of equals as a command to put the answer 

in all these explanations demonstrates use of procedul"-al 

kno~"l pdc;JE> hut 'a lack of r-E'al undE>rstanding of thE> relationship 

This finding supports research described hy Hughps ( 19£-(6) 

where subjects found equations in unfamiliar fonn cHfficult to 

complete. For example writing 3=[]~ or []=1+2 are difficult for 

subjects who rpad equals as put the answer. If the equivalence of 

the numher' r"el at i onsh i p apprf?C i ated then therE~ i Si no 

di·f·ficulty in understanding wl'lat I n ~5 t t·- ue t ion 

involving less familiar forms of equation are not sufficient to 

overcome this prohlem in understanding as shown in this final 
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What do you know about equals? 
Um .. it's an answer .•. it's like sum plus the other. add 
it all up and you put equals. you put the number that 
it adds up to. . 
Yes.Is there anything else you that you use equals for? 
Oh I can do it backwards. 
How would you do it backwards? 
3 equals 2 plus 1. 
How come you can do it backwards? 
I don't know. I just r-emember- doi ng. i! that way at my 
old school ..... I·ve forgotten what It·S supposed to do 
and rou just sum backwards like 24 plus something 
equa s .. 
Oh yes. Anything else? 
That's backwards ..•. um I can't think of anything else. 



Experience with a different form of equation has resulted in 

the ability to complete this type of equation but by following a 

procedure, you do 

nD~1,f un det"- c5t.o()c! . 

it backwards, not because the equivalence is 

t.hei. r--

fill q (-~r--~; t CJ h (;? 1 P work out calculations during e:-:pl anati em o-f 

number Dperations. 
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When do you use your fingers? 
Um .. When .. if I qet stuck on a number- and I lose where 
I'm up to .. if p~ople disturb me. 
Yes.Do you ~av~ tr~uble r~memb~ring wh~re~you're up to? 
Yes ... sometlme., I remember my ..1, H), 1-1, ..:..() and 
sometimes I qo um 5 and then I'm meant to go 6 but I go 
10 instead .. I forgot what's after and then I go like 
that and I can remember what number's next. 

Int: How else can you help, like you use your fingers, what 
else can you do to work things out? 

F2D: Umm .. use a calculator or ruler .. um •.. that's all. 
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Do you use anything else to help you? 
Finger"s. 
Fingers .. there's nothing wrong with using fingers .. 
they're there .. you might as well ...••.•.. When do you 
use your fingers? 
When you've got to add something quite big. 
You wouldn't have to use them for somethinq like 5 plus 
8? -
No ••• 13. 
If I said somethinq like 46 and 9. 
Oh I might get a bit confused. 
You miqht qet a bit confused. What if I made it 27 and 
58? .- .-
I'd probably qet confused too. 
Well what do ~ou do when you get confused? 
I'd probably just take a little longer ... to fiqure it 
out or use a scrap piece of paper ..•.. or a calCUlator. 
Or a calculat?r .. Do,You like using a calculator? 
Yes well they-re qUite good. 

Use of fingers for these older subject.s was one of the 

methods they sugqested for dif*icult problems where they might 

also use paper or 

described how fingers were actually used. 
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You can use your fingers for counting. 
(\ha .. How do you do that? 
Like you have them that and then you go like that .. 
putting them out (fist closed and theA opens out one 
finqer at a time with each count) .• 
WheA do you use that? 
Oh when you're stuck. 
When you-re stuck. Can you show me when you're stuck 
how you do it?. Can xou think of a hard thing that you 
need- your fingers forr .. What kind of thing would you 
use them for •• ? Say I said 4 plus 5 •. do you need them 
for" that? 
No. 
O.K. 50 you don't need your fingers O.K. how about 8 
plus 9? 
Yes I Itli 11 . 
Well you show me how you do it for 8 plus 9. 
(Counts on fingers extending one finger for each count) 
8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 and that's the answer. 

~5ubject:.~ 



Int: 
54C: 
Int: 
54C: 

And how do you know when to stop? 
When I get up to the right amount of fingers. 
O.K. and how do you know when you've got there? 
Well like if I want to know 7 I've still got one up 
(one finger and a thumb and the other hana had all 5 
digits extended.' 

Int: You were using your fingers there .. Do you do that a 
lot? 

54D: 
Int: 
84D: 

Int: 
540: 

Int: 
54D: 
Int: 

Yes. 
5how me how you do it with your fingers. 
Umm I do •. oh I didn't do the bigger number first and 
take it from there. 
You take the biggest 
Xes ~~d then I wen~ .. O~ xou know what's 0nes,~hat 
that " lU,9,B,7,6,w,4,"_"",,1..(shows on fInger,,) . 
Yes. 
I'd iust qone 17.18.19 .... 26. 
Yes ~nd that's h6w ~ou do it. 

Int: 50 if I asked you to work out say .. Oh .. 9 plus 8 .. 00 you 
know the answer? 

54D: Ern" ... no. 
Int: How would you work that out? 
54D: ........ . 
Int: You want your fingers?.You're allowed them. 
840: 19 
Int: Not quite. How did you get 19? How did you get that,can 

you remember? 
54D: Not really. 
Int: Well you do it on your fingers. 
54D: I probably made a mistake somewhere. 
Int: "Well do i.t on yDlW finger's •. 9 plus 8 .. 
54D: (Counts on finger"s) .. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14",15,16.17 .. 17. 
Int: Yes .• Much better for you on tour fingers isn't it. What 

about something like 4 plus J? 
8-10: 20. 
Int.: 4 plus 5. 
84D: 8 
Int.: How did you do that? 
840: I didn't use my fingers. 
Int: What did you do then because I saw your mouth movinq. 
84D: Yes .. umm .. Oh usuallr I can do it. I go 5,6 and then-on 

paper I usually iUS_ put 4 dots 
Int: You do dots on t~e paper do you. I see. 
540: Or on the side .. or else I move my head. I go 5,6,7 

.. (nods head for each count). 
Int: So vou nod your head.O.K. All these t.hings help do 

they? 
54D: Umm .. I usually do that. 

Subjects count on from the larger addend using their fingers 

to keep track of the count. They begin by holding out the number 

of fingers required for 

then indicate one count 

the a~dend that they have to count 

as each finger is passed over. 

c:lnd 

Other-

methods mentioned include nodding head and writing dots on paper 

to keep track of counting on. 

Int: 

52C: 
Int: 
52C: 
Int: 
S'?C: 
Int: 
52C: 
Int: 
52C: 

Int: 
S2C: 

Int: 

Well what do you do to help yourself at maths time, 
working things out? 
We use our rulers. 
Yes anything else you can use to help? 
Mmmm .. rods. dice .. 
Yes what d6 you do mostly? 
Just use my ruler and my head. 
How do you use your head? 
Just try and remember. I iust add in my head. 
How do you do that that? -
I iust think of one number that you're going to qet and 
think of another~ you can use yo0r fing~rs ~nd c6unt on 
number"s. 
And how do you use your fingers for counting on? 
Well if you've got 10 and you want to make 19 you go 
1.0, 11.. I;!. 13.14.15.1.6.17,18,19. <touches fingers). 
And ho~ do you knbw ~heh tb stOp? ' 



S:ZC 
Int. 
~)2C 

Int: 
52C: 
Int: 
52[: 
Int.: 
82C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 

Because you come to that certain number. 
And how do you know when you're t.here? 
Oh cos you count on your fingers like this. There's 1~ 
2.3.4.5 (t.ouches finqers on one hand) so I know I've 
q6t t6 qo over 5 and-5.6.7,B,9. so I've qot to go over 
1,2,3,4;5,6,7,8,9 so I'v~ ~ot to go over-5 then 4 
(shows 5 fingers on one hand and then 4 on other). 
Let.'s see if you can work some out.. What.'s 5 plus 6. 
5 plus 6 .. II. 
How did vou do that one? 
I just khow that one. 
O.K. Well what's 5 plus 8? 
5 plus B .... wait a minute. 
You use your fingers. 
Mmmm cos it's hard to count in your head sometimes cos 
you hcwen't: really got: anyl:hinq to touch and you don't: 
know how many you have to counE on. like on your 
fingers and on your ruler you have cos you can actually 
see it but sometimes you can't see it in your head. 

This subject again describes a counting on method with 

fingers but explains the need items in counting. 

fingers or numbers on rulers can be seen and 

touched as the count proceeds unlike working at an abstract level 

when information is more easily lost. 

Int: 
SIC: 
Int: 
SIC: 

Int: 
SIC: 
Int: 
SIC: 

Int: 
SIC: 
Int: 
SIC: 

Int: 
SIC: 

And how do you use counting to work out sums? 
EI'- .. count. .umm .. number-s •. say 1. 2. 3. 4 •• 
How do you use that when you'r~ w6rking out sums? 
You use your,ruler because~~ll the numbers are on your 
ruler ... they re all up to JU. 
An~ what h~ppens if ~heY're past 30? 
I jU<:it do It on my finger's. 
And ho~.do you,u~~ your ,fingers? 
I qo llle .. lf It. ~ two tens .. one count 10. that's 10 
alFeady (shows 10 fingers) so I count an6ther 10 .. 10, 
ll. 12 .... 20 (touche"i finqer'<:i). 
~i~ht ~nd what if it's so~ethin9 like 52+35? 
lhen I iusL.umm .• <lauqhs) .• do It. on my fingE!rs agi':\in. 
Well sh~w me. -
O.K. and so you start off with •• What was it aqain? [52] 
and we end up with [and 35] .50 it's a take a~ay isn't 
it.? 
No it's adding ug. 
Oh yes. umm so 3~ add on er.What. was it? [52 add on 35] 
52 50 53. 54, 55. 56. 57. 68, 59. and on my page I 
writ.e do~n the n0mbe~ wh~t I'hav~ t.o qet to and when I 
get to it I stop and I get an answer.-

In this example the subject has difficulty remembering the 

problem as she attempts to count on a finally 

explains that she records the number to be added on paper so that 

it isn"t forgotten. 

UJ. der' subjects referred to problems with retaining 

information during calculations and this 

they used. 

influenced the method 

Int: 

F2{~: 

Int: 
F2'-:-l: 

Now if you have to work out problems at maths time do 
you prefer to do it in your head. on paper or how? How 
do you like working things out? ' 
Oh well if it's real easy well I just do it in my head 
otherwise I like doing it on paper. 
Why do you like doing it on paper? 
Oh it's a lot easier. yes. you can set your work out so 
you can see and in ybur h~ad you sort of forget things 



Int.: 

F2B: 
Int: 

F2B: 

as carrying numbers and that. 

I not.ice you've been writ.ing on your hand (wit.h 
finger) a lot~ like on paper .. Do you use that a lot? 
If I haven't got. a bit. of paper in my hand. 
E30 you like the paper .. why do you like writing it down 
so much? 
Um .. because you forgel. you don't. forget. the numbers 
and it's easier when you can see the numbers and add it 
up,in your head you tend to forget what the equation is 

Both these subjects prefer written methods so that 

information isn't lost and F2B also writes with his finger on his 

palm as a way of fixing data in his mind while performing mental 

calculations. Subjects from all groups described problems related 

t_:o -f 0'---g0':2t t i nq. 

F2D: 

Int: 

F:?D: 
Int: 

F2D: 
Int: 
F2D: 

We had this test ... and some of them I didn't know. cos 
some of them were a bit hard and I put down the wr6ng 
answer and I was going to scribble it out. and I rubbed 
it out instead and I was going to put the number down 
and someone st.ared at. me and I forqot what it was and I 
lo~;t my place. .-
Yes .. It sounds like you have a bit of trouble 
remembering ... is it hard? 
Yes. 
What's the problem .•. do you know? Do you think other 
~eop!e have trouble remembering? 

Y SIster does. 
How about people in your class? 
Umm.not that I know of .. 

attention and a delay in recording the appropriate 

answer caused problems for this subject. 

Int: tJJhat-do you like best at maths time? 
FlC: Oh nothing. 
Int: You don't like maths? 
FlC: No. 
Int: llJhy not? 
FIC: I don't think I'm very qood at it. 
Int: You don't think you're ijood at it. Well what do you 

find hard about maths? 
FlC: Well remembering all those numbers and everything .. cos 

it's hard, cos when you do times it's hard to remember 
a whole set of times. 

Int: You find it hard. have you always fc~nd it. hard to 
remember? 

FtC: Yes. 

Again difficulties with remembering are mentioned this time 

learning times tables are given as an example. 

Int: Why do you t.hink we bot.her learninq maths? 
FlD: Oh otherwise you don't get ripped 6ff. Like if you went 

to buy somethIng and 50, you didn't ~now your mat.hs and 
someone knew you didn't know your maths, well they 
didn't have to know that. .. 

Int: Have you been ripped off yet? 
FID: No I haven't been ripped off yet. 
Int: You told me you weren't good at maths. 
FlD: Yes, I knmJ but. I'm not t.hat bad at it.. (laughs) .• Cos 

I'm better at money. 
Int: You're better at. money .. Why are you bett.er at money? 
FID: Cos there's nothing like, there's no one and a half 

pieces of dollar not.es like •. ah .. lt.'s there I can 
count it instead of making it up in my head .. Making a 
sum in my head's quite hard. 

Int: Hard to do a sum in your head .. 
FlD: Yes,. 
Int: What else can you do if it.'s hard to do in your head 

then? 



FlD: 
Int.: 
F 1 [): 
Int.: 

FlD: 
Int: 
Int: 
FlD: 

Int: 
F1D; 

Int: 
FlD: 

Int: 
FlD: 
Int: 
FlO: 

Int: 

FlO: 
Int: 
FID: 
Int.: 
FID: 
Int: 

F 1 J): 

I can writ.e it down on a piece of paper. 
Dops that help? 
Yes .That helps a lot cos I can see it. 
O.K. Why's it. hard to do it in your head? What's the 
pr-oblem? 
Well I start to do a sum and I forqet the sum. 
O.K. you forget the sum. -
How about adding up 6 plus 9 and things like that. 
Ah .. it's quite ea.sy .. 9!10~11~12~13~14!15 ..• (counts on 
six fingers) but any blg number is qUlte hard. 
You like using your fingers. 
YpOi cn~i I 1::rICll~ t<!hpr'e J' fIl up tD ",nd IIi ke tn •• !:iO I can 
COI,Hlt to 9 ..• O.K •..• 1,2 • .5.4.5.6 and then up to Cl ... 
l(l~ ll~ 12~ 13 but. I foFgE!t'what. number I'm up to. 
You have a bit of trouble remembering them. 
Yes cos when I do a times table I know 6 ones is 6 but 
I know the answers, the beginning and the answers but 
t.he numbers 1.2.3 .. I forget where I'm up to and that's 
where I get m0cked up ... w~ere dad has to help. I know 
all the answers. Just. the middle ones are the trouble. 
O.K.then if you were adding up say 5 plus 6. 
Um •• 11 
How did you do that one without your finqers? 
Cos I know 5 plus 5 is 10 and 1 more is b, 1 more than 
5 .. 5 plus 5 is 10 and 1 more is 11. 
That's right. Now how about doing 6 plus 9 a quicker 
way than. Can you think of something that would help you 
I~(wl:: it out? 
er .. 6 plus 9 .. 9 .. um .. 14. 
No.. Never mind try this one •. ? plus 6. 
13 
You did that one fast without your fingers. 
Cos I know 6 plus 6 is 12 and 1 more is 13. 
Right and it's much quicker isn't it. ? And your head 
can figure it out so you don't have to use your fingers 
then. 
Yr:,e; co,,; if I kncll'J h~i1 f ttlfJ. ~;lIm I can jU~it. pI U<::i on the 
other half ... it's much easier. 

The need for concrete counting items for keeping track is 

mentioned again with fingers and recording on paper suggested as 

ways of helping calculation. When problems close to doubles are 

involved, for example 6 plus 7~ a different approach was used. 

Now prior knowledge of a fact, 6 plus 6, aids the solution 

resulting in a much faster completion of the problem. 

caculations was sub vocal ising. Not all subjects did 

vocalise. Group A and B subjects generally worked silently. 

thol.lfJhts aJ. Dud. 

Int: Do you think in your head a lot or are you the sort of 
person who likes to think out loud when you're 
thi nki nq? 

F2A: Oh I like thinkinq iust by myself •• ! can talk by myself 
for- ages. - -

Int: 

FIA: 

How do you usually work things out at 
you're doing problems and stuff? 
Quietly .. What do you mean. how I work 
it depends what the probl~m is. 

maths ti me I'Jhen 

them out?.Well 

sub 

They 



As F2A says talking in i s c CHnmCHl fOI~ the~::;e 

subjects~ just something they do all the time but other <::",ubjects 

found this idea strange and were not aware it was possible. 

III t: 
SiC: 

Int: 

SlC: 

Int: 

S1C: 
Int: 
SlC: 
Int: 

S1C: 
Int: 
!=:tC: 
Int.: 

SlC: 
Int: 

SJ.C: 
Int: 
SIC: 
Int: 

SlC: 

Do you VJOI'I: UlillCj':; nut ir) yuur 1)('oHI':' 
Yes. like you get 10 bottle tops and another bottle top 
and you see them in your head and add another 10, so 
you see another' 10 \n your' he~d ~nd the!} 'y0Ul you count 
them Up ••• llke and )OU go II Ll ~, 4 like that all up 
to 20. (vJhi. sper~; number' names as eyes move). 
So you actually see them in your mind ... like your eyes 
are counting them. Do you say the words? 
No you go (whispers 1, 2, 3, 4) because the teacher 
wi1.1. say "Duieten down a"bit~ " 
So you're trying to talk quietly while you're doing it 
but do you have to do it out loud like you're doing it 
rlO\-'J? ~ 

So you count, you go J., 2 
Do you ~Jl1isper' li.ke that? 
't'e<:; 1, 2, ... 11, 12 .. 
Su yu0 h~ve to ~eep whispering.Can't you do it without 
talking at all? You can imagine now that there's 7 
bottle tops and there's 10 more and you try and count 
them and I'll watch ... You're moving your lips .. What 
happens if I say don't. move your lips and see if you 
can still. do it .. 
(lauqhs) I need a br"eath ... 
Yes have a bY'eath ... You"r'e still moving your' lips. 
I can't. 
It'c; hard i~;n't. it.. Call you talk t[) your!";Edf in y[)ur" 
head wi.thout movi.ng those lips? Say I said count to 10 l 
c[)unt [)ut loud to 10, off you go. 
I, 2, ... 10 
N6w ~ou're not allowed to move those lips or move this 
(point to voice box) where your voice goes. O.K. now 
you~~e going to ~ry and saY,that in your head without 
talk1ng aloud.O.~. are you ready .. go then. 
(lctughs) I can't.. 
You can't .. 
Yeh ... 
You iust did it. It's quite hard isn't it. Some people 
do t~at all the time. You're obviously not used to it. 
No cos I use my fingers instead .•. it's like because a 
ruler isn't that much help because it only goes ue to 
30 and its only got the hundreds like 101,102, 10~ .. 104 
and that's not much use because we don't do that cos 
our fingers we can count them again and again and again 
and agai.n. 

Sub Yocalising was used continually by this subject and she 

had qreat dificulty in counting without sub vocal ising. Finally 

,:,lftc'r LUI)(:c'nLI"",\t"".inC) I'""F~E,\lly h",(f"cI'E\ncl ,,;;hut""t.inq nut ,::\11 clir,:;t.r""act.i()n~:; 

by closing her eyes and blocking her ears she reported that she 

had managed to do it. Using fingers with sub Yocalising was used 

for calculations although she also described mental images of 

bott.le tops which were counted by sub vocal iSing the number names 

as she moved her eyes as if looking at real bottle tops. She 

found it. impossible to count without. sub Yocalising. 

other subjects reported they were able to think 

or- Dut 1. Dud but when observed were seen to be sub vocalising~ 

sometimes without being aware they were doing it. 

Int 
F2B 
Tnt 

Do you use your fingers and things? 
Yes when I'm adding up or .. 
Do you find you're talking out loud without meaning to? 



F2B: Yes. Wo~k it out in my head~ add something up and keep 
going until I get there. 

Int: 

F2D: 
Int: 

F2D: 

Int: 

F'ZD: 

Int: 

F:::'C: 
Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 

F2C: 

Int: 
F2C: 

Do you do a lot of thinking to yourself when you work .. 
or do you talk out loud a lot to other people? 
Yes. 
You prefer to talk out loud. What about when vou're 
working things out? ' 
Umm .. sometimes I say the number or I leave it in my 
mind and think about it while I'm adding and stuff. 
Is it easy to think in your mind ... so if I gave you 
somethinq to work out you could do it in your head? 
With a bit of help from my hands. 

Can ~ou think in your head or do you tend to think out 
loud: 
Yes I can do it out loud and I could do it in my head 
Which is easiest? 
Probably in my head. 
Do you do a lot of things in your head or do you tend 
to say things 
I don't. If I read a book I like to read in my head not 
out loud. 
And \1hat about I'-Ihen you'r'e 1'lOr'king thing':; out? 
Umm well when I'm working out an equation I usually do 
it out loud. 

Reading a book is done without sub vocal ising but 
calculations in00lve sub vocal ising. This indicates that r~adi~g 
and computr.:ition involve di-ffer"€~nt mental pr'ocf.0ssirlg.F<f?ading l~; 
comprehended in terms of existinq knowledge and as long as no 
inconsistencies with prior knowledge built-on experience- occurs 
incoming data does not require conscious interaction with 
existing knowledge. In computation however if~ -for example~ known 
facts are recalled and used then there is constant interaction 
hetween incoming and existing data. 

, ,'1·11i<:" fIl{,'IY <"\ccount:, fur" dif+E?I'''f:?nCC?~5 in fIlf.::!ntal pr"oc(:?ssing and 
explaJn why subjects working at a concrete level need to sub 
vocalise o~ talk out loud ~s they count items. They are nut 
utilising stored knowledge in the form of known facts but 
counting-items. Those subjects who do work at an abstract level 
process information internally utilising long term memory stores 
which gives them immediate access to data on permanent record~ 
minimising the load on remembering external information. 

The next example describes how this subject has a problem 
spelling words silently. Spelling may require the same mental 
processing as computation if known words are used to help spell 
unknown words. Children who have dificulty spelling may need to 
say the word out loud to hear the letter sounds. 

Int.: 

FID: 

Int: 

FID: 
Int: 

FlO: 
Int: 
FID: 
Int.: 
FlO: 

Int: 

FlD: 

Do you do a lot of thinking in your head?.Or are you a 
person who talks aloud a lot? 
When I spell somet.hing and I'm writing a st.ory and I 
get a good burst and I know what I'm writing I 
sometimes spell out loud and I don't know that. I'm 
spelling it out loud and it annoys my next door 
nei ghbClLlr' .. 
Cos you don't know you're doinq it. Well what. about 
talk .. Do you know how to talk to yourself without 
r: r1 J 1 i r 1C1 CH_\\ ,,,\ \ nu~? C':H1 yuu de! it .. you ",know if I sa i cI 
count to 1 _ yeu can do that can t you:' 
1.2.3.4.5.6.7,8,9,10. 
N6wc~n y6ud6 it without moving your mouth and your 
tongue .. :just inside your head ..... 
Yes. 
Is it. easy? 
Dh it's not as easy. 
Do you do that or talk out loud at times? 
At maths I don't say it out loud at maths but when I'm 
\,lrit.i~g things dmln I say it out loud. 
What do you do at maths time? •. You look at the paper 
50 you don't have to remember it in your head. 
And everyone else is saying it as you write it up on 
the blackboard and all saylng the answers .. er .. so I 
don't say it. 

subjects not used to thinking internally this was a 

skill th<:;l.t t- e qui 1'- e cj some e'f f Qt-' t to acqu i r-e. Keeping speech 



iIll . ..I.c_;clr~"5 ""t. r-f~'::;t ~~ h i 1 e t h (~ Y counted required lot of 

concentration and external distractions such as noise or movement 

immediately broke their concentration and they lost their place. 

Two sUbiects mentioned seeing items in their head as they 

counted. SlC~ in the extract above~ described seeing an image of 

bott.lE~ topS'; i':ind her eyes moved as she counted these imaginary 

items but a different image was formed by 82D. 

Int.: 
520: 
Int.: 
S20: 
Int.: 

52!): 
Tnt.: 
52D: 
Int.: 
52[): 
Int.: 
52D: 

lnt.: 

52D: 
Int: 
5:![): 
Int: 

520: 
Int.: 

52D: 
Int.: 
52D: 

How docyou w~r~ out. the answers? 
Umm Ju~t work It out 
Well how do you do it.? 
Umm .. Add it with your fingers or your head. 
How do you work things out. in your head. I saw you 
doing it: with your- finger-so How do you work things out 
i fl your· head? 
Um •. you just count in your head. 
Can you do that.? 
YE?S. 
Do you see things when you count in your head? 
Yes. 
What do you see? 
Umm. Red stuff and green. I have my eyes shut and all 
green and yellow. 
And what do they look like those red, green and yellow 
thing~;? 
Just. like st.ripes coming down. 
And you count those do ~ou? 
Yes. 
Alright. Well you close your eyes now and count some 
f or- me and I' 11 see you doi ng 1 t ... (eyes shut> .. How 
many have you counted? 
5 
5 ... 50 you have to look at t.he thinqs and say the 
numbers in your head do you .. like fingers a bit isn't 
it ... that's a handy way •. do you do that a lot? 
Yes when I'm trying to get to sleep. 
Do you talk out loud or move your mouth? 
No just think carefully. 

Counting of imaginary bott.le tops actually irmvolved a count 

of a real item, eye movements. The count performed by 82D was a 

more abst.ract count and 82D did not seem to sub vocalise as he 

counted these items as he did ~hen counting on his fingers. His 

eyes were closed as he counted as he focused his attention on 

the visual image. This attention to internal counting may have 

caused tile act.ual count to become internalised too as he shut out 

the external world. He states that in this case he has to think 

carefully. Perhaps this is an indication of a transition between 

internal counting that may prove to be a method 

other children could use in switching to internal counting. 



multiplication tables was mentioned by most 

sUbjPcts. They had <3.11 tr-if.~c:I to learn these tables often with 

help from other family members. Descriptions of how subjects~ who 

had found this a difficult activity, learned tables included the 

following methods. 

Int: 

F2D: 

Int: 
F2D: 

Int: 
F2D: 

Int: 

F?D: 
lrlt: 
F2D: 

lnt: 
F::~D: 

How do you learn your tables, you say you find it hard, 
how do you go about learning them? 
Well sometimes when I've got maths homework I qet my 
sister to test me and when I get some some of them 
wronq she tells me what they are and she tells me to 
say them about 10 times in my mind. 
And do you do that. Can you remember them? 
Sometimes I get stuck for where I am but most times I 
can r-emember. 
And how do you practise saying them? 
Umm .• I iust, if it's 10 times all of them and the 
answer.:I might say a hundred and it's wrong .. um .• and 
she tells me the answer and I qo like that and say .. 
(moves lips). --
~o you~r~ saying it in your mind? Your mouth's moving 
1 sn t 1 t :-
l~; it':' 
!::;o you're s;ayill~J it \'Jlth your lip::; too. 
It's hard ior some people and some people find it easy. 
Some pe()pl e! ~ t ,takE'::; ~J~;m a long ti me. 
Why do you thln~ that 15: 
Cos they're n()t quite sure what the answer might be and 
they work it out in their heads sort of for n~mbers. 

Reciting isolated facts over and over as described by F2D 

was one method of learning tables. Sub vocal ising is used in 

repeating the fact and the subject was unaware of doing this. 

other subjects also spoke of taking a long time to learn tables. 

Int: 
F1C: 
Int: 
F1C: 
Int: 
FIC: 

Int: 

FIC: 

Int: 
FIC: 

Int: 
FIC: 
Int: 
FIC: 
Int: 

FIC: 
lnt: 

FIC: 

So it's always been hard. Do you kn()w your tables now? 
Oh .. most of them. 
t~h i ch ones do you knmJ the best? 
Um .. ones, twos, fives. sevens, nines. elevens, tens. 
Which on~s are hard? ' , -
Um .. Fours can be sometimes, sixes are O.K .... not the 
best .• um .. nines can be tricky sometimes and um .• 
threes ar-e alr-i<;}ht. , 
Well how do you try to learn them? What do you actually 
do wllf~n you' y'e tr- ylllg to 1 ear'n tIH:?m? 
Well what I usually did is I repeated them in my mind 
or if I got stuck on one I'd write it on my hand and 
every 50 often when I remembered about it I'd try to 
remember the number and well I'd look at my hand to see 
if it I'las ri qht. 
And how do y6u do it in your mind? 
Well .•.• I just sort of just keep on saying it to myself 
and just keep on saying it. 
Just in your mind. 
No. 
You move your mouth or iust use your mind? 
I just use my mind. -
Do you find you're always working quietly or are you 
tal king as you work them out? 
Well I sort of use my mouth (laughs) .• 
You do .. That doesn't mean the words come out though 
does it? 
It iust sort of as you say it to yourself and your lips 
are-moving at the same time. 

Aqain workinq on 
writing it on the ~and 
throughout the day until 

isolated facts is reported this time 
so the correct fact can be checked 

it is known. This subject describes sub 



vocal ising as she works on learning facts. S4D also sub vocalises 
and finds it difficult to stop doing this. 

I II t: 
SLII) : 
Int: 

Stl·D: 
Int: 
S4D: 

Int.: 
S4D: 
Int.: 
S4D: 

Int: 

S4D: 
Int: 
SLJD: 
Int.: 

S4D: 
Int.: 
S40: 
lilt.: 

S4D: 
Int.: 

S40: 

Int.: 

Wf'll. 1~llcll:':; tlrlr-(l about If~.ln1inq ymw tables? 
Just gett.ing yourself t.o sit t.here and do it.. 
Can you think of a quicker way instead of having to 
r'emember t.hem~·\ 

Oh remembering t.hem is the quickest. way you can get.. 
That's the only way you can think of is It? 
Ah .. apart. from usinq your calculat.or and um •.. 
some~imes you get s6me bottle tops and use them and 
t.hat.·s about. all. 
Well do you use things like bott.le tops at school. 
Yes we use them at school. 
Bot.t.le t.ops and st.uff like that .. anything else? 
Umm •.. I've got a tables chart .. it goes from the twelves 
to t.he zeros .... I can't think of anymore. 
Do you think in your head a lot or do you like to think 
out. loud? 
Oh .. er .. no. I like to t.hink in between. 
How do you mean in between? 
Sort. of like softly. 
Do you move your lips but not talk .. is that what you 
mean? 
Sort of. 
You kind of say it softly. Is that. what you mean? 
Yes. 
U. f:·. Nm"i C.:l[) you rmmt nut loud to 10 •• ju<:;t ~;t.c\rt:. cmd 
COl.li II. 1 •..• 10. NmJ wllE~n you talk you canfe(~l. your' 
voice here. Now what I want you to do without. moving 
your l.ips~ and without moving that is to count to 10 in 
your head. O.K. you see if you can do it. ... and you have 
to actually say the numbers without saying them out 
l~ud ... Can you ~o it. ? Keep .your lips together and 
try ..• oh mm .. you re still talking out loud. 
I GH)' t do it.. 
You can't do it .. never mind. So you had to talk out 
loud .. You just couldn't do it without talking out loud. 
Do you want another try? You have to concentrate. Some 
people shut their eyes and try and shut out all the 
noise and they gum up their mout.h and t.ry and do it .. 
(shuts eyes and tightly closes mouth) .Yes ..... ah •• Can 
you do it? 
Yes I can do it. 

To eliminate sub vocal ising all other distractions have been 

reduced by closing eyes and blocking ears yet this subject still 

has to really concentrate on counting in his head. The approach 

t.al::en -1::0 is again to memorise them. 

example describes problems with memorising facts. 

Int: 

S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
Int.: 
S2C: 
I nt.: 
52C: 
Int: 

S2C: 

Int. : 
~;:!C: 

Int: 

What sort of things have you been doing for your 
hOil1eI'Jor' k? 
Just the basic tables 
And how good are you on those? 
Not ver'Y good 
Aren't. you. Why's that? 
Because they don't stick. 
You qet. st.uck. 
No. They don't stick. 
Because t.hey don't st.ick. 
I can't remember them. 
l.tJhy not.? 
I don't know. 
You don't know,it. lUSt. happens. Which ones do you know? 
My two times~ my five times, and my 10 times. 
And what are you t.rying t.o learn now? 
Ah .. my 8 ti. meso 
And how do you do it when you t.ry and learn. What. do you 
do to try and help yourself learn? 
I keep on going over and over and over and over and 
over- . 
Do you do t.hat.. 
What you do ... about. 1 each night. you know and do it. and 
keep on saying it to yourself until you've got it. 
Show me how .. say it. 

ThE·? ne>: t 



82C: ~ike_when you_read you go (whispering) ~ times 10 is 
~u~ ~ times 1U 15 5u and you keep on gOing like that. 

Learning isolated facts as these subjects have done is a 

time consuming experience. Other subjects described a different 

method where they learned groups of facts and used known 

t U ~'JC:W k cn.li::. unknown facts until they eventually had dE'v£~l oped 

good recall of all facts in the multiplication tables. 

Using knuwn facts involves prior knowledge that is stored in 

long term memory. The following examples show how known facts are 

Uc:;E,ej :i.n \AJur-'I::incJ out unkno\-./n factc..;. 

84B: 

Int.: 
8 L1B: 
Int: 

54ft: 
In t: 
54B: 

Int: 
54ft: 

Int: 
84B: 
Int: 

54ft: 

Like if I couldn't get it, 5 times 5 which is 25, I'd 
say 5 times 4 and add on 5 .. I'd say 25. 
Do you do that a lot? 
I clcm't know. 
Do you know most of the tables? Were they hard to 
1 ear-n? 
They were hard at first but they're easy now. 
And how did you learn them? 
Um .. At first what I did is I would just add on and add 
again and again and I'd know how to do it and I'd 
practise them every night. 
What did you do when you were practising them? 
I was thinking of what I'd done before and .. um .. you see 
it was like .• I'd work them out but I already knew them 
at school and that and also I'd just remember the 
answers when I was doing them and then I knew how to do 
them. 
Do you think out loud or in your head? 
Think in my head. 
Do you think a lot? Are you a person who thinks a lot 
or do, you tend to talk when you're working things out? 
I don. t tal k. 

lnt: O.K. now you said somethinq about times tables. 
838: Well times tables you ... it's like .. just like 

plus .. it's like 6 times.:er .. you add it ~p normally 6 
and 6 ancl6 •. 18 ••• Then 1f you get one llke seven 
sevens .. sort of you can't get it off by heart .• by, 
addlng .. 6 and 6 and 6 .. er' .. um .. weI1. .. you say 6 tImes 
tables .. say doing .. you're,doing 6 up to 7 times and 
then vou add 7 and that gives the answer. 

Int: Can ybu work it out. What.7 times 6 is or seven sevens? 
638: It' 5 49. 
Int: Ho~ ~o ~OL)l know?'r 
S38: I JLL,t knuo,J that ., all 

known multiplication facts are recalled c\nd then 

adjusted by adding on the appropriate number so if six sevens is 

on a seven will give seven sevens. Pri cw 

knowledge was also used in addition and subtraction example as 

Int: 
S3B: 
lilt: 
~r:m: 
Int.: 
S38: 

In t.: 

How do you work things out? 
Dh w('11 ~ use .. er-.my. fing,r:;rs. 
y(~S • Do you do that c\ lot: 
Er' •• no .. 
Just when do you use them? 
Well say .. er .. I was stuck on something .. you know you've 
gone wrong somewhere and you've got to try and figure 
it out.. 
Yes. What else do you do . When you don't use your 
finger~;? 



S38 
Int 
S38 

You could just use vour brain. 
Do you do that a lot? How do you use your brain? 
Well I just . er- .. ~;ee SdY ther-e was one thdt had c-?qual ed 
20 somelhing and I couldn't sDrt of get it .. well .. I 
would ~ort of ad~ in just small.numbers like say T. 
couldnt .. couldnt get It so ld go on .... say If It 
was ... ~ay .. kind of count in twos, {ens or- something 
el se 11 ke that. 

Subject knowledge of numbers and renaming numbers is used 

when adding on a large number by performing the addition in 

parts. This procedure reduces the problem to one that the subject 

can then manage using counting in twos or tens. 

It is those subjects, mainly from Groups rand D, 

<:\tt(~mpl:. tu f<~c:I:<:; :in isolation and sub vocali~5f0. Clthf0r· 

subjects learn groups of facts, working on one times table or 

using patterns in the numbers. Subjects who work at an 

level have access to prior knowledge stored in memory and can use 

this to work out they too become stored in 

mE·~mDr· y. DE\t. E:\ i ~::. C)f" q an i <:iE'd in memDry because the relationship 

between facts has been part of the process of learning 

+ EtC t!::;. GI'· uup i n<;:.1 facts reduces the units or chunks of data to 

remember and also provides access to whule groups of facts when 

recall from memory is required. 

T.~ .... ~: .. J .. _ ... E:.t·:.~.~l.t).l.~:~.I}l._ .... ~?P.]. ... YLr!.~l 

The ultimate aim uf learning number uperatiuns is that t.hE!y 

a I"'· f.? to bf:? l.I.'5E'd in problem solving situations. Subjec::ts ~'Jho 

succ::essfully c::umpleted number problems were given verbal problems 

to solve to observe strategies they used. Mental arithmetic:: was 

used to sulve most problems and this involved methods illustrated 

by the following examples. 

Int: 

F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

Int.: 

F2C: 

Int: 

F2C: 
Int: 

F;!C: 

Int: 

Now when you have a problem to work out like say, there 
were 42 childr-en and the bus would take 80, how many 
empty seats would there be? How would you work it out? 
Oh,umm, I'd just concentrate .• 38. 
How did you work t.hat out.? 
Oh, um, you have to add on how many it would take to 
qet from 42 onwards up to. how many did you say? [80] 
Row many up to 80~ see ho~ many there were on your 
working out paper. 
Well how would you do that on a piece of paper or in 
your head like you just did it? 
You could, yes~ cos it's quite easy to wor-k it out cos 
it's just 10~ 10, 8 ..... 10, 10, 10, 8. It's just um, 
like 42, you plus it. b~ 8 and then you 30,30 more to 
make 80 .. 50 you'd say ~8. 
Well if you can do that in your head why do we learn to 
wr-ite it all down on paper? 
So we can learn t.o learn it in our heads. 
Does it help you to learn it in your head by wr-iting it 
on papf!t-·? 
Yes you keep writing it down sort of for practice and 
then it tur-ns up in your head. 
O.K. then if I write it down on this piece of paper-~ 
will you show me how to do wr-ite it down if you'r-e 



F~'C: 

Int.: 
F2C: 

Int.: 
F2C: 

Int.: 

F::::T: 
I nl~ : 
F2C: 

Int.: 

Int.: 
F2C: 
Int.: 
F2C: 

Int: 
F::?C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 

F2C: 

Int: 
F~T: 
Int. : 
F2C: 
Int.: 
F2C: 
Int. : 

F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

Int.: 

F2C: 

Int: 

F2C: 

Int: 
F2C: 

wD~king it out on this piece of paper? 
Umm .... and then .. I don't know how to .. um .. if there's 
80 p~ople on the bus .. r don't know ... 
This was real easy in your head wasn't it.? 
(laughs) Yes .. um .. 42 and then I'd just see how many 
numbers would add up to .... I'd probably just work it 
(Jut in,my head. I ~'lDuldn't hwite it down un paper- .. 
umm .. I· d qCJ .... 
Do you us~ your head a lot at mat.hs time? 
If It's a sl~ple one like_4 ?r,8 Dr sOTethi~g I:d go 
like thi':\t qUlckly or· urn, If 1t.·S not r·d \'lnte It dmm 
like I'd go 10+IU ... 8 .. l'd go 8+10+10+10 and add that 
up and that'd be 38. 
That'd be 38. That's right ... How did you learn to do it 
that way? Who taught yuu to do it that ... ? 
Dh iust the textbook. 
The - te:: t bOCJI~. 
Yes .. um .. I iust see it writt~n do~n.an~ um .. ~n.examfle 
and do it t~at way. So I don t thln~ I d wor~ It ou_ 
that l'lay. 
Cos I can't remember seeing a text book writing it down 
that wAy. 
Neither c~ln I (}2ughs) I don't do it t.h~lt. \flay I jUst. 
"m-t of fiqun~ it out in my head. It's juc.;t easy. 
It i 5; i 5;n' f. i t. 
Unless it's like 87 and 113. 
How would vou do that. one? 
Umm I'd c00nt up to it like, unless it was 513 and 42. 
I'd count how many hundreds in between and count .. 
See if you can do it. Write down the two numbers. 
What was the other 513? 
Yes. 
I'd figure out how many digit.s to get to the hundred 
and then 60~ no~ 48 no it's not that's 90 .. (laughs) 
42 ... ye5 that's 90~ um~ 42 .. 58 right and that's 100. 
So 58~ that's 58, so you reach 500 and I go 200~ 300~ 
400~ 500 50 thatls 558. So 558 plus 13 which is 
500 ... 558 .... and that's .. no that's 458 so I'd just sort 
of do it that war and 13 is .• 
It's getting realy complicated isn't it? 
Yes 71. So It would be 471. 
What's that for? (Points to 1 next to tens digit 
~lritten ~Ihen addinq 13 to 458.) 
If I put any of th~m down here, so you'd put down the 1 
in the ones compartment. and 11 here in the tens 
compartment up here and when you added 5+1 that would 
be 6 you'd add this one here as a 1 and it'd be 7 . 
So just that'd be 7 would it? 
Ye~;. 
That one's worth 7 is it? 
Oh 70. So it would be 471. Yes 471. 
Ri clht. 
Th~t'5 the difference. 
Right writ.e it. down then~ 471 if you think that's the 
answer. And can you think of a way of writing it down~ 
a <;iubtr· d.C t i on \flay.. ' 
Dh yes .. 513-42. That would give you the difference. 
Try it and see if it does. 
(Uses workinq form) 471 Oh I forqot.. I would have done 
it that way ictually. -
You forqot all about it didn't you. When vou see 
problem~ that are in words~ as I gave it to you, the 
chi 1 clren and ~he bU5i. ~Ii th empty ;.:eats~ do you a1 ~Iays 
try and work It out In your head! 
Yes J usually try to. If it gets too difficult, um~ 
li.ke that one I just eli.d I'c! wr-ite it clown like that. 
But you didn't t~ink of writing it down like that did 
you? Do you find it hard cloing word problems ... are they 
hard or easy? 
Well when you write it down I can t.hink about it a bit 
mo~e. I can look at the question ove~ and over, say, I 
find problems quite easy sometimes unless they get 
quite difficult like, like how many fences go round 18 
in perimeter or whatever. 
What makes them hard ... D'you know? 
Umm ... iU~it the \'lC)rclinq I think. They tr·y and um, make 
your bfain sort of off the line of the sum, off the 
track and they t.urn you away from it. If it was simple, 
unless they're quite hard,sometime~, they're ~ritten 50 
I ask the teacher and she· 11 explaIn It and I· 11 try 
and work it out from there. That's how I do them .• 



'I II :i, ~"; <:'; I, II] j C' C L v~ i'l ;::; i'l h .I c't, U u <::; C' '" c I I U 0 1 t, i" U q h t, !,AJ I'"~ i t l:, E~ n me" 1",11 or::! c:; 

types uf addition <::;ubtr-'action Elnd yet did not 

th i <;5 mf2thod of calculation when solving thE,? 

P I'''ub 1. E'm. I n ~::, t E~€:,d C:i counti ng on procedure was used and cd though 

long and quite complex in keeping track of all the steps involved 

the correct solution was finally produced. This subject persisted 

with her own informal method even when prompted to write it dov.Jn 

and also referred to this method being seen ina te:: t book but 

later changed this saying it was easy to work out things in her 

hec\d. 

The fir"s;t problem about the bus was easily solved by an 

informal counting method but writing down 

very difficult. The schoul taught written 

the solution pr"ovE?d 

Iv lu;:3t, ;:;uhjr:~c:t,<::; u<::;f~cI tilP countinq nn metllud fOI'" tl'le pr'nhlE:'m with 

the bus and empty seats but other older subjects changed to 

\'Jr"itt,E~n mE? 1:.: hod c::; with the morE:' difficult pr"obl E?m OnCf? kE::eping 

tl"',::\ck of data hecame difficult. thi ;::; 

preference for informal methods was shown by S4A. 

Informal methods were used in problem solving rather than 

tauqht by subjects from all c 1 a;,3S 

~~t'''DUP(:;. Clnl)i: Gn::ll.lp A and B ~H,lbjects €~ttE.'mptE.'d the mor-'f? difficult. 

problem as the other subjects found number problems of th:i,s 

complexity difficult t.o completf.? Subject.s could describe and 

successfully complete number problems using school taught methods 

hut. failed to apply them in problem solving. 

Int: 

S4A: 

Int: 
S4A: 

Int: 

S4A: 
Int: 
S4A: 

Int: 
Int: 

S4A: 

How do you wor-k things out when you've got a problem to 
solve? 
Well I do the 5 step method! figure out what the 
problem is in the first pl~ce.then you figur-e out what 
numbers or sets you use and the .. you work out what the 
sum's going to be, then you work out the answer and then 
you figure out some words to answer like there'll be 5 
apples r-emaining or whatever-. 
O.K. Alright then. Who taught. you that? 
Oh I need to do it at maths sometimes but we usually do 
it in,the shorter form Ijust the t~r~e step method .• 
ther-e's the answer and then the writing answer or
something ... there's 6 apples left or whatever. 
D.K.if I give you some bigger number-s .. like there's a 
stereo for sale and it costs $501 and you've saved up 
$287 .How much more money do you need? 
Er .. 287 .• er .. $314. 
And how did you work that out? 
First I did .. 287 was it.? I added it up 87 plus 14 was 
it? 14 plus 87 equals 30t .. then plus another- 200 more 
... I keep forgetting what the number was. 
Cos I 51 mved you down .•....•.. 
Well you didn't do that by any 5 step or 3 step method 
did you') 
Not really no. I usually do if there's one! if there's 
a problem like .. when ther-e's a real hard method I 
usually do it by the 3 step method but like that I 
usually do the 2 or t step method. 



Group A and B subjects generally enjoyed 

experienced few problems with this subject at school. 

Int: 
F2B: 

Int: 
F2B: 

How do you like maths? 
Umm .. sometimes I like it, other times I don't It can 
get a bit boring ... but it's fun sometimes. I like doing 
s~apes and things like that, dra~in9 things. I don't 
like percentages and when somethlng's hard to explaln 
and you know the answer but you can't explain what it 
is and when the questions are real confusinq and I 
can't .. It's hard to get the answer and work-it out urn •. 
Why are percentages so hard? 
I don't knm~.I can get, usually I can pi.ck it up and 
remember it but I iust .... ! know how to do it and then 
I forget again. -

maths <::Ind 

Success in a subject WOI 11 cI qt:'flf.':'r" ,:"tt:' en j [)ym€':'nt but finding 

concepts hard to understand resulting in confusion and difficulty 

in rememberinq proc€':'dures as described her€':' would be frustrating. 

It is easy to understand how those subjects who continually have 

troubl€':' rem€':'mb€':'ring proc€':'dur€':'s and such things as tim€':'s tables 

~"iOu 1 d not. rate this subject hiqh on their" list of f aVOUf" i te 

~5ubj€':'c:ts. 

attit.udE?f:3. 

(.) changE.' in school can also hav€':' an effect on 

Int: 
F2C: 

Int: 
F:::'C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

lnt: 

F2C: 
lnt: 

F2C: 

lnt: 

F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

Do you like maths? 
Um .. yes, I suppose I do. It's not my best subiect.it's 
quite fun to learn things as long as it doesn't g~t too 
difficult .. like binary numbers. 
Those are hard? 
Yes. 
Did you find it hard changing over schools? 
Yes •.. to do with maths ... yes cos we never really did 
maths. We only did about one subject of it a week and 
now we do it every day and I find that quite difficult. 
We do everything much harder too but now I've got used 
to it. 
Did you find there were thinqs you had~'t.done b~fore 
that you should have done ... fhat you dldn·t knowr 
Yes. 
Can y~u remem~er~what kind of things it was that you 
had trouble wlthr 
Oh.even last year in Form I I d~dn:t know my times 
tables very well because they dldn·t teach It. They 
~ho~gh~ you'd i~st~kno~ it, um, ercintegers and decimal 
currency and tRlng~ like that. We ~hould have known 
that but .. never taught us. They just thought you knew 
it. 
So they gave you some help or did you have to work it 
out on your own? Did you get some help? 
In Ti man!? 
Her"e. 
Oh ye<:; T diel. 
And now you think you've caught up quite quickly. 
Yes. I'm glad I've shifted up here. 

Learning tim€':'s tables app€':'ars to hay€':' r€':'c€':'ived some emphasis 

at this school. Several subjects talked about it as a task 

had to work on ov€':'r quit€':' a lonq ti.me in 

they 

other 

family members have been involved in helpinq tables. 

This was not th€':' cas€':' at. the school in Timaru. Also more topics 

to bE':' cClver"(;?d in the mathematics programme at 



Chi'"' i ':::;tcllUI'-ch ~5choo 1. F2C clearly had difficulties adjusting at 

first but has been helped to catch up in t.hose c\r-eas. f.>ub j ects 

who experienced real difficulty wit.h mathewmatics did not enjoy 

this subject as SiD states. 

S1D: 

Int: 
510: 

Int: 
SID: 
Int: 
S1D: 
Int: 
SID: 

Int: 

S1D: 

Int: 
S1D: 

I hate doinq counting and I hate doing maths as well ... 
except for Eoday. 
What did you do today then? 
Dh just this stuff, I don't know what it was about. She 
didn't even tell us what to do. 
But you managed to do it. 
A I'lee bi t.. 
Yes .. What did you have to do? 
It was a wee bit hard. 
Yes .. What was it then? 
Ah .. j ust ~ b i ~l num~er' ~;entenc:r.:! and some pI U<:'ies and 
ta~e away~ anc ever ythlng. 
And you had to work them out. Well what are pluses and 
take al-Jays7 
Three of them each and there was just five plus three 
and stuff like that and we had to put the pluses 
together and make them equals and then put a wee comma 
and then carryon with the other two and then we went 
back and started to do them aqain with the take aways. 
Dh yes and you managed to do iome of them. 
Ah .. 1 only got up to number two ... 

This subject's lack of understanding and attempts to follow 

procedures taught are obvious from her comment.s. 

One subject became interested in the study I was doing and 

~;poke about observations of other pupils in mat.hematics 

less50n':::;. 

FIA: 
Int: 
FIA: 
Int.: 

FIA: 
Int.: 
FIA: 
Int: 
FIA: 

Int: 
Flfi: 

Int: 

Maths is something a lot of people don't do very well. 
It's hard to help the people who aren't very good. 
Yes cos it just sort of clicks for people. 
Do you know why .. why .• that's what I'm trying to find 
out. Do you know why some people are so good and other 
~eople just ~an't see it? 
~os they ~an't ~an they. 
ro you It's obVIOUS 

No they don't understand it at all. 
Some of them can read quite well. 
It's just the subject that some people click to and 
somE' don't. 
Yes .People think in different ways. 
Some people in my class, I, mean they don't understand 
anything and some people can .. it's very obvious ... 
Some people find, people find it really hard to learn 
their times tables and things and some people .. 
Learn it almost straight away and you learned yours 
quickly. 

The cDmment about some peDple finding it obviDus while 

ut.her-s3 dun' t, und(,=r-stand it all summarises the differences 

between those subjects with gDod and poor mathemat.ical 

[;r"Ol...lp A and 8 subjects understand and apply their 

ability. 

knol'll edc:je 

while Group C and D subject.s mechanically perform procedures. 

One group of particular interest was those subjects who, had 

good language/poor mathematics ability. Subjects were also asked 

about their interest and ability in reading and other 

<.~ub j f~C t '=; • 



Int: WhAt do you like best at school? 
F2A: Urn .. probably writing~ reading and writing. 

SUi: 
SlA: 

Int: 
SlA: 

Int: 

SlA: 

Int: 

SlA: 
Int: 
SUi: 
Int: 
SlA: 

Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 
Int: 
F2C: 

I like printing~ cos you learn to print neater. 
Just stories cos you can get to write any adventures 
and stuff and one more .. one more .. 1 had one more. What 
was it? There's so much thinqs we do at school. 
What about readinq? -
Yes I do like thaf~ only half because sometimes I do 
get it right but sometimes not all the time and I like 
elf't. 
What do y?U rnean~ at reading you sometimes get it right 
and sometunes .. 
Because some que~tion5,are h~rd when you do S:R.A. If 
then~ I-'Jen'" questIons 111;e .. Blll and ,JJ.ll and It would 
be br--- or dr--- somethinq to the beach .. 
O~ ,yes an~ you've ,Qot to gGess the word ... But do you 
lIke readIng books~ 
Ye~:;. 
And you're good at reading books .. 
Like we've got heaps and heaps at home. 
And what about spelling? 
Yes I do like that ••.• but I've got to get some words 
off the teacher. 

And what's your favourite subject? 
Spelling. 
Ar~ you ~ ,good sp~ller? 
Ye_l. I Ilke speillng a lot.. 
Do you do a lot of reading? 
Yes, yes quite a lot, about in a couple of wee~s .. I 
try to any way .. Yes I read every night~ I read a lot .. 
it's good. 

Subjects in Groups A and C had good language ability. the 

three examples given are typical of their responses. They enjoy 

reading and read a lot. Wlr'iting and spelling were also popular 

with many of these SUbjects. Some Group B subjects enjoyed some 

reading material but not books. 

Int: 
F2B: 

Int: 
F2B: 

Int: 
S'lB: 
Int.: 
S4B: 
Int.: 

What do you like best a~ school? , 
Umm .. 1 like P.E and I lIke, not readlnq books but 
reading projects and thing~ like that.-
Do you read a lot.? 
No I don't. read much but I like doing projects and 
things and um, science is alright •• um .. social studies .• 

What. do you like best out of anyt.hing you do at school? 
Do~s it have to be in the classroom? 
No. Anythinq. 
Netball and-reading. 
You're a qood reader. What's your favourite sort of 
book? -, 

54B: Romances, 

neadi nfJ 1llC:l,tf'?r-i ."'.1 enjoyed by these subjects was sshort 

volume of text and of high personal interest. They did not 

in 

read 

~AJidE'ly ell''' fr"E~quE'nt,ly i:\"::; br"oup {~c:Hlcl C <':;Ubj(")Ct~5 did. Uthf")Y" Eil'-oup B 

and D subjects did not find any reading a pleasurable activity. 

Int: 
F2D: 
Int: 
F2D: 

Int.: 

54D: 
Int: 
54D: 

You really like mat.hs~ what else? 
Well I don't like readinq. 
And why do you hat.e reading? 
Oh cos it makes,me eyes get all t!red :he~ they 
cos .. keep on qOlng like that (fub~ eyeJ) dnd my 
move from sidi to side and it hurts my eyes. 

read 
eyes 

What about when you see word problems in books? What 
ar-e thf?y 1 ike? 
Well t.hey stump me a bit. 
Do they? 
Yes. I'm used to the number problems and all that. 



lnt: 
840: 
In!:: 
840: 
Int: 

84D: 

Int: 
840: 

Int: 
540: 

Int: 

840: 
Int: 
841): 

Why do they stump you if they put them in words? 
Umm .. Oh .. I don't lIke reading much. 
What's your problem with reaaing? 
I don't really know. . 
Why's reading hard for you? I presume it's hard if you 
don't like i.t? 
Yes .. yes .. Oh I don't like readinq much. It's O.K. if 
~'m reading a ~ildlife bO?k.but ~ c~n't get ~tuck r~ght 
Into a .. book like that .. It's O.K. If It's I"m readlnq 
a comic strip. -
You can rpad that? 
Yes but like a Dr Who book. I'm O.K. on that but I 
couldn't get right into it~ 
Why can't you get into books? 
Dh I don't know. it's probably because I don't like 
recie! i nq much. 
Is it because you can't read the words. does it get 
tiring? ,-
Yes, It's tiring on my eyes. 
qo you have ~ny trouble keeping, your plac~? 
Yes I do a bIt when I go from llne .. sometlmes I read 
one line and then I go back to the other line and I 
read the same line again. 

Int: How do you keep your place then when you read? 
54!): Dh .... 
Int: 00 you keep your finger on or anything? 
540: No not really. 

These subjects describe problems that occur when they read 

making their eyes tired as they lose their place while reading. 

Research into eye movements has investigated this problem of 

tl~'::lc::~':i.nq {'\Cl'-O~:;<::; i::l.lld clown thf? ptH.1E? WPdk mUf:;clc~s (:?lr-ound tht':' f?YE' 

result in a loss of control over eye movement as the eyes travel 

across the pdge and down to the next line. This makes reading 

tiring as the muscles are weak. One of these two subjects has 

now been referred to a specialist to correct this problem. 

Group Band D subjects may have similar problems. 

Int: Do you read much? 
538: Not a lot but I read some. 
Int: Why don't you read a lot? 
838: Well you see I don't want to get too bored of it. It's 

one of my worst SUbjects. 
Int: Why's reading one 0+ your worst subjects? 
53B: Er •. 50 you see when I can't work out a word I sort of 

get usee! to it and then I try to fit in some other word 
~nd it's not it and then I forget all about it and have 
to start allover again. 

Int: What about math .. do you forget things at maths time 
t.rlO? 

sm: Nut til way£." 
Int: Not always. It took you a 10nq time to learn your 

tables though didn't it. Do ~ou loose your place when 
recld? 
538: Yes. 
Int: And what do you do when you loose your place? 
53B: Dh I start using my finger •.•. I thInk .. I'm really .. see 

•. when I can't work it out I qet all frustrated and I 
sort of can't work it out. -

Int: 50 reading's your worst subject. Are you getting some 
help? 

838: Yes my mum's helping me on reading. 

52B: 

Int: 
52B: 
Int: 

528: 
Int: 

I'm good at spelling and writing but I'm not that good 
t",i th my r'eoicling. 
Why not? What'i the problem? 
I don't read enough. 
Well there must be a reason why you don't read enough. 
You obviously don't like it if you read enough. 
Well.I ~ike"playing and doinq other things •.... 
l~hat' 5 1 t 11 ke when you troy to read books .. What makes 

Other-

you 



S~:~B: 
Int.: 

S2B: 

Int.: 
S2B: 
Int.: 
52B: 

Int.: 

S~~O: 
Int: 
S20: 

Int: 
520: 
Int.: 
5:ZD: 
lnt.: 
S2D: 

lnt: 
52D: 

Int.: 

S1D: 

Inl: 

510: 
Int.: 
S10: 
Int.: 
S10: 
Int.: 
S10: 

it: han! for- you? 
I cion' t. knm·J. 
You don't know. It's just hard. How do you keep your 
place on the page? 
I jUst. qet a piece of paper and just .. cut. out. a 
bookmark shape and use that. 
What happens if you don't use a piece of paper? 
Umm. You could buy a bookmark. 
What happens if you don't use anything when you read? 
You just try and remember the page number. 

Do you have any trouble lookinq at the words or keeping 
your place when you're followi~g the words? 
I just keep my fInger on or use a piece of paper. 
Do you, how do you use a piece of paper? 
My mum puts the,piece of paper along the line and then 
she just moves It down 
Yes and does that help? 
Yes. 
What happens if you don't do that.? 
I just get all muddled up and angry. 
Do yuu .. Nhy? 
Because mum just, say Ne're trying t.o figure out t.he 
word and she says it and I get mad. 
Before you've had t.ime. 
Yes. 

Why do you read out. loud instead of reading t.hem out 
c!uietly? , " : , 
Cos, cos, If I don't. r'ead It, qUletly .. cos If I r'ead It 
quietly in my head then I just miss lines and can't 
r eetd 1 t.. 
And does reading it out loud help you. So you find 
you're reading things out loud .00 you just move your 
mout.h or do you say the words? 
I sometimes say the words, sometimes move my lips. 
So you're a good reader. 
Yes even if I do miss lines and things. 
HON come you miss lines? 
I don't knm-<J. 
And do t.he numbers get jumbled up at maths time t.oo. 
Yeh. 

These subjects also reported losing their place as they 

read. Fingers were used to keep track of where they were on the 

page. Using a piece of paper and moving it down a line at a time 

was another way of helping subjects to keep t.heit- place. All 

found reading a frustrating experience. 

Simple eye movement tests (Duffy and Kernahan 1987) 

conducted on the subjects who Had reported problems with keeping 

their place as they read. This involved t.hem following the point 

of <:71 penc i I \'Ii t.tl thei I" pye~::, c:\s; it was moved across their 

around in circles and a fiqun-:' of eight. These procedures are 

described in ~Daily Perceptual Motor Training Activities' (Duffy 

and Kernahan, 1987). Almost all subjects t.est.ed had some problem 

following the pencil and a more thorough check may be worthwhile 

to investigate possible problems 

specialist treatment. 

that may be corrected 

This eye tracking problem can also cause problems in reading 

numerals in mathematics as digits are read in 

t.hus changing a problem which may be int.erpreted as the result of 

a careless mistake by the teacher. 
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The analysis of data from the tests and i ndl vidual 
• 

int(7~r .. vif,?~'\I~;·'{3uqqC!st.c:!d ~:;omE~ di'ffr21"'enct'?~:i br2tweE'n subjF!ct~5 vlith (;lOod 

cHld pocw mixLhpm<,:\t:.icaJ. <,:,blllty. 

The spries of tests administered showed prior 

pattern recoqnition and addition/subtraction of 

were more closely related to subjects' ability to complete number 

was performance on memory and counting sequence 

te>~5t.S. 

The furthe>r series of tpsts which invpstigated the effect of 

thE:' time int.ervc.11 bE't.ween members of an it.em suggested that 

subjects of below average mathematical ability made no use of the 

time interval on those tests where informat.ion had to be recalled 

form to that present.ed. More able subjects 

appeared to use t.his short time to process the data in some way. 

More detailed information related to how subjects processed 

information was obtainE'd during the interviews. Group A and 8 

~5ubj(?ctl::;, ~'Ji th qood mathf.0mat i cal ab iIi t: y, demonstr"ated 

understanding of number and number operations which they could 

apply in problem solving using mental or written methods. 

These subjects used prior knowledge when recalling number 

fi:":\cts;, l,,~af"ninq es;timating, and performing operations 

demonstrating an abstract 

apply their understanding 

level of thinking. They were able to 

of the number syst.em when adding or 

subtract.ing t.en by using t.he place value structure of numbers and 

able to recognise and then cont.inue number pat.t.erns because they 

understood t.he relat.ionships bet.ween numbers. Their own equations 

:i.n Tf.?'~3t. I r,:;huvJed they could apply and 

generalisat.ions rather than remember lists of facts. Over- time 

they have built up a well urganised knowledge of numbers that is 

easily recalled and applied to a variety of situations. 

Gruup C and D subjects, with poor mat.hemat.ical 

shuwed no understanding of number and number operations. Thpy 

u ",;c!d p ,,.. DC to'!c:I ur" c:' 1 knowledge tu complete number uperat.iuns which 

they found difficult to apply in problem solving. Informal 

methods based on counting prucedures were used rat.her than the 

schonl t.au(.;Jht. they were able to mechanically 

follow. Count.ing was the base of all work with numbers for this 

group of subjects and featured prominently in their discussion. 



F:i.nqE'I·~::; fl'C'CII.JF'ntl,)/ ,,~idE?c/ c::,:\lcul,:.,t:lon':3 and ~:3uhjects; '::;ub 

E,\ ':::. t Ii E~ 'I c U lJ I""i t. E~ cI • 

TI'i€-:' PUUI'- lTii,,'tt II ernE,'. t. i c i:'t 1. c:'.h i 1. it Y ~::;uh j f:~C t ~:; app ear" E)c:i t.o b €':? 

operating at a concrete level, needing itelTis to count and using 

cuunting procedures to sulve problems. Cummon errors made hy 

the~:;e the add/~:;ubtr-ac:t 

t (,:.1 ~:; t:. r,:; !::; h n ~'J E~ d t:. h f-~ Y IN E'r" E-' 

t. Ii E' rife' ::1.: t ~\l 0 C 0 u n til HJ 

u '::; i n CI 

ten and pattern recognition 

counting knowledge, writing 

numbt':'I'r,:; t. Ii (':? 1 i:~ r,; t nLlmbf2"" in 

pattern given to them and making errors consistent with common 

stopping points in the standard counting sequence~ for example 

increasing t.he hundreds digit rather than the tens digit when 

zero was in the tens place. Sub vocal ising was common among these 

groups of subjects and tugether with their emphasis on counting 

suggests that they do not think internally but externally. As a 

result they do not have ready access to prior knowledge which has 

to accessed from long term memory. 

This raises the question of how information is accessed. 

Group A and B subjects reported talking to themselves "in their 

her.:\c:I<:,:." E:\nc:! -fr"(·?quf?nt.l.y encJ<"tgE)d in thi<::i activity rf:.'gar-c:ling it. as 

qUi.tE~ liat:ur·,·C\l. CJI'-()UP C i:~nd D s5l..lbjE!cts did not find t.:his to b!:.? thf-? 

case. If subjects are ahle to carryon a silent conversation with 

themselves then it is possible that they access stored dat.a by 

,"\~:;kin(J que<:';t:iun'c:. ~::;uc:h c:IS; "t'Jhat do I knot···J Etll"'f:?c,\dy'? '·-lcnAJ :;hould I do 

it:? t·Jh-::~t:. can I th ink of th,:'tt ('JOLll d hel P (Tl(':'t? II TI") t n k i nq b(:.?comf:?~:; a 

cuncious act.ivity and allows interactiun between stored and 

t ncorni !'iC] d<~\t.a. 

A closer examinatiun of t.he interview transcript.s showed 

that Group A and B subjects often made noises llk!:.? "umm " 

Thi!':; VJa~:; pau~::;i nq 

f 1--'E'qUt:~lit: 

qUF''':;I:.:i. un 

hefure cuntinuing with t.heir 

for Group C and D sUhject.s 

01' PI ump t. t:.O c unto :i. IiUF' + I' urn t liE' 

CJ+ Ch i. 1 ell' (·211 ,. ,,; '---.t:'!",\""n i nCJ ()1 t.Cln··'''L(:~E! 

and usually folluwed a 

In l'iE~r-- r,;f:.udv 

th:i.~:; ~:;ubj(·:~ct 

behaviour and sUClqested it. indicated thinking was occurring. In 

these interviews the two different ahilit.y groups' behaviour 

suggests that t.he able subject.s instigate t.heir own internal 

t.hinking while the interviewer prumpts the uther subjects t.u 

think further. This support.s the idea that long term memury may 

be accessed by self questiunning. 



H (0" {:'i. din C.:):::\ p p 0:' <:\ t··· '0; 

Unlike computation 

to r··(?qui I····'':.' 

E\n d p r' ob]' E?m 

between stored and incoming 

conflict between the two exists 

qUEI·:::;l":.:iOfl ~'JI·ldt. l:.hF~y hi:':\VC' r·c~i:·\d ,':\nel 

previous ideas. Again questions 

cunf 1 :i. c:t" 

a different kind of 

solving concious 

information occurs 

pI" OC(". ,0;',:; i ng. 

intE~r-E~cti.on 

on I y ~·Jh erl 

and then the reasder beqins to 

if that appedrs correct their 

are asked in resolving the 

Gruup Band D subjects, with poor language ability, 

generally were fuund to have prublems following the print making 

reading a tIrIng and frustrating experience. 

In 

thE". -four" 

I {::\ngudqF:' 

conclusion the underlying difference betwen subjects 

0:\h11il:.:y gr'oup5~ 

':3ubjPct,::; ,::~nd 

was a tracking prohlem for the 

pr·oCi':?sc;.;i. i'lL] in f 01'-' rn,:\ t ion 

in 

poor' 

01'-' 

externally for subjects with good or poor mathematical ability. A 

rprnpdial proqrdmrne WdS dpveloppd on the basis of thpse findings. 
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and poo~ mathematical ability was the ability of those with 

mathematical skills en 

qoud 

(]oud 

designed to help child~en thinking skills so 

that subjects with puo~ mathematical ability could use these 

skills to imp~ove thei~ unde~standing and application of 

and numbe~ ope~ations in p~ublem solving situations. 

!.~l.~J:_ ... er..:.pq.I:: .. !~'\.~T.)(1.I.f} ....... (jjJj.).?;. 

t.To develop abst~act thinking in subjects with pou~ mathematical 

"Ihilit.y. 

':? /. u I I C' I P L I ) n c C' C'I .1 h j PC: t. co, i,I P P 1 'y' i',1 h !"; t I'· ",I c: t. t.I·) i I) k i I \ cl ,,:; k :i. 1 :I. !"; :i. r 1 

pe~+u~ming numbe~ upe~atiuns and p~ublem solving. 

lllipJE'menting the findings of i n t 0 c 1 0.:1 S; s; 1'- oum 

prug~ammes u+ten p~esents sUllie 

~E'luctant tu change, p~og~ammes Iliay be adapted to meet 

needs and class~oolli factu~s such as management and o~ganisation 

of g~oups may makE' implementatiun difficult. Although the 

situation may be to withd~aw individual child~en fo~ a pe~iod of 

time~ as happens with ~eading ~ecuve~y p~og~allimes, this i nvol ves; 

ext~a funding fo~ schools and those child~en withd~awn miss out 

on sume class~oom activities. In addition only a small nUllibe~ of 

c: II :i. :I. d" C~ II ill ;:.1 y t:. ;J k C' P ij " .. t·. 

teache~ t~aining is ~equi~ed. 

As a teache~ the ~esE'a~che~ aimE'd to develop a p~og~ammE' 

that would be att~activE' to teache~s th~ough out p~ima~y schools 

and easy to implement in o~dina~y classrooms with a minimum of 

tr··aininc] and ,,:\ddi ti on.:3.1 TD mE·?F:.'t 

~equirements a number of factors had to be considered: 

1. Which mathematical abilities to include. 

2. How to identify subjects with poor mathematical 

,3.b iii t y. 

3. Huw to diagnose common and individual p~oblems. 

thesF~ 

4. How to plan activities to meet individual subjects' needs. 
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6" How to make the prograsmme enjoyable for subjects and 

7. How to achieve positive learning outcomes. 

8. How to measure of gains made. 

9. How to conduct trials in ordinary classroom setting. 

10. Provision of activities for other children needing extension. 

11. Teacher training and participation in the programme. 

12. How to maintain effective communication with teachers. 

13. How to ensure there was minimum interference with normal 

P 1'" oq r" ,:{mmE?~::; . 

14. Use of resources available in the school. 

1 ~."i " 11 U vi t. u m ,",1 I,: F-- m ,',:1 >: i rn U fII U ':'; E! n t. L II F! :I. :i. III i t (~d t. i fII E: ,",\ v,'" i. :I. E,I b 1 C? • 

These factors are discussed in the planning of the programme 

and in the design of test materials. 

too many different conc£·?pt ~:; i r', the mc:1.themclt i C~3 

CDVt?I'" in trial programme. The mi:3.in ~::;t.udy 

under c3t.,:7\ndi ng 

of number and information processing appeared to be the important 

u.ndt:,rJ. y1 ng f E:IC: t. Dr- d i <.",t:i. nc.-Ju 1 s;h i ng C.:;.UbjEc?c::ts; 

different mathematical i:!.bi 1 i ty. I f mOl'" F'! (·;?·f·f f::'C t i ve 

dE~Vf;?J. opE'd t.hi :=;; bf.? c,pplic,:~bl(? all pr-CJc::c!<::;~;';i nq i ~;; 

rn ;,1 thE'? m dl:. :i. c d :I. it i nvol V (.'?'3 chanq(2 :i.n think:i.nq 

processes rat.her than acquisition of new mathematic::al concepts. 

Remedial instruction WdS to focus around learning of 

b,:7\'::;ic adelit.iun anel c,:;uht.r",:'Iction fc:\c::t~:; and their application 

the 

to 

prohlem solving. Considerable recent. research has 

in this area anel there is general agreement on the development of 

countinq skills and strategies used in addition and subtraction. 

As subjects progress frum 'counting all' to 'counting on' and use 

knov'Jn ·f ,::IC: t c.:; :i. ri additi.on ,:7\nd sub t r- ac t i. on up t~r- .;::1 t :i. on C:5 

information processing procedures become more ahstract. 

te; u b j F~ c:: t:. ',:; <::{i::Jil i ty 

similar information prucessinq irrespective of their age~ that is 

o 1 cI I::' r" ~::;ubjF.'c:t.<:=; vi:i. til pour' mi;:\ t h ema tic: ,:7\ 1 ,:;<.b iii t Y <:.;t iiI 

oper' <"It i nq ':-:it E:' concrete level while younger subjects with (JDDcI 



mat II F2 m ,:\ tic a :I. i:\ b:i 1 i t Y we~e ope~ating at 

p~ovide the means 

an abst~act level. The 

focus chosen would 

p~og~amme applicable to subjects of all 

to develop a ~emedial 

ages as addition and 

subt~action a~e pe~fo~med ac~oss all class levels. 

In or-det

p r' C)(J r' c:\fTHne ( l ) 

dE~vel opf?d for-

to assess the effectiveness of the t~ial ~emedial 

an alternative programme (M) also had to be 

use with a cont~ol g~oup of sUbjects. It was 

decided to base this programme on methods of proces~:;i ng 

info~mation cur~ently taught in p~ima~y schools. 

Subjects in the main study had desc~ibed how they learned 

fIlU 1 t, i pI i c,,~ t i on t !:\b 1 f.:>':;, ma in 1 y t Ilr«uut] h m(:2mcw'i '''i,':d.: i on of t.'.~h 1 P';:i dlld 

individual facts, and these methods could be adapted to lea~ning 

addition and subt~action facts. The 3 or 5 step method of p~oblem 

solving had also been mentioned in the interviews. This involves 

following a numbe~ of steps in so~tint] out data and answe~ing the 

p~oblem and is consistent with the mechanical application of 

p~ocpdu~al knowledge usually ca~ried out by subjects with 

mathematical ability. This p~oblem solvinq method would form 

POOI'

the 

second pa~t of Programme M in cont~ast to the self questionning/ 

use of p~io~ knowledge approach taken in the t~ial p~ogramme. 

Having selected a focus fo~ the two p~og~ammes a numbe~ of 

different activities were planned to cater fo~ th~ee main parts 

of the p~og~amme. Inst~uction of new p~ocedu~es o~ discussion of 

concepts was important if new skills we~e to be developed or 

misconceptions cla~ified. This involved whole class o~ g~oup wo~k 

with the teacher and often used conc~ete materials. 

F'~actice ancl maintena'nce o'f !:;ki ll~; bein(] d(::>vf?lop(2d \"Jer«e 

achieved in a variety of ways including games, puzzles, written 

exe~cisps, w~iting p~oblems and wo~king with a pa~tne~ on an o~al 

actIVIty. (Details of games and puzzles a~e given in Appendix E). 

Evaluation of prog~ess made involved teache~ obse~vation, ':;el f 

testing, testing in pai~s, sho~t class tests and the post test. 

The o~ganisation of activities within each p~og~amme was 

dorlE' on i':\ weE'kly b,,:\c:;i,,:; tD meet subject nE'eds. Pin e:<tE~n<::;ion 

p~og~amme was included fo~ G~oup III subjects so that they could 

wo~k mainly on independent activities ~eleasing 

wo~k with the ~emedial g~oup. 

the teache~ t:o 



J.. "_' / 

Activities for subjects in Programme T were chosen to 

develop skills of self interrogation so that prior knowl E:?d~lE: 

could be accessed and used. They included using knovH1 facts, 

related facts as in "'inc:1 number- PElt tf.-?rn'o::,. 

Activities for Programme M were chosen to help childr-en 

facts by memorisation and practice. 

fl .. !!".9: .. _ .. f::.t:.:.f? ...... r.~.I •• I .. ~::I .. " .. "I:=".Q.~.?t .. __ If?..~:;_t. __ t:I.~ . .t·_('1.ct .. 2_.L~.;'. 

The main study showed that subjects who work at an c:ib ~:; t ~-. ac t 

level recall facts or use known facts to solve unknown facts but 

less able subjects rely on counting procedures to solve unknown 

f.o~ct~;. rhI,,3 second method is less efficient taking to 

perform and being more likely to produce errors due to counting 

te~::;t involving completion of addition and 

subtraction facts would indicate differences in subject €:ibility 

and allow common and individual subject errors to be identified. 

The test was constructed using 54 c:idditiCHI c:ind 54 

subtracti'on facts as shown in Table 13. To make the test short 

enouqh + Dt'" younqer subjects to have sufficient opportunity to 

complete most of the facts yet still keep older subjects working 

at a fast pace subjects who completed all the facts were then to 

find the sum for each of the six addition col umn~:; and 

subtraction columns and record each 

column. 

Total 

Tot,J.1 

1 + 1 ::::: 
~:2+'?::::: 

0·+·9,,:: 
::!'+~:'j:::= 
0+6::::: 
4+~5"':: 
::::;,+,9::::: 
8+8::::·. 
7·+·9:::: 

1. "''' 1.::::: 

~:.'i .. -O::::: 

t.:, ._" ~~) ::::: 
10"",6:::: 
11--8::::: 
1. 0-,7=: 
1. :,'2 --0:::: 
1. LI,-"7=: 

1 
1 
:L 
1 

:-2+3= 
0+ 1 ... -
:~~+:5:;:; 
:::'+6::::: 
1. +~5::::: 
6+6::::: 
3+8:::: 
5+7:::: 
B+9= 

::;-0::::: 
6,,,-:3::::: 
t··" _ .. r·.'_._ 
":H .. : .. 
]-0::"" 
B---7=: 
O'-!:3:::: 
6-1:3::::: 
~,::;"-~3::::: 
t=' r\_ 
~J-'-7 ---

Tc:ible 13 

1. +6=::: 
:?+!J:::: 
1. +4::: 
0+]::::: 
3+6= 
2+9::::: 
O+E3= 
4+9::::: 
6+ 7 -" 

1].--:?=: ,., 
. - 1. " ... .. :: . 

-l-'-~5:::: 

13--1].:::' 
r:r - <'7:::: 
n--6:":: 

1 1 --6::.::: 
1 5-8::: 
1 :~~-3= 

A group of five adults, with 

total at the bottom 0+ 

4+'4== 0'+':.'2::::: 1 +2=: 
0+:3::::: ~5'i"~5:::: 3+4== 
:?..f"5== 1 +<3= 0+5=: 
1. +f3:::.:: 2+4:::: 4·+6= 
~;~ -t. ::~ :-.:: 1. + 7 _. :3+7=: 
'5+6::::: '7 +7::::: 0+4= 
4+1:3= 5·+·r:.;·:::: 6+8= 
9+(?::: 4+]:::: 0+ 1 0::: 
6+8= ~5+8::::: 7+B= 

5-'''4= 2-0:= 4--4=:: 
1--0::::: ~5'--:3:::: 1 O--~'."i:::: 
~.::;--~3::::: 6--. /1.:;::: f7- [3::-": 

9-:3::" 5-~5::::: 4--::::'= 
7--4= B--O= '-7- 7 ::: 

1 o-<?::: 1 :,:;'-6::' 1 8-9= 
1 2-7= 1. Lj.-B=: 1. 1 --4= 
1 :3--4:::: 1 6--7:::: 1. 4 t::'_ - ... J--

1 1 -.. 9=: 1. 3-7= 1. 7-9= 

good arithmetical skil1s~ 

completed the basic facts test in just under five minutes. They 

were able to recall all facts without need to work them out and 



'found total So for- the columns using mental calculation. A time 

limit of 5 minutes was set for the test as a result of the small 

pilot test with adults who worked at an abstract level. 

Subjects with poor mathematical ability mechanically applied 

procedural knowledge to problem solving whereas subjects with 

good mathematical i:'\b iIi t:. Y c ou 1 cI app 1 Y thei 1'"' and 

ulld E'I'" ':; t. {:"Ild i II q of numbe,,., ';;O} vi nC] 

problems. To assess this use of procedural or pl"'i cw knovil edge 

based on understanding ten verbal questions were constructed. 

Research has shown that children use informal methods based 

on counting procedures when solving problems. A te:..:;t including 

verbal problems was required to takE? account of this method of 

problem solving but this presented difficulties because a great 

many items would if <::\ 1 I the factors influencing 

difficulty of verbal problems were to assessed. A short test was 

r"equi r··F'.d in this programme and the difficulty of items as a 

result of their language was not of main interest here. What was 

needed was a set of questions that verbally described the small 

set of number equations used in the main study. These inc 1 ud(-;?d 

finding a sum~ missing addend~ 

equivalence of two operations. 

~~g.r. .. (t ..... r::~":.·.P.P.Lf.).lIl.g;. 

unknown initial quantity and 

I.Four friends went fishing and caught 3 big fish and 5 small 
·f i sh. 
How many fish did they catch altogether? 

the 

2.Two children made 10 toffee apples and gave 7 of them to their 
+r··iE'nd:~. 
How many toffee apples were left? 

3.The teacher put 9 boys and 7 girls into four teams for 
How many children played the ~ame? 

4.Nine children went to a party and had a treasure hunt. 

I?~ize~wer~.~\~den_~nd_~hey ~o~nd only 8. 
k.H··i Hlc"\l1y PI' 1 ".!-: ... ::> \I~e, E nu .. fOUlld: 

a gamc~. 

14 

::.:;.~\JhE;n\".tIE~ teE:\chp,,.· }OOkE'cI C:~t .:J()ni':\thon'~j mC":(th,,:; book he hEld 
f:in:ir,;IIF~cl"l pr·oblF~m<:5. Tpn mirlutE'~") l<:lt.I:?~r·· hf.'~ hi::\d -fin:i.<:;hc~d 1.6 
p Ir' oi::J 1 f.0m~";. 
How many problems did he complete in those ten minutes? 

6. ~n ~~u~~y_game a~a~n~t.Aus~ralia, New ~eal~ndcs~or~g 6 points 
lrl UH .. _"ELunci hal f dnc.l ~lOn tile game by 1.J f.jOlrlt .. ~ t.o '-',. 
How many points did New Zealand score in t,e first half of the 
gc:\mE~? 

7.The children in three classrooms had lost 13 library books. 
After they had searched their desks they found some' of the 
books but' ~5 ~'Jerf::'! ~3till lTli<'::')~;;inq. 
How many books were found? . 

B.A teacher brought a baq of tennis balls to school for children 
to use at playtime. By-three o'clock 7 balls had been lost so 
only 9 balls were still in the baq. 
How many balls had the teacher brbught to school? 



')1. ThE~ h,,,r-E! -:"nd 
he:\r--p ~:;toppf'?c:1 
'7 k m ,:,hp k n E!\-'J 
HO~'J + cn- + r--om 
V" E~ ~:; '1: ... r? 

ti-IE' tor--toi<:3p \-'Jf'~I''-F>' havinq E:\ Irac~:? {)-ftf21'- (I km -I::h(-,;, 
few E:\t:~:-:'n mi nutp IrT!~3t. l;Jhen t,hE2 tew-toi se hC\d Clonp 
there were still 5km left to go. -
the finish line was the hC\re when he stopped for C\ 

10.Six childrpn had a Clame 0+ marbles. At the end 0+ the qame 
Karpn and Hemi had fhe same number of marbles. Hemi haa lost 5 
marhles in the name but Karen. who started with 6 marbles had 
""Jc)n ::~;.. ... . 
How many marbles did Hemi have C\t the beginning of the game? 

The ten questions constructed matched as closely as possible 

the structure of the five lpvels of addition and subtr' act ion 

items from Tests J and 1< in the m3in study. Duestions 1. and 

were matched to Level 1 items in Tests J and K, questions 3 and 4 

to Level 2 items. questions 5 and 6 to Level 3 items. questions 7 

and 8 to Level 4 itpms and questions 9 and 10 to Level 5 itpms. 

Th(':? cont(~nt ()'f each question was based on experiences ch i I (ken 

would be familiar with and the vocabulary uspd was keep as simplp 

and concise as possible. To identify subjects who operated ()n 

numbprs irrespective of thp actual problem one irrelevant piece 

of information was given in each question. 

These two tests wpre used as a pre and post test to assess 

gains made and to identify common and individual subject er- 1'- Ot''- S • 

The prp test data was used to group children for instructional 

The basic facts test and verbal problems were trial led on 

the subjects from the pilot study group. No problems occurred in 

test administration and the time limit of five minutes appeared 

to be suitable +or obtaining a range 0+ scores that could be used 

for grouping subjects in the trial programme at the school 

had participated in the main study testing. 

All children in ten classes from the school that took 

in tilt:? main study testing participated 

The number 0+ subjects varied between 260 and 280 due to absences 

and children leaving or being admittpd to the school. There were 

a core of 262 children who took both pre and post tests in the 

s<~mp 1 P of (fV~ i. n inter-est in evaluatinq thE"! pr-oqramme. Th i~:; 

included subjects from Standard 1 to Form 2. The ten classroom 

teachers were divided into two groups of five so that 

subjects from each class level were in both groups. One teacher 

group used the trial programme ('I') and the other teacher group 

used the contol programme (M). 



Subjects were allocated to one of three instructional groups 

on the basis of their pre-test results. As older subjects tended 

to score more correct answers than younger and 

subjects different cut off points had to be used to establish 

groups. A good score on the word problem test was taken as better 

than 7/10 for Standard 3 to Form 2 subjects, but better than 5/10 

for Standard 1 and 2 sUbjects. A good score on the addition and 

subtraction facts test was taken as greater than 100/1.08 for 

older subjects but greater than 541108 for the younger Standard 1 

and :2 subject~::,. 

complete the mean number of facts for their class level vJere 

assigned to the remedial group for learning facts and C:3ub j ects 

\'~11U +/,Ii It,d un t.ll<:-:' Iliqll<-:'I" If?vc?l wOl'd pr"oblc?m<:;i W('~I'''F:' a~:;<:;:i.qn(:::?d t.n thp 

rempdial grnup for instruction on problem solving. 

TilE' di~:;tl":ibution of subjects in each programme and class 

instructional group is shown in Tablel4. 

T<:\blE! 14, 

!:~.,{,~;,tr:,:"t,tl,~,\,tj"PD._"9..£"_,,f?,!ott?,,j_g!;,t?::;' ___ ~.:J);_,t..t:lJ..._rl, __ If'~?\,f,;.b_..i.D,!-:L,!.~r.:~m;\.p_?:,~ 

Cl a,~:;s 
Cjt-oUP 

1. r', .. ::. 
:::;; 
4 
I:::' 
d 

b 
'7 
J 

U 
<:;> 

1. ( ) 

Cl C'\S',s 
L.f~V(~ :I. 

~3t d · fit, cj · ~::;td · !:.;tc:1 · Std · bt,cj · f.:;t cI · FOI'''m 
FUI"'m 
FCH"m 

1. 
1. 
:[ I",) ,-, 

oj::' 

~~; 
~::;/4 
/I 
1. 
1 1:2 
'''' 

")' eete h i [lll PI''' oq I" ,,:\mllle 
Tpachin0 F'ro0ramme 
TpCi,ch i nc~ C;r"OLI):) I 
Teachin6 Gruup II 
Teachin0 Group III 

Tt~achi nq 
F'r-ogl~ amii'l(:? 

")' eac hi n g Fir- oup 
I I I I I I 

t1 '" ..::. 
T 

..,. 
,-:1 

11 8 
T -:1' ,-:1 
''I' '':!, .... ' 
1'1 L"':.:-

... ..1 

r r·) . "::. 
1"1 -:!" 

'-.' 
T .':.' 

"') 

1"1 I:::' 
d 

T-Trial Prollramme 
M-Control PFogramme 

- Poor on Problems. 
- Poor on Facts ' 
- Good on Facts and 

1 
1 
1. 
1. 
1 
1 

1 

6 c:;' 
,J 

::; :3 
2 1 1. 
r'\ 1. 7 ... :.:. 
1:::' 
"J 1. 6 
(I 1 6 
r'\ 1. .. ::: . ("I 

1 

~5 :20 
0 1 

.. :~. ....• 
<} t 7 

Total 
Subjects 

1. 
..,. 
-.':1 

1. 9 -,. 1 ' .. ) 
-" r"l 
.";I.t:: . 

::::'LI, 

" 1 '_.' 
''"!'!"'-=!'' ,_"_, 

:2(3 
26 .. :~' 1 ." 

Subjects who obtained a low score on the word problem test 

but E\ qood score un the facts test were allocated to Group 

those with a low score on the facts test to Group II~ and those 

with a qood score on both tests to Group III. The subjects with a 

good score on the word problems but low score on the facts test 

were in Group II as interviews in the main study had shown thesc~ 

subjects used informal problem solving methods based on count.ing 

procedures. Their information processinq method 

like,to be mure lil,e Group II than Group III SUbjects. 



q .. ~ ... S?_ ... 1.':1 ... (~)_CJ.I~ •.. '~\.f.I.I.fI.I.~~ ....... ().\\.tJ. ... :.Lr..1 .. ~:.~. 

The p~og~amme was t~ialled in the thi~d te~m of 1989 and 

the main featu~es of the p~og~amme included: 

1. lnt~oducto~y visit to explain p~og~amme to teachers. 

2. P~e-test involving addition/subtraction facts and word 

p r Db 1 ems; .. 

3. Marking and analysis of test results. 

II·. Identi·fication of CCHlimon err-or-s. 

5. Assign subjects to ability groups and trial (T) Dr control 

pt-ogt-,:lmmF! (M) . 

6. Run p~og~amme over six weeks:-

HF'l. i··\ WF~r·' I: <::; wur··I:: h i1 ',:ir~d on II r?F~d <:; of chi 1 clr·· en. 

Teache~s implement programme. 

Researcher marks work and monito~s progress. 

Evaluate work completed at the end of the week. 

Plan the next week's programme on the basis of evaluation of 

previous week's work. 

7. Post-test at the end of six weeks instruction. 

8. Data an~lysis and programme evaluation. 

the te~m the researcher attended a staff meeting 

to discuss some findings of the main study testing and to explain 

the programme they we~e about to begin. The trial and control 

programme were offered as alternative programmes that should both 

i,\ ~5~:; i I,:; t c:h i 1 dl'· C?II • 'Ci 1 [:',,11'- n i n q . TE!,:~chpl'- <:..; WE?I"· p q i VE!n thE'>' uPP 01'·· tun it Y 

to ask questions hut did not knuw which programme they would work 

un at this time. The first week's instructions told teachers they 

werp following P~ogramme T ur M. A daily time allocation of 

minutes was to be arranqed to suit individual class programmes. 

{ic,; the ":;c::hool urganisation inc::luded compusite classes an 

interc::hanqe pruqramme was in operation fo~ mathematics 

After discussion with the teachers it was decided the? 

proqrammes with their own class rather than their maths groups. 

This allowed children from each class level to take part in the 

trial and control prug~amme and 

teac:hpr-s. 

shared ability groups among all 

lhe programme began with the pre-test in the third week of 

the term and cuncluded with the pust-test in mid November. The 

results of these tests we~e given to the class teachers for their 



t-E~cCJI'-d<3" (~l. 1 instructions were provided by the 

1"- E'C:;;CE:\lr- c h (01'-- but the class teachers administered tests Elnd the 

i n~c;tl'-uct i 01'1,:'1.1 To enable ongoing progress to be 

monitored by the researcher subjects were each given a booklet 

for written work and this was collected and marked at the end of 

The rcsearcher delivered the booklets and instructions for 

the week an a Monday morning and collected booklets on a Friday 

i'~+t.E-'r-- c;;chool. nne tE'acher- was responsible for collecting and 

distributing material wit.hin the school. Teachers could d i SCU'3C:5 

the programme with the researcher on a Friday after school before 

the next weck's programmc was planned. In this way teachers could 

be involved in planning the programme and making any changes they 

-fE~1 t:_ nf:~Cf:?<3!::;c~r-y. (")-f t et-- the PO'3t --te<:,t teachers were asked to 

E'valuE~tiC)n of the pr-oqramme (See Appendix F for 

e>: amp 1 f:?) • 

Each week's instructions were written in detail for 

les~;Cln!3. An e;-: amp Ie o-f the detailed instructions for 

daily 

the 

introductory activity in the trial and control plr-o~~r amme ar-e 

given in Appendix D. A summary of the two programmes follows. 

~!_z. __ fu!~!~!~L~ __ ~!LEr.-~~!gr_i':l~!IJ!g __ I 

Aim: To develop abstra~t th~nking skills •. 
To apply these SkIlls In problem solVIng. 

Week 1.: OlJjec:rr ve<:i : 

To develop internal thinking by: 
Talking silently to yourself~ 
Asking questions and answering them yourself~ 

Acti vi tie~;: 

1.1.Subiects count silently in their head. 
1.2 Pra~tise asking and answering questions like~ ~Do I know 

anything th.::lt will help me?~ 
1.3. Pr-acti 5e u~;e of knmm facts to wad; out unknown facts. <Begin 

with doubles and add/subtract 1) 
1.4.Evaluate progress by means of an oral test of addition facts 

that may be solved using knowledge of doubles or add/subtract 1. 

Objecti ves: 

To mai ntai n sl::i 11 <;i i ntr-oduced in \l-Jeek 1. 
To develop understanding of addition/subtraction. 
To determine the effect of add/subtract zero. 

Acti. vi. ties: 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 

2.4 
,.., t::' 
L.d 

Practise counting in head. 
Practise asking and answering own questions. 
Use objects to show addition/subtraction and how they are 
reverse operations. Record as family of facts. 
Use objects to show the effect of add/subtract zero. 
Complete family of facts examples~ particularly with zero. 



2.6 

" 7 L .. I 

2.B 

Play 'Basic Facts Housie' game. Use facts close to known 
fc?\Ct:; " 
Use alphabet code activity for independent work. 
Evaluate progress -10 by 10 addition grid. Complete as much 
of the qrid as possible in 5 minutes. Early finishers sum 
totals 10r rows and columns. 

Objecti.ves: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1 and 2. 
To develop understanding of the written code of arithmetic. 

nctivitie c;: 

3.1 
"";I" ,." 
-.. ) . .,::. 

3.4 

3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 

Practise counting in head. 
Practise asking and answering own questions. 
Introduce written symbols used in addition/subtraction by 
using objects hidden under containers. Demonstrate the need 
for labels 50 quantities under each container are remembered 
then use addition/subtraction sign and numeral to show an 
operation that has subsequently been carried out but not seen 
by subjects who should still be able to tell how many objects 
are no~ under each container and describe in words what has 
occ:ur-r-ed. 
Record observed operations performed using objects in written 
code. 
Send a message to a partner telling him/her what actions to 
perform to match a written number sentence that only the 
instructor sees. Show the written code when the operation is 
complete and check it was correctly performed. 
Write 'What am I?' puzzles. Get someone else to solve it. 
Play 'Basic facts Housie'. 
Practise subtraction facts as a written independent activity. 
Evaluate progress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes. 

~!gg~L_1£.L 

Ubjecti.ves: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1,2 and 3. 
To investiqate the purpose and meaning of 'equals'. 
To develop-problem solving skills. 

Ac:ti vi ties: 

4. 1 
4 r,' 
4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 
4.7 

4.8 

Practis8 counting in head. 
P~actise.asking.and answ~rin9 own que~tions~ . 
DISCUSS equals' as meanIng 'the same' not 'put the answer' . 
Demonstrate with groups of objects~ as on a balance. 
Analyse a verbal problem by asking questions like, 'What 
information am I told, what else do I know that could be 
helpful, what is here at the beginning of the story-what 
hc1ppenecl- I'lhat ,,~as ther-e at the end?" 
Write down the operation in number sentence form. 
Make up a simple story in words t~ describe a given number 
sentence. 
Practise subtraction facts as a written independent activity. 
Play 'Basic Facts Noughts and Crosses' with subtraction 
facts. 
Evaluate Progress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes. 

OtJ j E'C t.i VE':;: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks I, 2, 3 and 4. 
To solve problems where a difference is involved. 

Acti vi t.i e:-,: 

5.1 Practise counting in head. 
5.2 Practise asking and answering own questions. 
5.3 Discuss informal method~ based on ~ounting and school written 

methods of problem solVing. Investlgate advantages/ 
disadvantagE's of each method. Show how a difference can be 
found by counting up or back and how this relates to adding 
up or subtracting from the largE'r quantity. 

5.4 Write word stories to match missing addend number sentences. 
5.5 Play 'Beat the Clock' and 'Complete the Wheel' games. 



5.6 Complete missing addend written examples as an independent 
<:Ieti vi ty. 

5.7 Evaluate progress- 10 by 10 addition grid, early finishers 
try a subtraction grid. Sums are writfen at the head of each 
column and rows must be subtracted from columns so no 
negative numbers are obtained. 

!if.~~1~ __ !?_£.L 
(JIJ j ec t i Vt~S: 

To 1lI,:1i rll.,]i rl <:';I:i 1 l~; i rlt.rocluc:pcl i rl l'JE'ek!:; 1, 2, ~~;, 4 and 5. 
To solve more complex verbal problems. 

Acti vi t.i es: 

6. 1 
6.2 
6.3 

6.4 
6.5 
6.6 

Practise counting in head. 
Practise asking and answering own questions. 
Discuss ways of helping SUbjects to 'see what is happening' 
in a problem by drawing a sketch~ using objects~ set diagrams 
or a picture in their mind. 
Try to write the equation that describes the problem using 
·x· as the unknown. Ask what was there, what happened, what 
is there now or what am comparing ... ? . 
Practise solving word problems. 
Write your own ~roblems for a friend to solve. 
Ev~luat~ p~ogr~S~-10_br 10 addition and subtraction grids. 
Early flnl~her~ ~um co umn totals. 

*tlJeek 4: Stanclar·d 1 and 2 sub ;E'ct<:; conti nued \·mrk on zero as sevet-al subjects 
were still findinq this difficult. Problem solving was introduced in Week 5 
and finclinc:J a diffen"nce in l!Jeek 6 for· the'=ie ,=,ubjects. 1'10r-e campi e)·: pr-oblE!m 
solving was hot included in their pr-ogr-amme. 
R!_§._~~~1f!lf!l?I':~}~ __ QL_~L9S1L~lf!1!l!E! t! 
(D~tails of games and puzzles are given in AppendiH E.> 

Aim:To improve recall of addition/subtraction facts. 
To develop problem soving skills using 3 or 5 step method. 

~J E!. e f:~ __ .U ... 

Db j ec ti ves: 

To discuss ways of helping to lear-n facts. 
To identify personal areas of weakness. 
To investigate the effect of add/subtr-act zer-o. 
To pr-actise addition and subtraction facts. 

Ac t i vi t.i e':i: 

1.1 
1 '} .-
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

Discuss ways of learning facts-recite, write, tests .• 
Make personal lists of facts to lear-n; . 
Practise addition/subtraction facts on own. 
Demonstrate effect of add/subtr-action of zero. 
Write family of facts examples, p~rticularly those with zero. 
Demonstrate how addition and 5ubtr-action are rever-se 
Clper·ctti ons and 1101'1 thi s r·el at.e,:; tCl fami 1 y [If facts. 
PI~lY 'F.:~~;ic Fi'1~:!.~;_Nouqh!:<.; ,1ncl CnF;ses'. 
1.lr .. d Lr:. ,,( Ull beL,I L 1 dC.t._,. 

[JtljE'ctive':;: 

To maint.ain skills introduced in Week 1. 
To describe different types of number- odd, even, fractions .•. 

Ac:t.i vi ti e<:;: 

2.1 
" ..., .a:.:.L. 
2.3 
2.4 
,.., c
.L.J 

2.6 

To practise basic facts on own. 
To work on learning facts fr-om personal lists. 
To order- different types of number on a number line. 
Play 'Basic Facts Housie'. 
AlphatJet code activit.y. 
Evaluate progress-10 by 10 addition qrid in 5 minutes. Ear-Iy 
finishers sum totals for r-ows and columns. 



Db j ec t i. ve~; : 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1 and 2. 
To solve number problems involving a difference. 

3.1 To practise basic facts on own. 
3.2 To work on learning facts from personal lists. 
3.3 To order different types of number oM a number line. 
3.4 Use> and { in number sentences. 
3.5 Practise subtraction facts - independent written activity. 
3.6 Write 'What am I?' puzzles for a friend to solve. 
~./ Play 'Basic Facts Housie'. 
3.8 Plav 'Basic Facts Noughts and Crosses'. 
3.9 Use'working form for two column addition/subtraction. 
3.10 Evaluate ~rogress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes~+totals. 

~lg~J~:U_ 

Objectives: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1. 2 and 3 
To develop problem solving skills using ~ or 5 step method. 

14c:ti vi ti ps: 

4. 1 
4.2 
4. :3 

To practise basic facts on own. 
To work on learning facts from personal lists. 
Introduce 3 and 5 step method-identify sets inyolved. ~elect 
iIIlIHUP"-1 dt:P (1f1pr-<'ItlOIl, ppr-fol"fn npf:'r-,7\tlon. ohtain ~;()lutHJIl and 
i:lII':ivlE!r que~;t.i[)n in wC)rd~;. 
Practise word problems. 4.4 

4.5 
4.6 
4 7 
4.8 

lilt-·i t.e, :liJhat am F' ~;Izzle~i. 
Play Beat the Clock game. 
F'lc\·! 'Ba::iic Facts HOUSle'. 
Evaluate progress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes plus totals. 

~et?k ~l. 

Objecti ve::i: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
To solve problems involving a difference. 

Acti vi t.i E'::i: 

5. 1 
c::- " ..J.L 

5. :3 

5.4 
<=" c::
-J.d 

~). 6 
5.7 

To practise basic facts on own. 
To work on learning facts from personal lists. 
To demonstrate use of 3 or 5 step method for solving a 
problem where a diference is involved. 
Pract~se solvin~ pro~lems with a difference. 
Play Beat the Llock· game. 
Play 'Basic Facts Housle'. 
Evaluate progress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes, 
pal·ly fini!'illE're; try ~1 "iubl.ractiol) <;Wirl. f:ium~; ,::IrE' writt.E'fl 
<:11: the ilE?ad of each column al1d 1'-0'"'15 mu~;t be subtr-actr::?d fr-om 
columns so no negative numbers are obtained. 

Objecti ve~i: 

To maintain skills introduced in Weeks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
To solve more complex word problems. 

Acti vi ties: 

6.1 
6.2 
6.3 

To practise basic facts on own. 
To work on learning facts from personal lists. 
To demonstrate use of 3 or 5 step method for solving a 
problem where more than one operation is involved. 
Practise solving problems. 
Play 'Beat the Clock' game. 

6.4 
6.5 
6.6 
6.7 

Play 'Basic Facts Housle'. 
Evaluate progress- 10 by 10 addition grid in 5 minutes plus totals. 

Those subjects in Group III who had scored well on facts and 

word problems in the pre-test worked on an extension p r- og r·· amme 



the other groups. This extension 

pf'··uqr·i,,\fllmC~ i. IlVe)} vc~c:I pr-oblE'm ',;ulvincJ <,\nd ItJUI'·k ItJith 

fractions and percentages fur Standard :t. and r, 
L 

~:;ubjec:tc.:; but addition and subtraction for 

sUbjects. Subjects in Programme T or M extension groups still 

wE'r·p :i. nVCJl VE!c:I in whCJle class discussiCJns where the methCJc:I of 

working was discussed. Programme T subjects were still askec:l to 

c:levelCJp use of priCJr knCJwlec:lge anc:l self qupstiCJnning techniques 

which were to be appliec:l to solving complex verbal problems while 

PrCJgramme M subjects wpre encCJuragpd to increase their speec:l CJf 

recall of facts and to use the 3 or 5 step methoc:l for prob I E·?m 

,,;ul vi nq. 

Subiects in Group p ucw 1 y 

on word prublems in the pre-test worked wi th GI'-OUp I J subjects 

for prCJblem sulving but with Group III fur work on basic facts. 



LIJ(1I'IL.I( ? 

For analysis of the test data three groupings were 

considered: the whole sample~ a low group and a high group of 

sUbjects. The pre-test results showed a number of subjects who 

scored at a high level on both the basic facts and word problem 

tests and so they could not make large gains as a result of the 

programme. These subjects in Group III had participated in 

extension activities during the programme. 

The low group consisted of subjects from Group I and II in 

the programme and were able to make gains. The distribution of 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Std.! 
Std.2 

Std.2 

Std.3 

T<'~b I f.' :I.::; 

As the trial and control programmes were conducted by class 

teachers the numbers of subjects in each group varied according 

to differences in class size and composition. Some classes had 

uneven numbers of male and female subjects and data was examined 

to determine any overall difference for male and female subjects 

but no consistent difference was found. Subjects in composite 

classes were aSSigned to instructional groups on the results of 

the pre-test and not class level. 



lhe ~ean scores obtained du~ing p~e-test and post-test fo~ 

t h F~ ~\I h Ci 1 F' (J t' D u P Ci + '::; u h j e c: t. <::; C':\ '1::. E' EI c:: h c:l. 2\ ~;; ~:3 1 E~ vel i n t.I"· i cl.l ( 'r ) ,e\ n d 

cunt.,.."ol (1\1) pl-oql-i'irnm(·?:~~.;; <3"'-f~ ~;ummal'-i~:;(:~cl in Tdble 16. 

'T' ,,:\b:l. E-' 1 {) 

-~;:::----;~::::---[::!t-':~:~:~~~i~::~:~~~~::;~~::l[~:~:~~~[l~;~~:~~~~fi:~~~;: [~:;:~~~~':~~~~~~~-~:~~~:::: 
I M Std. 4.3 I 4.7 I +0.4 /1 43/50 55/62' +12112 - - -

It! 

2 T Std. 4.5 I 5.5 I +1.0 II 46/48 43/48 -3/0 

1 : il~: U I 1:: 1:\:1 111l;ll llm I :llm 
4 

5 

6 
6 

T 

T 

M 
M 

Std. 

Std. 

\ t 11 
6.3 7.7 +1.4 I 59/65 100/103 +41/38 

7.1 

6.5 
7.9 

8.8 +1.7·1 91/95 93/95 +2/0 

7.2 +0.7 \1 91/94 98/101 +7/7 
8.7 +0.8 I 99/100 101/103 +213 

0.5~0.51 0.5~O.5 

• 

II I 
7 T I 7.8 8.7 +0.9 I 91199 104/105 I +13/6 - 111 111 

8 M I 8.5 9.4 I +0.9 ! 1011102 105/1061 +4/4 1/2 3/4 I 2/2 

9 T I Form 1 8.3 8.9 +0'6~' 90/92 1001102 II +10110 1.5/1.51 213 : 0.5/1.5 
9 T I Form 2 8.7 9.0 I +0.3 96/98 1081108 +12110 0.5/1. 0 1 3/4 12.5/3 

10 M I Form 2 'I 8.3 9.1 I +0.8 i 1061108 1071108 l +1/0 1 3/6 I 4/6 'I 1/0 
-------------------------~--------------------------- ------------------ ----------------+------------------

Mean sco~es fCi~ items co~~ect uut of total. numbe~ of 

attempted are given +o~ each class level on the basic:: fac::ts test. FD~ 

example a sco~e of 43/50 fo~ Class G~oup :I. medns this g~oup uf 

subjects sco~ed a mean of 43 items co~~ec::t and attempted a mean of 50 

out of a possible 108 items. Reco~dinq sco~es in this way includes 

info~mation about the numbe~ of items dttempted as well E:\S;; tho~;e 

co~~ectly answe~ed. As this WdS a timed test this info~mdtion is 

needed in inte~p~eting ~ate 0+ completing items. 

the fact items. A mean sco~e of 4/6 fo~ Class G~oup 10 indic::ates that 

these subjects co~~ectly totalled a mean of 4 out 6 columns 

attempted. Mean sco~es +o~ the wo~d p~oblem test a~e given as a sco~e 

01 . ..1.'1::. uf t.E'n. 

All but une class g~oup showed a gain in mean sco~es f~om 

pre-t.est to post-t.est. Class g~uup 2 showed a small luss un the bdS1C 

facts test but discussion with the teacher ~evealed that test 

cunditiuns we~e not ideal in the post-test which was administe~ed on a 

hut day at a busy time uf the t.e~m. Two hoys became dist~essed du~ing 

the test and the time allowed for answe~ing questions was sho~t as the 

test had to fit in between other ac::tivities. The ~esults fo~ this 



(JIr'UUpS '':1.r·e nut 

·i r) r: J IJ ( I C' r:I :i. I·) ·f, II'· t,. h f:·~ I"· d :i. <;;; C \ I C; '::; j C) n n f p u ~;:; 'I" . .. 1:.-. <-;:! ,:;t. 1" E'? ,,;; u J t.-. ;::; " 

In the pre-test mean scores on the word problem test are similar 

for the two gruups at each class level. Standard 1 subjects answered a 

mean of about 4.5 questions correctly, Standard 2 a mean of about 6, 

Standard 3 a mean of about 7, Standard 4 a mean of about 8 and Form 1 

and 2 subjects a mean of about 8.5 correct. In the post-test all 

subjects frum Standard 4 to Furm 2 Class Group 5 correctly answered a 

mean of about q questions correctly and inspection of answer sheets 

showed that the last question posed difficulty for many sUbjects. This 

was the most difficult question involving an unknown initial quantity 

and requi r"E~d two equations to be balanced to find the solution. 

Yuungel- subjects and Class Group 6, Standard 3 subjects showed a gain 

un this test but dId 

gl' uup;::;. 

not achieve the high success rate of the other 

The basic facts test shows a high completion and success rate for 

subjects above Standard 2. Class group 4 showed a large gain ·fl"'om 

pre-test to post-test. The pre-test score of 59/65 indicates that 

subjects were making several errors as they answered items but on the 

post-test many more 

( 1001 10::::;) • 

items are attempted and also correctly answered 

Common errors made by all subjects formed the basis of planninc;.). 

These included problems with zero for example recording 2+0=0 or 

3-0=0 , adding subtraction facts and multiplying addition facts like 

to be the result 0·( c: D ',J n -1:: i n 9 

c') r r· u r ,::; ,,'\ ~::; t,li C) i,,\ ri ;;; VI C'? I'· CJ i V [.,) r i ~'J iJ ,::; uri C' i'\ ~i d Y + v'· u m L h t? c:: ew' I" E':·' c t i::if) ::0 t'"i p I"· ~, + u '" 

p;-: <'":\(np 1 F' 6+H::::::I.~::;. 

Class Group 4 which made the largest gain on the basic facts test 

had a ldrgp group of subjects (8/32) who made these kind of common 

errors, particularly with zero. Much time was devoted to clear"incl 

thE7?';,E' mi ;::;cunc(:?pt i on~:; in their programme and it achieved the desired 

result. The other Standard 2 gruup in Class Gruup 3 did '3imil'::il~ 

activities but did not show the same gain in mean score. They were in 

the contrul prugramme M. 

Subjects in the trial prugramme T showed a small better Clvel"· c.:i 1 1 

Ci i'~ :i. r·, t h ,:;\ n tl''',F'il'' pD.il"E~c:I <;:;Llb j f·?C t, 0.:; in thf:~ contl'''·CJl pr·'og r·· (':iminE! M i::JLlt c'\ 

c: F' i 1 :i, n CI e'f + E'L L, Hi,:1, <"; F?V i c:I en l': + nr' L Ii P D 1 c:lF·~I' ;::;ub .:.i C'C: t: ':'; " D iff PI'" E?n c:: f." ':5 ,;.,\,," F' nut: 

likely to be significant su the data was rexamined 



divided into two groups. The results for high group subjects ( Cir"oup 

III in the instructional programme) are summarised in Table 17. 

f::.;.\: .. t.f1.1.i.jli::\.I:.· .. y.~ .. g.:f: ....... :r.:.~:,~.:=.~ .• t:._."I=:.§'.~?.~:.t.]· .. i~.~.:i ...... :L.~:).L ...... J..tLf.~:""".I:::LL.ut~"" .. r~.r.g"'~p ....... $..h.~I:L.:i .. ~~.~~.t5. 

-~~~~~---1~~~~~~-1-~~~~~~- ;~:~~:~~:~~:~~~::~--~:~~-l!;~:~~::~l~~~~~~::~I-~:~~-rr;~:~~~~~~;~~i~i~:~ -~:~~---
----;----;---;---1--;;;:; --;;:;--:---;:;--'--:;:;-11-;;;;;;;]-;;;;;;;-1--;;;-[[----:---~----:---- ---:----

4 IT! Std.1 8.0 i 8.0 I 0 ii' 108110811081108 1 010 I : iiI iiI 

5 T I Std.31 8.2 I 8.7 I +0.5 i): 1071108 1081108 1/0 I' 0.511.5; 111.5 0.5/0 

6 M Std.3 B.7 I B.7 I 0 II; 106/10B 106110B 010 I 
6 M Std.4 9.4' 9.6 +0.2 Ii 1071108 1081108 I/O ii' 
7 T Std.4 8.7' 9.1 1 +0.411 1051106 1051107 Oil I 0/0 112 112 

8 M Form 1 9.1 9.6 +0.5~! 1071108 1081108 1/0 I 2/3 4.5/5: 2.5/2 

___ I: ________ : ___ I_~:~:_;_l ___ ~:~ __ l ___ ~:~ _____ :~:;_J:_~::~~~~ __ ::;~:~~ ____ ~~~_,l ___ ;;; __ ~ ___ :~~ ______ ~~: __ _ 
, 

This group of subjects scored well on both tests in the pre-test 

and differences between pre-test and post-test are small. Subjects in 

the trial programme T attempted more column totals in the post-test 

and appeared to have increased their speed during the programme. The 

two senior class groups, 8 and 10, in programme M showed a small 

increase but not as great as the gain made by Class Group 9. 

TtH2 1m·'.) (;.Ir''C)UP, br·oupc.:; I ",mel II in the instxucticmal 

made larger gains as shown in Table 18. 

:1:~:~::::G~::~::1-:f~::~:~,~:~:~:~~;~~~~:~;;;-:~~~:-r;:;:~~~~~~~:;:~~~;::~~~::1 ~;;t~~~~:~~~~:~:;;l:~:;:::: 
3 t1 Std.2 5.5 ,I 6.2 +0.7 58/60\ 71175 +13/151 - - II -

1 I' I 
4 T Std.2 6.2:: 7.7 +1.5 56/62 991102' +43/40, ; I-

I I 
80184 B4/85 +4/1 I : '5 Std.3 

I· 

6.3 I 8.3 +2.0 T 
i I I 

6 M Std.3 4.9 6.1 +1.2 79/B4' 92/95! +13/11 i /' 
b M Std.4 5.B 7.5 +1.7 86/87 I 95/9B i +91111 

7 T Ii Std.4 7.0 8.2 +1.2 91/92; 1031104 +121121 0/0 0.5/1 I 0.5/1 

8 M Form 7.2 8.9 +1.7 8B/91; 100/102 +12/11: 0/0 112 I 112 

9 T I Form 1 8.0 9.0 +1.0 77177· 95/96 +18119· 0/0 I 0/0 
9 i T I Form 2 B.O 8.9 +0.9 B6/B7: 10B/I0B +22121 i 111 I 111 

10 ! M I Form 2 6.2 B.8 +2.6 I~ 105/10B 1081108 +3/0; 2.5/4 2.5/3 I Ol-! 
_______ ~-i--------!-------- -------------------------~L---------------------------________ l _________________ _ 

A ceiling effect again exists for older subjects on the post-test 

as Form 1 and 2 subjects all answer a mean of about 9 word problems 



correctly. Form 2 subjects scored the total possible on the 108 fac 

but Programme T subjects made a gain while the scores for programme 

subjects are very similar on both facts and calculating totals for t 

columns. Overall programme T subjects showed slightly greater gai 

than Programme M subjects but differences are not likely to 

significant. Class Group 5 subjects only showed a small gain in t 

number of facts completed but they have fewer errors in the post tes 

F:(,3minat.iCln of the t.est. paper showed mClst. subject.s had made gai 

between the two tests but seven subjects had wClrked at a slClwer b 

mClre accurat.e rat.e and this IClwered the overall mean scor-e. o 
subject sCClred 77/105 Cln the pre-test. and 57/62 on the post-test al 

t.his had an impact. on the mean scores. 

There is variation among gains made by each class group and tl 

difference bet.ween paired groups is nClt. great in some cases. TI 

difficulty of individual facts and word problems was not the sam, 

Wit.h practice bot.h groups were expected to show an improvement at tl 

end of the programme but. the trial programme subjects should be mal 

successful on the difficult items as they begin to think at 

a!:Jstt'-ac:t 1 f::? V (.?1 . 

The test data was re-examined in terms of attaining a mastel 

level~ that is t.he percentage of subjects who score at a high level ( 

both tests~ above 7 on t.he word problem test and 100/108 or better 

thE~ l::Jac;:i.cfi:,ct~5 t.(~~5t" .. Th(~ t-'esultr,; of th:i~:; <:":1.nalysis at·-€,~ givE:?n in Tab: 

1. Cj' • 

Table 19 

e~.r~_c; .. ~r.1:tJ:~n!?.. __ q:f .. _tJ;i .. n!J ... _.§~::;.g.I:~_tu_g_ ...... ~?.l.-:\.I;~ .. i~.(.::..:\; .. §. __ 9.!J. ___ t..J::I.fL .. T1(."-9_. __ I.??_§.t,::.5_ 

-Class---Pfog:-Class----- ------Pro6Iems------------lr:------~acts-------------T----CoIumn-totaIs-----------

_6::~~ ___ :':~~f:~:~~ _____ i-p":t~s: p:~:::~~:f-~~~~-fL .. · :~~~~~~~r' :~~~~:~~~ I-~~~~- -:~~~~~~~ ~~~:~~~~~ -~~~~---
3 1'1 I Std.2 I 15 39 +24 Ii 8 15 1 +7 0 0 0 

4 T I St d. 2 ! 34 53 I + 19 II 6 I 72 +66 0 3 + 3 
,I I' 5 T I St d. 3 I 53 93 +40 I 43 50 + 7 7 25 +18 

6 M I Std.3 I 43 57 I +14 I 64 71 +7 7 0 -7 
MiSt d. 4 67 B7 + 20 1 73 73 0 0 0 0 

T I Std.4 

M ! Form 1 82 100 +18 79 86 +7 36 68 +32 

T I Form 1 BO 100 +20 I' 40 80 +40 j 20 50 +30 
T I Form 2 79 100 +21 I 57 100 +43 21 64 +43 

___ ~~ ______ ~_L ~::': ________ :J __ t~~~ __ J~:: ___ L:: ___ j---~~~--L~:-- ___ ~o _______ ~: __ J _'_7 __ _ 

63 +2B 59 +29 38 7 91 BB 3 +33 

B 

9 

A ceiling effect again occ:urr for t.he word problem test wit. 

all Form 1 and 2 subject.s performing at a high level in t.he post test 



More Programme T subjects than Programme M subjects scored at a high 

level on the word problems with Class Group 5 showing a large gain, an 

increase of 40% scoring at the high level but other group gains were 

lower, between 14 and 28% more subjects attaining mastery levels. 

Similarly more subjects from the trial programme T reached the 

mastery level on the basic facts test but there was a ceiling effect 

for Form 2 SUbjects. The percentage of subjects in each programme who 

in the post-test than 

control programme. Only Form 1 subjects in Cl ass GrOl. .. tp an 

increase in the post-test and this class group included many Group III 

~::;UhjF'c:t.<;:i. tl)hc~n qi:\:i.II~::; in bot:h f,:lCt'''i compl(::!tc.'d and columns tot,·"lIE'!d al'-e 

considered as a measure of progress made in working fc:l.<:,jt.E.~r and 

completing more examples the trial programme subjects appear to have 

made better progress. 

The results obtained from the tests suggested that subjects in 

the trial Programme T made progress working faster than subjects in 

Programme M although both groups i mpl'··oved. Thi ~:; 

supported by on going monitoring of subjects' booklets. Common 

were being corrected and grids completed each week showed faster times 

and more answers completed by younger SUbjects. 

Teacher evaluations described learning outcomes for all sub j ect so; 

P i:"~ r·· l:: :i. c:: u 1 d ". 1 v i rl Subjects in Programme M 

continued to use counting procedures but in thE~ "I":.r··1a1. 

programme noted a change in behaviour as subjects stopped counting on 

their fingers and used known facts. They felt. a change to thinking at 

an abstract level was occurring. This effect was more noticeable with 

01. cI E'I"· '5uh .:.i PC t c.;. Although thp morp able subjects 

hE·?n(:::.+ i. t ted from the programme this Standard 1 

r'~ 

....::. 

gt·-oup 

included a large numhpr of less ablp subjects who were slow to grasp 

what was required. Once the younger suhjects understood 

required they coped well with the programme. 

Eit- CH .. tp i n q of SUbjE:?ct~:i on the basis of pre-test results was 

generally appropriate for the instructional groups with only minor 

changes heing made hy three teachers. Some teachers preferred to work 

with the whole class and did not always use the groups. The short test 

was useful in identifying common errors and groupinq SUbjects. Teacher 

comment included the need for grouping so that different needs can be 

Ill!? t . 



t. F' i:1 C h C:'~ r" CI":i. t. i c i. ~::;m of t. h (~ pI'" oq r" i::\Hl(IlE~ tlH,\ r,,, t. hE,? !- ' ".I. me 

act i v:i, t :i. (?t::; <,:\.nd teachers would have preferred t 0 :i, 1"1 c 1. L! d E-~ 

mathematics programmes rather 

special time in their programme. Time was needed to read through the 

instructions and sometimes understand exactly what was required. 

vJii:\~5 di'fficult, on Mondays in particular when thE? i nstr"uct ion 

the week's programme but 

couldnot be avoided as planning had to be done in the weekends. 

Comlnun i c <:It. ion bet.ween researcher and teachers both in writt.en 

instructions and availability for discussion was considered good and 

the activit.ies provided were popular with teachers and sUbject.s. These 

activities will be used in future programmes at t.he school and 

t Pc:lch f?r"~; c UlllmF'/) t F'ci un "ouc c f.,,!,,';t5f u 1 changes in subjects' thinking. 

pmphasis on mental processing was felt to be something lacking in the 

text.buoks and traciitional programmes taught in schools. One teacher 

commented that one benefit of the trial programme was the move away 

from the proceciures involved in practising the four rules to children 

hav'ing tu think. 

In general both prugrammes were successful in terms of pt-'ovi di ng 

a simple diagnostic test for classroom administration~ raising teacher 

awareness of cOlllmun errurs in addition and subtraction, introducing a 

variety of activities for future classroom use and stressing the need 

for problem solving skills. 

l'I')(-? t,l'i,::\l pr"U(Jl'c:\mmE~ ~..JE,\<:3 bf?nf~f:i.cic:\l for" I::lot.h tE'l.cOlchel'''S and t:;UbjE~c:t.~'; 

raising awareness of thinking skills and the need to move away from 

following steps in a procedure tQ applying prior knowledge to problem 

solv:i,nq. In c:1 shol,·-t time subjects began to stop counting on l' i nger-s 

and use thei 1'- prior knowledge. The teachers felt able to adapt the 

programme so that they could U"5E? :i t wit.hin their 

proqrammes. Although gains measured were comparable with most control 

groups there was some indicat.ion that given more t.ime progress would 

continue if the programme was followed over a longer time period. 
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I 11F'!.. .. I C{H IOI\lS 

The main difference between subjects who participated in 

this study was the type of information processing used . Good 

mathematical ability subjects used abstract procedures based on 

application of prior knowledge while poor mathematical ability 

subjects continued to work at a concrete level using counting 

procedures in calculation and problem solving. 

subjects in For-m ::-~ st i. 11 used finger counting wh i Ie younger-

Standard 1 able subjects were using recall and knowledge of known 

facts in calculation. 

Able subjects were developing a schema for number and thE'y 

recognised and used relationships between numbers. The less able 

subjects had gaps in their schema of number and had not yet begun 

to link their limited ideas about number so that they could see 

the relationships between numbers. Their procedure orientated 

number schema resulted in their understanding of solving number 

problems being to find an answer, hopefully a correct one. Use of 

procedural knowledge hindered poor mathematical ability subjects' 

skill development in estimation because they sought a correct 

answer by carrying out known steps in a familiar method. This has 

implications for calculator work in particular 

will press buttons to find an answer without 

answer obtained is valid or not. 

as many children 

knowing that the 

These findings are important as they add to an understanding 

of how memory systems work. The proposed model described in 

Chapter 2 was supported by the results of this study. Of 

particular significance are the ideas of organising memory in 

terms of the basic universal units of time~ space and matter 

together with reasoning and procedural knowledge~a time limit on 

memory capacity, and the major controlling role given to the self 

schema. 

TherE-? ar·e still 

development of schema but 

many unanswered questions about the 

the ideas discussed here offer a new 

way of looking at the organisation of information in general 

terms that could be applied to many different contexts and 50 

opens up a whole field of topics for future study. The role of 



in exploring memory systems because it includes attitudes and 

illtere~ts and background factors such as access to resouces and 

expectations that influence personal learning. 

Observations of subjects during interviews supported the 

hypothesis of good mathematical ability subjects being able to 

use internal speech and self interrogation in abstract 

information processing while poor ability subjects had some 

difficulty in thinking silently. These skills are used in all 

types of problem solving not only in mathematics and the 

important interaction between prior knowledge and incoming data 

is crucial in interpreting and solving the problem. Attempts to 

improve problem solving by teaching problem solving skills have 

often failed in the long term because skills gained have not 

transferred to other situations that are slightly different 

the context of examples in the teaching programme. 

·f r" om 

Prior knowledge of the new context must be developed as well 

as problem solving skills but more importantly subjects who 

follow procedures regardless of 

knowledge as part of problem 

context are not accessing prior 

interpretation. The concious 

interaction of prior knowledge and incoming data appears to be a 

significant factor in successful problem solving and further 

investigation is needed to explore this interaction. 

Counting played a major role in many subjects· schema of 

number and less able subjects used counting procedures in problem 

sulvirl(]. Counting <::;kill~5 i':'ppear" to be :i.mpor-tant hut ther"e ha<=:, 1::.0 

be a move to counting of abstract units as described by Steffe~ 

von Glasersfeld~ Richards and Cobb (1983) as children change.frdm 

working at a concrete to an abstract level. The poor mathematical 

ability subjects in this study had not made the transition 

concrete to abstract reasoning and actually found it difficult to 

c:oncious;ly think intE~rnally. This tr-ans;ition is impor-ti:.~nt in 

mathematics because numbers are abstract ideas and until this is 

appreciated only procedural skills are likely to develop. 

useful 

Building up a picture of 

technique in highlighting 

subjects· number schema was a 

differences hetween sub j E?ctS. 

The gap in understanding what numbers are and the absence of 

links between what is known ties in very well with the dependence 



links between what is known ties in very well with the dependence 

on pi" or:: E'clul" <':\ 1. kll Cll'J 1 E'dq~? cI E'mon ~,; L Y' C',I t, eel by '1'.: h E~ poor" mel th £~mat i cal 

<':\bility sUbjects. Describing a schema offers more flexibilty 

than outlining stages of development such as those given by 

Piaget (1953) or drawing complex maps and models of skills like 

those in Siegler and Robinson (1982). Schema description allows 

for individual differences in skill acquisition and outlines 

current knowledge. This information may be useful in planning 

instructional programmes. 

Generative learning (Wittrock~1974) stresses the importance 

of prior knowledge in acquiring new expertise so it is important 

-I' UI" t, fe: ,,',Ie: Il 1::1' ~::; t, U 11 i:'1 V E: ,:,1 c:: J ["",II'" un cI PI'" ,,:i t. ",Ill din!J of wh c'" t: chi 1. dr" en know 

and elo in mathematics. Research studies have shown that children 

develop i nf Dr" mc", 1 

procedures while 

mE?thods; Df pr'ob 1. em sol vi ng 

~:ichool taught 

applied to numbers (de Vere~ 1989~ Ginsburg 1977). 

on counting 

mechanically 

The 8eginning School Mathematics Programme (1985) used in 

junior school classrDoms does not consider counting to be an 

important activity but children are developing their own methods 

of problem solving based on counting and through counting begin 

to see the patterns and relationships between numbers that are 

important in developing an understanding of number. 

Children's counting has been (Ste'ffe. von 

Glasersfeld.Richards and Cobb~1983; Siegler and Robinson. 

1982;Fuson.Richards and 8riars.1982) but more attention could be 

directed to counting back and iA multiples to see how these types 

of counting tie into number concept development. 

This study has shown a difference in information processing 

between the different ability groups. There clearly exists a need 

to develop programmes that help children to develop abstract 

thinking. At the present time children are encouraged to continue 

with concrete materials to help with computation but little 

pnJgress if"; made 

For many children 

in changing the way they process information. 

in our- schools only procedural knowledge is 

learned and applied. 

The remedial programme trialled in this study did appear to 

be changing information processing as subjects stopped counting 



on fingers and began to use prior knowledge. The results of the 

tests given did not clearly show the effects of this observed 

change in behaviour although the groups in the trial programme 

did show more subjects reaching mastery level than in the control 

programme. The programme only ran for six weeks and given a 

longer time more progress should be shown. The teachers involved 

in the study intend to follow up the ideas included in this 

programme in future mathematics lessons. 

There are several implications for teachers arising from 

this study including the need to move away from instructional 

activities that involve procedural knowledge towards activities 

that develop abstract thinking leading to concept development and 

improved problem solving skills. This means teachers need to 

become aware of children's current understanding and informal 

processing skills in planning programmes that will include 

activities that require the application of understanding in 

problem solving situations. 

Hughes (1986) saw the problem as an inability to transfer 

between the concrete real world and the written formal code of 

school arithmetic. He expressed the need for a meaningful 

introduction to mathematical symbols. This research supports that 

point of view but explains the problem in terms of changing from 

concrete to abstract thinking and away from procedural knowledge 

towards concept development and application. A programme designed 

to implelnent these findings did have some success but more 

research into programme development is required so that the 

findings of research can be implemented into the classroom 

setting. 
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Examples of cards used in the Visual Presentation 

u 

,,:. " 

u 0 

T~~i \-\' 

V'S\4C\..\ ' Ae ~e."do.-\-\ "'" 



BF' FJ;.:;tJJ2.L~._._~!. 

J:J:::J.:.;.~L .. (~l).tJJ .. N.l.X~.I.F.:~f:\J:: .. ! .. qt:l .... _.P~).TI""_INf.:.;. 

Normal test conditions apply~ as outlined in P.A.T. Manuals. 

Materials:Test paper for each student~ Instructions and stop 

watch. 

Procedure:Distribute test papers~ students write in name age and 

class level in appropriate spaces and fold paper in half 

1 en (.::Jthl"ii,\YS. 

bay, "YOU {)r~E GO I NG ·ro DO A bEH I ES OF E3HOHT EXEf:;:C I SES TH?H WILL 

TEST HOW WELL YOU CAN REMEMBEH NUMBERS AND WORK THINGS OUT IN 

YOur:;: I···IEAD. YOU tJ17.JST L I f.;TEN CAm::FULL Y {~S EACH nUEbT I ON vJ I LL BE 

I:;:EAD QNGI:::; ONLY AND THERE I S {~ T II'1E LIM I T FOR WR I T I NG YOUF, ANSWEI::;:S 

ON THE SHEET PROVIDED. BEFORE EACH nUEbTION IS READ yOU WILL BE 

TOLD TO FIND THAT QUESTION NUMBER ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET SO THAT 

YOU ARE READY TO RECOHD YOUR ANSWER AS QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY AS 

YOU CAN ON THE LINE NEXT TO THAT QUESTION NUMBER (Show lines on 

THE SIGNAL TO PICK UP YOUR PENCIL AND WRITE WILL BE WHEN YOU HEAR 

THE WORD 'GO' AND THE SIGNAL TO PUT YOUR PENCILS DOWN AGAIN IS 

WI·IEI\I YUU IIErm THE worm ': STOP'. (Pr·· act i se use of ': go' and 'stop'). 

THIS IS HOW YOU WILL DO ALL THE QUESTIONS ON THE TEST. LET"S TRY 

IT NOW.FIND TEST A.NOW FIND QUESTION S.I.PUT YOUR FINGER BY THAT 

QUESTIUN . YOU WILL HEAR 'LISTEN' AND THEN THE QUESTION WILL BE 

READ, THEN 'GO' WHEN YOU WILL PICK UP YOUR PENCILS AND WRITE DOWN 

YOUR ANSWER AND THEN 'STOP' WHEN YOU WILL PUT YOUR PENCIL DOWN 

nC:i() 11\1 F~EJmY TO L I SlEN TO THE NEX T QUEEn· I UN. " 

(~nSl"ielr. any qtH?St i Dn~:i and say "vJE' LL BEG I N THE TEST NCH'-J." 

"Tfl J ~:; J b (~I EST OF HLH'-J ~'JELL YUU KNLHIJfHE CUUNT I NG NUlvlf.:H:'h:S. YUU 

WILL HEAR A NUMBER AND WHEN I SAY 'GO' YOU ARE TO WRITE DOWN THE 

NEXT CDUNT I NE; NUI'1BEf:;:, THAT n3 ·rHE NUI'1BEF~~J.1J..9T_.Br::.I5J3. THE NUMBER YOU 

HEAR. HERE IS AN EXAMPLE TO SHOW YOU HOW TO DO THIS TEST. YOU DU 

NUT NEED TO WRITE ANYTHING THIS TIME. 

IF I SAY 2, THE NUMBER JUST AFTER 2 IS (Ask for response) SO YOU 

WOULD WHITE 3 ON YDUR ANSWER SHEET BECAUSE 2 IS THE NEXT COUNTING 
NUI'1BER (')FTEn 2. 

NOW YUU TRY THIS EXAMPLE: 

FIND TEST A, FIND QUESTION S.l. 



LISTEN~ THREE, GO (10 Sec. to record) STOP. 

01 . 14 E12. 19 

u:::; • 26 U4. 7'+ 

U:"..'i. :::::9 D6. 89 

U7. :-~OO 08. 500 

U9. 209 01. O. $)9 

(Check answers and correct filling of sheets.) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

IN THIS TEST YOU ARE TO WRITE DOWN THE COUNTING NUMBER THAT IS 

~I..lJ.9..I .. _F.~I:~EQJlr;;_ THE NUMBEli YOU HE(")li. I F I SAY 8 ~ YOU WOULD l-<JR I TE (a s k 

for response) ON YOUR SHEETS. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE YOURSELF: 

F J I\IDTEHT B 

FIND QUESTION S.2. 

LISTEN, SIX, GO (10 Sec.) STOP. 

Ell 1. . :1.5 012 • 19 

01:3. 4B 014. 74 

U15. 40 016. E39 

ell! . :~~:OO Cl1B. 500 

Cl19. 1 10 Cl20. 510 

:U~~U~.J;;_ (~DD I T I ON m:: TEN 

1 N TI·I I f3lEST YOU (mE In f!nJL~:UiliTOTHE NUt-1BEF~ YOU HEM;:. 

IF I SAY "TWO' YOU WOULD W~ITE (Ask for response) 

f::;HEEI. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE YOURSELF: 

F I I'~D TE~;T C. 

FIND OUESTJON S.3. 

LISTEN, FIVE ,GO (5 SEC.) STOP. 

U21.. 1.1-

OT). 16 

02l n 50:::;; 

cr;;::2. 9 

Cl24. c:..-..-, 
d..:: 

[]26. 1. "7'0 

028. 109 

u:::;:o. 691 

1 ~-' ON YOUF~ 



IN TH I S 'rE~3T YOU AF~E TO 9.J..).~IJ3.f.tl;I. __ IJ:l! FFmi"l 'lHE NUi"lBEF: YOU HEAR. 

IF I SAY~19, YOU WOULD WRITE (Ask for response) 9 ON YOUR SHEET. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOURSELF. 

F I hiD TE!3T D. 

FIND QUESTION S.4. 

LISTEN, 13, GO (S SEC) STOP. 

(J~':;'1. 12 

o :::; ::::. . ~:. 6 

U::~; 7. ~.j()O 

Cl::~;'=t. 40] 

cr:::;2. 17 

U:::;4. 8'7 

CI::::'6. 461 

U::;;El. 700 

Cl40. 60S 

IN TH I ~3. 'TEST YOU {~RElO L I ~'nEN CAF:EFULL Y TO THE E:J.~_!d.B,,_.JJ'=l!'::!_~_~J3§_ I 

S(') Y {)ND 'THEI\I YOU {~I"E TU llJfU TE -fHE __ l~r::_::<_I._~r..W.rJ. NUt1BEF~S n-l{~ T YUU TH I NK 

WILL FOLLOW MY NUMBERS. 

IF I SAY,1,2,3,4 YUU WOULD WRITE (Ask for response) 5,6 on your 

she(-?t. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FUR YOURSELF: 

FIND IE~:;T E 

FIND QUESTION S.5. 

LISTEN, 10 -20-30-40-5U (10 SEC.) STOP. 

041. 4-7--4-'7 

U4::::'. 1]-27-3]-4'7 

04S. 1.1.-22-3::::'--44-

04'7. 98-8]-'76-6~S 

U49. 2-S-8-1.1 

(]4::~. 9-1-9-1 

DS9'-S7--~)5-53 

046. 50-45-40-35 

04·8. 91-82--73-64 

050. 98-94-90-86 



n~f:J._L __ E D I b If SP(') N 

IN THIS TEST YOU (')RE TO REMEMBER THE NUMBERS I S(')Y AND WRITE THEM 

DUvJN I N THE §mJs _____ ~lJ3P'J~B (')s YOU HE(')R THEt1. 

IF I S(')Y~ 3,4 YOU WOULD WRITE «(')sk for response) 3,4 .. ON YOUR 

SHEEf. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOURSELF: 

FIND TEST F. 

FIND QUESTION S.6. 

LISTEN. 4-1-8 GO (10 SEC.) STOP. 

n ~".:i 1.. ::~-- H -- 6 

D::i::::;. :::::-4---1-7 

OS7. 3-8-9-:\.-7-4 

Q59. 5-1-7-4-2-3-8 

JJ~>'J~J.2 DIG I T ~::iF'm~ BACKWiFWS 

[1 ~_:i:2 • 6 --- 1. --:? 

US4. 6-1--S--8 

U:::;6. ~:;--2-:\' --8-6 

058. 7-9-6-4-8-3 

060. 9-8-5-2-:\.-6-3 

IN -IH I ~3 TEf.3T YOU {mE TO HEJ'IEI'1BER THE NUt'1BERS I SAY E!JLT YOU {~RE TO 

WRITE THEM IN THE OPPOSITE ORDER TO THE WAY YOU HEAR THEM, THAT IS 

WRITE THE LAST NUMBEH YOU HEARD FIRST AND END WITH THE FIRST 

NUMBER YOU HEARD. 

IF I SAY 9, 6 YOU WOULD WHITE (Ask for response) 6, 9 ON YOUR 

SHEET. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOURSELF: 

F I NI) TE~ST G. 

FIND UUESTION S.7. 

LIS1EN, 4-6 GO (10 SEC.) STOP. 

D6~':;'. S-7-4 

nbS. 7-2--9-6 

067. 4-1--:3-~i-7 

n69. 1-6-5-2-9-8 

Db::2. 6-::::: 
06/~. 2-S-9 

n66. 8-4-<7-3 

068. 9-7-8-5-2 

070. 3-6-7-:\.-9-4 



T-EST 1--1 1'1---~JF'(')CE .. -..... , .. _ ........ -._ ... _ .... . 

IN THIS TEST YOU ARE TO COUNT THE NUMBER OF TIMES YOU HEAR EAC~ 

ONE OF A SERIES OF DIFFERENT SOUNDS, REMEMBER THE TOTALS YOU 

COUNTED FOE EACH DIFFERENT SOUND AND WRITE DOWN THE TOTALS IN THE 

SAME ORDER AS YOU HEARD THE SOUNDS. ALL THE SOUNDS AND FURTHER 

INSTRUCTIONS ARE ON A TAPE. LISTEN TO THE TAPE AND DO EXACTLY AS 

YOU {)I::;:E TOLD. (Swi tch on tape). 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOURSELF: 

F I I'~D TEST H 

FIND CIUEUTIUI\I U.H. 

L I STEI\!, :3- /1 CiCJ STOP. 

[Xl 1 • 

073. 4-7-2 

[,)75. {)-:::;'-~5--2 

OT7. :3--5-4-7-2 

U79. 7-4-3-5-2-6 

n~E::LL __ ~I (')DDITIDN EXAI'-IPLES 

U72. E3--~~:; 

074. 3-6-4 

U76. 7--4-::2--6 

U78. 2---7-<$-5----4 

U80. 4-2-5---::::;-6--7 

IN THIS TEST I WILL READ A SERIES OF NUMBER SENTENCES TO YOU AND 

EACH SENTENCE HAS A MISSINCi NUMBER IN IT. IN PLACE OF THAT 

MISSING NUMBER I WILL UAY THE WORD ·SOMETHINCi'.YUU ARE TO WRITE 

THE MISSING NUMBER ON YOUR SHEET. 

IF I SAY TWO PLUS ONE EOUALS SOMETHING YOU WOULD WRITE (Ask for 

response) 3 ON YOUR SHEET. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOURSELF: 

FIND TEFlT J. 

FIND UUESTION S.9. 

LISTEN, SIX PLUS TWO EUUALS SOMETHING~ GO (10 SEC.) STOP. 

081 . ::H4:::::[J OB2. 5+2=[ J 

08:::::. 4+9:::::[] 084. ~3+6= [] 

OB~5. 9+[]:=12 086. 5+[]::::13 

LIB7. £: :1 -+-(3:::: 1.~:; Uf38. £: J+9=1.'-I-

089. 2+9:::::4+[ :1 090. 6+8:::::5+[ J 



II:;:~1.~.I.._ .. L SUBr~-:;:()CT I UN EXnt1F'LES 

IN THIS TEST EnCH NUMBER SENTENCE AGAIN HnS A MISSING NUMBER nND 

I WILL SAY THE WURD 'SUMETHING' IN F'LnCE UF THAT MISSING 

NUMBER. YOU ARE TO WRI1E THE MISSING NUMBER ON YOUR SHEET. 

IF I SAY FIVE MINUS THREE EQUnLS SOMETHING YOU WOULD WRITE (Ask 

for response) TWO ON YOUR SHEET. 

NOW TRY THIS EXAMPLE: 

F I~;mTEST 1< 

FIND QUESTION S.10. 

LISTEN, FIVE MINUS THREE EQUALS SOMETHING, GO (10 SEC.) STUP. 

Cl9l . 9·-~3= [ ] 092. 1 O-:~;=:: [ :1 

LVr::::; • 17-·B== [ ] 094. 1 1-7=[ ] 

Cl9~3. 15-[ ]::-.::9 096. 12-[ ]:::::4 

(J'7>7. [ ] -6::..."7 098. [ ] --:3:::::8 

ClerC? • [ ]-]::::1+7 Cl10!). [ ] -6:::::5+4 

TURN OVER YUUR ANSWER SHEET. 

YOU HAVE JUST HEnRD TWENTY NUMBER SENTENCES READ OUT. NOW I WANT 

YOU TU WRITE DOWN AS MANY DIFFERENT NUMBER SENTENCES ns YOU CnN 

THINK OF. YOU MUST WRITE WHULE EQUATIONS THAT HAVE NUMBERS ON 

EnCH SIDE UF THE EClUALS SIGN.THIS IS A CHANCE FOR YOU TO SHOW ME 

HOW MUCH YOU KNOW ABOUT NUMBERS. (Answer questions). 

YOU HAVE FIVE MINUTES TO WRITE AS MUCH AS YOU CAN. GO. 

(After 5 min.)STUP. 

CUL.LECT F'()F'EF\~:;. 
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f.1i tTl:: T'o dE~vel up '::;k i 11 ~::; of E:\n le\/el in 

mdthF~(fl,3t. :i. c~:;" 

Specific Objectives fo~ Subjects: 

To think in yuur head. 

To use prio~ knowledge in solving new problems. 

To "l.ppJy thp'::;E" <::,;kill~:; :i.n p,,··oblpiTl ~:;CJlvil'lq situ,3t:i.on';:;. 

U V E' r· t. 11 e:' 11 F' ~< L in [:\ c:ic:\ilV 

pi"· U CJ I' d m ill F·~ -1::. h i::1 t:. t'i ill h (0! 1 P :i. mp I·" U\/E' YOUI'· 

is to learn how to dsk yourself questions and 

thE'n answp~ thpm. Obviously if PYE'ryonp is asking qupstions dll 

thF~ t. i. mE' i t. ~"j 1 I. soon get ve~y noisy and eve~yone will. find it. 

cli·f·f:i.cl ... llt tu CUI1C(:~nt.l'-i::lt:p on t:.hc'ir·· hIU"··!::" To nVE'r··COf1lF" t:.1·1:i.<:; pl"ubI (;,m 

you have tu be able to talk to yourself silently~ that is talk 

i n'::;i dE! -;"01...11" hE·?,·"d r··dthF"r" t.h.::~n OI.Jt 1 o1...ld. 

Th i~:; :i. ~::i not only impo~tant, not only so thdt the classroom 

i ':::. q LI i f"! t!1 b U. t bpcduse you can usp all thE' knowlpdgp you have 

b~ain. everyone has some knowledge about 

numbers in their mpmo~y but :i. t i·f yenJ ,3sk fDI·-

fr"um i::1 h,o:\nk" r' ,:JD "lULl how 

tD dsk you~self qupstiuns. 

I r:·,t' ':; ·f i nd out about la.lld. nc] in Clur·· hfc'3d s.. F'u t yDLlr 

fingp~ un your th~Clat and find you~ voice bux or larynx" When I 

~; a Y ~ II (3 D ~ II co u n t. t.o t. E,' n c:1 lou d <:~. n c:I '/ C) U ~'J i 1. 1 + e f? lit:. vi. tJ r- at. e . {i t 

the Sdme time your lips and tongue a~e moving .. ('1I'''Y this 

€~ctiYit.y) .. hlow I want you to count to ten l"Ji t.hout (]lovi nq YOLl"-

lips. tongup or voice box. T~y counting dgain, s1 1 entl y th:i. s 

time" (Find out which children can O~ can't do it.> T~y it with a 

pa~tne~ and watch fo,,-- t.l1eil·- 1. :i. p ':3 mov i n q " (Suggest to children 

that this activit.y can be practised th~ouqhout the day and at 

h C) iT)(0!. ) 

thosE' havinq difficulty suggest closing the:i.~ muuth. 

<::ill U t t. inC] c-:'YF:',,:; puttinC] hands over F"al'" ~::; t n a Vel i cl nt.hel'-

Fin ;::\ 1. 1. y pvpr·· 'y'OI"lP' ,3'::; k t:. hf-?/ll<::;t" 1. Vf::?~:; t. hi 0,:; q LIE'",;'!:. i un , II Wtl;'''1 t do T 

knn~·J E.I!::lOI.Jt ,3dciition')"1 Think ,;:Ibou.t this question and we'll 

C)u~ answprs tomo~row" Remind child~en to practise thinking in 



their heads by counting to themselves. How far can they count in 

30 seconds~ one minute ... ? 

Aim~ To develop recall of basic 

and problem solving skills. 

Specific Objectives for Subjects~ 

To list ways of learning facts. 

addition and subtraction 

To practise addition/subtraction facts in examples. 

To use addition/subtraction facts in games and puzzles. 

I rl t 1'- ud u c t i on 

Over the next six weeks we are going to take part in a daily 

programme that we help you to learn your addition and subtraction 

fdct.'::; likf?Yuu Ipi'~I"n you.I'- timE!c,:; tElblE'''';. Thic.~, ~"ill help YDU ~'Jht?n 

solving addition and subtraction problems as you will be able to 

recall the facts quickly withuut having to count or work it out. 

Today we are going to discuss ways of learning 

for suggestions, especially from those children 

f i'.~ C t ~:; ~.\) e I 1. • ) S 1..1 q q e 's t ,~ e cit i n 9 f c\ C t "" ~ W t- i tin q 

yourself~ finding out which facts you know well 

yuu need towork on. 

i nfol'''mi:Ji::.i on. (A'5k 

v·jho knm·J thei. ,~ 

fact's, b:::>stinO 

E~nd wh i eh ones 

Workinq in pairs ask each other five facts. See how quickly 

you can answer correctly. Count if you have to. Practise facts 

throuqhuut the day and at hume. 



f.:lE:.f..:.~.t:!1H2~._ .. ~ 
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8.s;.t! .. y_.t:~ ... L§,§ ___ l,l.~_Q.(1 __ i.IL.E:LQ.9.C§l!.T!m~ . ..Jj __ (~~:.!JJd. .. __ I 
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Divide children playing into two teams. 

Draw a noughts and crosses grid on the blackboard. 

Write facts in the grid spaces. 

5+8 7+0 6+9 

0+3 4+9 2+1 

7+8 9+2 6+8 

---------~------------------

Play the game as noughts and crosses: 

One team is noughts~ the other crosses. 

Each team·has alternate turns at playing. 

To put a nought or cross on the board a team member has to 

correctly answer a chosen fact on the playing grid. 

Team members are allowed only one turn at playing until all the 

team has had their turn. 

If the answer given is incorrect then no score is made for that 

turn and the other team has their turn. 

The winning team is the first to complete a row of noughts or 

The gcUTlf? lTlay be pI ayed wi th. subtracti on ~ 

division facts. 

multiplication or 

£l .. <El.2J._~ __ ._E.s!f:_t-'iL-':::!.9J,·g?j.g. 

Children write down ten different numbers of their choice. 

Numbers should be from 0 to 18. 

The teacher or an able child is the first caller. 

The caller prepares a list of facts to be tested. 

Addition and subtraction facts are called out one at a time. 

If the solution for that fact appears on a list of chosen numbers 

it is crossed off. 

The game continues until one player has crossed off all ten 

number-s. 

The numbers are checked against the facts given. 



The wi nnel'- may have the ne:·:t tUI'-n ,,,,s caller-. 

The ct :i. -f + :i. cuI t. Y o-f the qc:Hne may b~:? i nCI'-ei:\f::;ed by f.~).: tend i ng th~? 

limit -f or" chosen number-s or- by the caller- using a var-iety of 

question types. This could include any topic fr-om the syllabus~ 

for- e:·:ample, "The face value of the 5 in the numer-al 458'7" 

Draw a 'clock,face' with the ten digits ar-ranged in r-andom order 

at-ound it. 

Draw a squar-e in the centr-e of the clock and write a number and 

addition sign in it. 

The game is played by adding the central 

outer- digits in turn. 

number to each of the 

A time limit is set for each child to beat the clock. 

Change the central number at the end of each attempt. 

A successful turn may allow another turn at a different number. 

The game may be played with multiplication facts and also 

subtraction and division facts if the outer digits ar-e chosen 

appr"opr" i atel y. 



:i."" lik€? "Beat t:hE' C:lDck' but this time the Duter 

sectiDn of a wheel is empty and children have tD find the number 

tD fill in the space in each sector of the wheel. 

The wheel is drawn Dn a blackboard and the game played the same 

,,~ ~::; " [3 E' d t: t 11 E' C :I n c I,: ' . 

'r 1'1 f..? q c,\mf.": c ",\11 

centl'" [':1. 1 I'""inq 

{.~t. E:f" n c,\ t. i vf.:~ 1 Y 

variE'd by makinq the unknown number appear in the 

the middle ring of the wheel. 

the game may be played u~;i ng c:1.ddition, 

multiplication or division facts. 

1.Write the alphabet. 

2.Starting with A as 1, 8 as _ .•• Z as 26 number each letter of 

tIlE::' ,,,\1 phabE't. 

3. Use this cnde to complete the followinq activities: 

a.Write vnur name in cnde and find the sum of the "letters.' 

h.lvl'·jt.P rlOt'H1 fi.vp fr·i.r:\llc:l~'; namp ,3nc1 find thE? ",;um -for"" t.hpl.I'·· fl,,'\II1P"';. 

DDes thp longest name have the greatpst sum? 

c.Write flamps of countries, days, months, animals ••• and find 

t.hE0ir" c.,um .. 

d.Write a word or messaqe in code for a friend to de-code. 

1. Select a passage of 100 words. 

Count the number of t.imes each vowel occurs. 

Discuss findings with other children. 

Express YDur results as fractions or percentages (older 

chi I dr"(~\n) . 

:::'. Uc.;inn qr"uur1S Df ~"Drd,,'; ] ike n'-:,\(11f"'",; of d'-:,IY,,';, mCHlth!'";.". '-:,lnc.:;~'IE?r-

q u (.0 C'; t :i. n I 1 ,::; ,"\ I J U l. \ t L II F' :I (':'! l. \: F'I' . ,::; :i. 11 L. I, (.::~ II ,:\ m p I::; • 

Examplps: HDW many months end with the letter 'y'? 

Huw many days have 6 letters in their namp? 

~~J.t)}~,~t .... "."':':!.T1"""."I, ''? 

Children make clues to describe a number'. 

Other children try tu name the numher described. 

The aim is to writ.e clues that describe only one number. 

E:-:ample: I am oeld. 

I am lpss than 10 and greater than 5. 

If you turn me upside down I am a different number. 



If you look at me in a mirror I am a letter. 

Answer~9 

rcs~ Artivjtirs 

1. Oral test ~facts and word problems. 

8. Speed test. examples written on the board~record answers. 

3. Grids: ten by ten~ random digit order~ number array. 

+ 3 6 1 8 o 7 9 

---l---------------------------
4 

o 
7 

3 

9 

r , , 

1 

8 
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